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in the workplace has

increased

rapidly creating a need for a substantial body of knowledge
in the area of group development which has been

formulated

from research done on work groups.
The purpose of

this

study was

to add to that body of

knowledge by examining the developmental
work groups

at

three resident youth camps.

gained from this
of

life cycle of

research provides

the way in which work groups
A study was

The

develop.

Flanagan's

Technique was used to collect
completed by participants

information

a greater understanding

conducted with staff members

resident youth camps.

staff

(1954)

the data.

at

three 4-H

Critical

Incident

Questionnaires were

on a weekly basis

and interviews

were conducted by the researcher with selected staff at
three different
Critical
categories

of

times

over the eight week period.

incidents were collected and grouped in
themes which emerged from the data.

themes which were

identified were

v

"Relationships",

The

five

"Norms

and Roles",
and

“Fun",

"Problem Solving and Decision Making",

"Leadership and Communication".
The data were also analyzed for stage of group

development using Lacoursiere's
Dissatisfaction,

Resolution,

stages

and Production.

groups

followed the general pattern of

in the

literature,

however,

of Orientation,

recurrent

The staff work

development
issues

described

resulted in

additional movement between the Dissatisfaction and
Resolution stages.

Two groups

of Dissatisfaction around the

experienced a

second period

fifth or sixth week which

could be attributed to staff burnout.
Several
the results

recommendations were made
and the conclusions

including the camp community,
staff

scheduling,

Recommendations

for

to the management

of

camps

leadership and supervision,

selection and retention,

development,

for application of

staff

training and

and site and facilities.
further research were made

including replication in other types

of

organizations,

staff development

closer examination of

during the one week training period,

camps

the study of how

dissatisfaction is

related to staff burnout

and sixth weeks

the

of

summer,

at

camps.
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during the

and investigation of

relationship between Situational
development

or

fifth
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Leadership and staff group
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

In the past ten years there have been dramatic changes
in the way in which organizations are managed.
been a proliferation of employee committees,
project teams,

supervisory councils,

leadership groups,

There has

task forces,

joint management/union

and self-directed work teams.

Several

companies have demonstrated that innovative teamwork has
given them the competitive edge in increasing production and
service.

Many people believe that the self-managed or

high-performance team will be
of the 1990's"

(Dumaine,

"the productivity breakthrough

1990).

"Changes in our world are bringing changes to teams.
Society is more heterogeneous,

and aging.

organizations are international,
diversified,

and regulated.

More

multi-disciplinary,

And the work being done is

centered more on information management and service rather
than production"
46).

(Drexler,

For the first time,

Sibbet,

& Forrester,

1988,

p.

Americans are finding themselves

losing in productivity and quality to international
competitors.

Given the high cost of both labor and capital

in the United States,

the survival of American industries

depends on effectively using labor,
how people are organized and managed
1

which in turn depends on
(Lawler,

1986,

p.

14).

In our changing society,
control over their lives.

people want to have more

In addition to good jobs,

wages and comprehensive benefits,

fair

workers want to be

involved in making decisions about their work.

There is now

extensive legislation protecting employee rights in areas
such as age,

sex,

and race discrimination.

It is becoming

increasingly important for organizations to manage people in
a way that is generally considered fair and reasonable
(Lawler,

1986,

p.

18).

Based on a wide ranging review of organizational
research conducted from the 1930's through the 1960's,
Sashkin

(1984)

identified three basic human work needs:

autonomy or control over one's own behavior,
achievement of a whole task,

completion or

and interpersonal contact in

the context of work activities.

"Today's organizations

practice human relations with much more caring and
sophistication than they did 60 years ago,

and they are

making improvements all the time"

1990,

(Ferris,

p.

44).

Teams can fulfill the increasing need for individuals to
feel connected to something they can control and impact.
The emphasis on groups in the workplace has been
increasing rapidly creating a need for a substantial body of
knowledge in the area of group development which has been
formulated from research on work groups.

Principles of

group development have primarily been developed from
research conducted with problem solving,

2

laboratory,

training,

encounter,

or therapy groups.

In Lacoursiere's

extensive review of more than 200 articles and studies of
group development,
work groups

there are only three anecdotal reports on

(Lacoursiere,

Di Salvo,

Nikkei,

1980).

and Monroe

(1989)

suggest that too

often researchers have addressed issues in ways that were of
interest to them,

but have not investigated what members of

and practitioners working with small groups deem important.
They agree with Zander that

"small group research needs to

approach variables in ways that are of demonstrable
significance to natural or real-world groups

...

and more

emphasis needs to be placed on field research and
experiments in an attempt to both identify and to resolve
problems facing such groups"

(1989,

p.

554).

The need for more research on work groups is now being
recognized more widely,
conducted

(Sundstrom,

and studies are beginning to be

De Muse,

& Futrell,

1990).

However,

there is a compelling need for more investigations conducted
with a wide variety of work groups to clearly understand how
these groups develop.
The youth camping industry has always stressed the
importance of community and group development
1988).

(Rubendall,

Staff work groups have been used for years and

general issues,

especially those focusing on orientation,

have been discussed.

While various research studies have

been reported in the camping field,

3

a large gap remains

between what is needed and desired,
done

(Henderson & Chenery,

1987) .

and what actually gets
There has been no

systematic study of the development of staff work groups in
youth camps.

The Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine and document
the developmental life cycle of staff work groups at three
resident youth camps.

The information gained from this

research provides a greater understanding of the way in
which groups develop in a specific work environment.
"It has been thoroughly documented through countless
research efforts during the past forty years that small
groups go through a series of predictable developmental
stages during their group history or life cycle.

These

studies are remarkably consistent in their identification of
developmental stages regardless of the purpose for which the
group was assembled"
1984).

(Carew,

Parisi-Carew,

& Blanchard,

The study compared and contrasted the actual

developmental life cycle with existing theories on small
group development.

The Significance of the Study

The significance of this study is that it contributes
to the field of research on small group development by
studying actual work groups.

The data were based on actual

4

behaviors reported by participants as being important to the
development of a work group.
With the rapid growth of work groups in organizations,
it is necessary to know what effects the development of the
group in order to enhance the probability that it will
develop into a high performing team.

The performance of

people at work has a major impact on an organization's
productivity which leads to the fulfillment of its goals.
This study also has particular significance to the
field of camping.

Often theoretical research has been

conducted in other settings and applied to the camping
environment

(Henderson,

& Chenery,

1987).

This study helps

in filling the critical need for expanding the research
conducted at and about camps,

especially focused on issues

related to staff group development.

The results of this

study provide a base from which practical applications such
as effective staff training methods,
leadership,

appropriate styles of

selection and retention of staff,

and general

camp structure can be developed and assessed.

Limitations of the Study

The study was conducted with three 4-H resident youth
camps in Connecticut.

A camp setting is particularly

appropriate for the study of work groups since there is a
clear task.

Also,

group experience.

it provides a time bounded,
However,

intensive

a camp staff group is a special

5

work group and the results

of

this

study may not be

generalized to all work groups.
Differences
programming,
staffing.
most

exist between camps

structure,

Certainly the results

applicable

similarities

session,
of

this

such as

goals,

population,

and

research would be

for those camps with the greatest

to those in the study.

safe to say that many of
the basis

length of

in areas

However,

the critical

for the categories

in this

it

is probably

incidents which form
study can be

found in

%

most

camps.

about

Hence,

the nature of

valuable

the development

Camp work groups

of

this

such organizations
resorts,

of

the staff work group.

also have many characteristics which

are similar to work groups
the results

information could be gained

in other situations.

Therefore,

research may apply to work groups
as

environmental

boarding schools,

in

education centers,

or career training programs.

Definition of Terms

Certain terms
are defined as
•

Group

-

that

are used frequently in this

study

follows:
two or more individuals,

who are

interdependent,

sharing a common goal

or task.

•

Group Development

- how a group changes

over time.

•

Work Group
who

-

a group of

interdependent

share responsibility

organization

(Sundstrom,

6

for outcomes
De Muse,

individuals
for their

& Futrell,

1990,

p.

120).

Incident

-

an

observable human

sufficiently

complete

in

inferences

predictions

performing

the

Critical

act

Incident

situation where
seems

fairly

-

an

the purpose
to

the

little

concerning

4-H

-

Cooperative

Extension

Extension

the United

whose mission
knowledge

Camp

-

a

p.

the person
327).

of

a

the

act

observer and where

its

its

intent

in

definite

effects

to

leave

(Flanagan,

program of

System.
a

cooperative

Department

university,

is

the

the

and

of

Agriculture,

local

application of

to problems

of

effort
the

government,

research-based

agriculture,

families,

and communities.
sustained

creative,
in group
trained

or

System -

States

land grant

youth,

1954,

sufficiently

the youth development

state

about

327) .

Cooperative

of

is

incident which occurs

are

p.

that

to permit

to be made

consequences

1954,

itself

(Flanagan,

clear

doubt

activity

experience which provides

recreational,
living

and educational

in

the

out-of-doors.

leadership

and

the

surroundings
physical,

to

contribute

social,

and

Camping Association,

resources
to

7

utilizes
the natural

each camper's

spiritual
Inc.,

opportunity

It
of

1990,

growth
p.

3).

a

mental,

(American

Administrative
overall

Staff

-

program and

responsibilities
program director,

staff with
counseling

such as
or head

8

the

supervisory

and

coordination

assistant

counselor.

director,

CHAPTER

REVIEW OF

II

THE

LITERATURE

Introduction

The
major

review of

areas:

between

small

the

literature

is

organized

small

group

group

development

and

small

development

and applications

of

development,

group

the

small

into

three

relationship
group

leadership,

theories

to

organizations.
Most

of

development
Simply
of

is

stated,

current

research

based on group
all

groups

growth through time.

200
a

the

articles

five

and

studies

stage model

resolution,
of what

is

known

Since

that

about
time,

developed which divide
different

number

guidelines.
identified

For

develop

of

small

group

theory.

through predictable

stages

1980,

Lacoursiere

reviewed over

of

group

development

and developed

group

dissatisfaction,

the

which

synthesizes

most

development.

variations

of

this

lifespan of

stages

adoption,

area

development

termination)

example.

the

In

or use
Hare

four predictable

maintenance,
their

of

stage

(orientation,

production,

in

model

the

have been

group

into

a

slightly different

and Naveh

stages

integration,

(1983)

(latent
goal

have

pattern

attainment)

in

research with problem solving groups.
In

addition

a variety of

to

other

exploring
ideas

the work on

are presented

9

stage

such as

development,
Cohen

and

Smith's
themes

(1976)

belief

(anxiety,

power,

personal growth)
of

a group develops around five

norms,

interpersonal

relationships,

that occur periodically or Gersick's

theory

"Punctuated Equilibrium".
General

of

that

systems

theory,

which looks

the parts of a group to the whole,

most

recently.

family,

the

It

first

in terms

interacts

types of groups

of

this

is

gained popularity

the impact

of

to,

the
has

far

the way in which a person

of the research has been done
groups,

the relationship

group a person belongs

reaching effects
in all

has

is understood that
small

at

later in life.

While most

in family systems

and therapy

starting to be applied to work groups

as

well.
A number of

theories which focus on the relationship

between small group development
are presented.
the issue of

In most

leadership

of

and small

the theories,

and member satisfaction.

and Blanchard

(1984)

the manner in which

Carew,

have developed a model

groups which directly links

Parisi-Carew,

for managing

group development with

leadership.

The chapter concludes with a review of
focusing on some of
development

leadership

is approached determines both group

effectiveness

situational

group

theories

the applications

of

to organizations.

the literature

small group
Several

forces have

influenced the evolution of worker participation and
changing management practices

in organizations.

10

Participatory management has
which organizations

dramatically altered the way in

function and how people

feel

about

their

work.
Teamwork,
small

group development

the keys
that

based on much of

the theory generated on

over many years,

to major change.

is becoming one of

Many companies have demonstrated

innovative teamwork has

given them the competitive edge

in increasing production and service.
While much of

the research in this

area has been done

on large production oriented corporations,
be applied to a variety of organizations
size,

focus,

or profit

the concepts

regardless

can

of their

status.

Small Group Development

Overview and Historical

Definition of

Small Group Development

As with most
for

"group"

important

exist.

to combine these
defined as

Perspective

concepts,

numerous

Johnson and Johnson have made an attempt

into one definition.

"A group may be

two or more individuals who

each other,

(2)

definitions

are interdependent,

(1)

(3)

interact with

define themselves

and are defined by others as belonging to a group,
norms
in a
(6)

concerning matters of common interest
system of

interlocking roles,

find the group rewarding,

(Johnson,

& Johnson,

1991,

p.

and
14).

11

(5)
(7)

(4)

share

and participate

influence each other,
pursue common goals"

In The Life Cycle of

Groups,

Lacoursiere chooses

"Merton

(1957)

defines

spend certain periods
as members,
This

group as
of

a collection of people who

time together,

who see themselves

and/or are identified as members by outsiders.

definition stresses

time together and group membership.

A definition by Cartwright
and interrelationships:
individuals

two more simple definitions.

and Zander

'A group is

(1960)

sharing a common goal who have relationships

degree'"

(Lacoursiere,

Lacoursiere makes
those which fit
groups.

goals

a collection of

one another that make them interdependent
significant

stresses

to some
p.

58).

a distinction between actual

the definitions

Conceptual

1980,

groups

above,

to

groups,

and conceptual

are those in which the goal or

task might be similar but not

commonly shared,

interdependence may not

or be negligible.

exist

so
Or,

conceptual groups might have members who are involved with
the same kind of
together.

The

task or issue but

literature on groups

primarily on actual
of

the

spend little or no time

groups.

That

and group development

is

framework

for most

following discussion.

Lacoursiere extensively examines
the word development as
purpose of
of

the

is

this

it

relates

study emphasis

the various uses

to groups.

is put

Specifically,

look at

group development

For the

on the broader sense

the word in terms of how a group changes

general.

of

over time

in

Lacoursiere and many other theorists
stages.
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McCollom,

using six basic assumptions

development

theory,

explores

development

theory

(McCollom,

assumption,

a sequence of

Groups pass

through a progression of

assumption of
the
as

individual

their relevance to group
1990,

stages,

p.137-142).

The

is widely acceptable.
stages over time.

framework of many group development

theories.

in the literature on individual development,

stages

Theorists

development

share the

is

The

idea that

as

However,

there

is

is

also generally
is

evidence

and group

change is not

individuation.

continuous.

episodically.
Group theorists

a process by which boundaries

clarified and group members

of

The assumption

there

in both individual

a process of

see development

are

experience a heightened sense of

identity.
Finally,

Almost
roles

structures

from one stage to the next happens

Development

group

stages.

Writers do state however that

of overlap.

Movement

to the hierarchy of

representing distinct

accepted.

first

stages building on each other is also part

some question as
of

of

development

all models

state that members'

and relationships

external

environment

development.
concept

of

time seems

is driven by interacting

Gersick

in the group,

interact
(1988)

"development"

to

internal

influence group

concludes

She asks

that

the general
in groups

the question

generalized group development models of Tuckman
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experience,

and the group's

to describe changes

to be defensible.

forces.

over

"are the

(1965)

and

others,

which present

development

in all

a set

groups,

of

stages

useful

and valid representations

of group development processes?"

Types

(Gersick,

1990,

p.142).

of Groups Used in Research
A number of different

the research of
p.

characterizing

77)

basis

divides
of

small

Tuckman

(1984)

(forming,

important

therapy groups,

In naturalistic groups he

learning groups,

Cissna

convenient,

(1980,

five categories primarily on the

encounter groups,

naturalistic groups.

groups.

Lacoursiere

problem solving or laboratory groups,

training groups,

committees,

of groups have been used in

group development.

them into

task:

types

includes

and sociopolitical

states while the names used by

storming,

they obscure

differences

work teams,

or

norming,

significant

among different

performing)

are

and potentially
groups within each of

the categories.
While most
groups

in the

research in the earlier years was

first

naturalistic groups,

four categories,
especially those

done with

the study of
in the work world has

gained popularity in recent years.

Lacoursiere's Work
In 1980,
was published.

Lacoursiere's book The Life Cycle of Groups
This

group development

contains

an extensive review of

literature since

comprehensive volume

1965.

It

is

a

synthesizing the work of many

14

the

researchers and promoting the generally accepted theory that
all groups go through a number of developmental
Researchers use a variety of
phase,

or trend.

differences

However,

in meaning,

terms

stages.

such as

stage,

even though there are subtle

Lacoursiere

felt

similar enough to use a common term.

that

they were

He chose

"stage"

since

the developmental process has natural divisions
(Lacoursiere,
His

1980,

p.

28).

theory is based on five stages of development:

orientation,
termination.
forming,

dissatisfaction,

resolution,

production,

These are essentially the same as

storming,

norming,

and

Tuckman's

and performing and the

adjourning stage added by Tuckman and Jensen in 1977.
he sees

these as

five distinctive stages,

While

there is

considerable overlap.
In the orientation stage group members are mildly to
moderately eager,
the experience,

have generally positive expectations

show some anxiety and concern over why they

are there and the other members

of the group,

generally dependent on whomever is
of

the group is

what

it

takes

to get

the work done.
The

the complexity of the goals

and are

in authority.

focused on defining the goals

work is accomplished.

The energy

and task and

A moderate amount

of

length of the stage depends on
and task.

In the dissatisfaction stage the group members
that what

for

is happening is not what

15

realize

they had expected or

hoped for.
about

They may become

frustrated,

angry,

and confused

the goals or task and dissatisfied with their initial

dependence on the

leader.

The work on the task often

decreases

due to the negative

length of

this

stage will

feelings

of

depend on the

dissatisfaction or the amount

the members.

intensity of

The

the

of discrepancy between the

realities of

the situation and the participants'

expectations

and on how quickly the group can gain skills

redefine the goals

to

and task.

The resolution stage begins

once the group

starts

to

resolve the differences mentioned in the dissatisfaction
stage and begins
others

to

form feelings

and increased self

accomplishment.
positive

of respect

towards

understanding develop.

of

esteem and pleasure of

The group's work on tasks

feelings

and trust

others

is

enhanced by

and increases

The length of

this

as

skills

and

stage may vary

greatly.
In production,
being part

of

members work well

the group.

accomplishment which leads
increase in skills

There is

together and enjoy

a high degree of

task

to even greater efficiency,

and knowledge,

and feelings

of

confidence

and competence.
In groups with a designated ending,
termination.

the

stage

is

The work on the task generally decreases but

could increase to meet a deadline or overcome
the

final

impending loss of

feelings of

relationship with the members or

16

leader.

Often members will

Generally there are strong
length of this
degree of

The

that

existed within the

the task accomplished.

in which participation is not

voluntary there could be
This

Then the group moves
additional

feelings of accomplishment.

closeness

group and the nature of

the beginning.

feelings.

stage will vary often in relationship to the

interpersonal

For groups

cover up these

issues

is

completely

some resistance and hostility in
called a negative orientation stage.

into the dissatisfaction stage with

and must

resolve all

of

these

in the

resolution stage.
Lacoursiere also
morale and the

stages

looks

at

the relationship between

of group development.

usually starts quite high and decreases
end of

the dissatisfaction stage.

through the end of

Group morale

steadily through the

Then it

rises

slowly

the resolution stage and levels

off at

termination.
This

successive stage model

can be contrasted with a

recurrent

cycle model of group development.

recurrent

cycle model,

various

as

recurring within a group's

p.

65).

In a recurrent

issues

fully resolved the

first

is

issues.

in handling an issue but

less

17

1980,

of a

There is

often issues

time they are addressed.

much harder to track a group through the

are viewed

(Lacoursiere,

there

progression of moving on to different
often progress

or problems

life cycle

cycle model

In the

stages.

It

are not
is

New Approaches

Maples7

Extension of Tuckman's Theory

Recent work by Maples
developmental
simple

and Modifications

sequence

five stages

to

(1988)

in small

over a

includes

"Forming"

the substages

commonality.
meetings,

substages.

students

includes

taking

The categories

of group dynamics

"Storming"

and criticism.

collaboration,

taking from 5

substages

challenge,

meetings,

Stage

includes

communication,
Maples

"Perhaps
of

to

6 meetings,

5,

this

the

consciousness,

and

taking

from 1

to 2

compromise,

He also

examples

states

that

the

form.

the most unexpected,

study was

but valuable

the reinforcing realization that,

although people and their individual
vastly different

of cooperation,

and closure.

laboratory groups.

one of

taking

Stage 4,

the substages with brief

in final

conflict,

includes

"Adjourning"

and

to 3

"Norming"

substages

the substages of

explains

theory is not

concern,

creativity,

consensus,

related to his

the

caution,

from 2

and commitment.

"Performing"

consideration.

taking

Stage 3,

includes

cohesion,

to 3 meetings,

confusion,

the substages of

to 2 meetings,

of

from 1

of courtesy,

Stage 2,

confrontation,

results

from the relatively

5 year period.

Stage 1,

from 1

extended Tuckman's

groups

include 20

were derived by more than 200

has

characteristics

in each laboratory group setting,
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are

the

stages

through which the students progress,

(Tuckman's)

or more complex

remain

fairly constant"

Davies

and Kuypers'

Davies

(the additional

(Maples,

1988,

six-stage model

work of Harvey,

Hunt and Schroeder

Shepard

and Schutz

Hazewinkel,
that

1986,

p.

the credibility of

Davies

Davies,

and Hazewinkel

Bennis

(Kuypers,

and

Davies,

and Kuypers

feedback was
stages

is based on the

(1985)

&
found

found to vary in

and that positive

generally more credible than negative

Kuypers,

components),

22).

(1961),

(1958).

794).

different developmental
was

20

Six Stage Model

and Kuypers'

(1956),

p.

whether simple

(1986)

has bearing on the movement of groups

feedback

feedback.

found that

cohesion

in the developmental

process.
The six-stage model describes
inclusion,

authority,

opposing options.

intimacy,

A group must

four dilemmas:

and separation,

with two

oppose both options

in order

to move on to the next phase.
The phases

are dependency,

enchantment,

disenchantment,

termination.

The dilemma of

the enchantment
disenchantment
and Shepard,

counterdependency,

consensual validation,
intimacy is

but differs with the

It qualifies

Including the

in concert with the work of Bennis
findings

The consensual validation phase is not
dilemma.

encompassed in both

and disenchantment phases.
stage is

and

as a

of Lacoursiere.

linked with any

separate phase because it

19

is

thematically different
stages.

(Kuypers,

model does

from the preceding and following

Davies,

& Hazewinkel,

include a termination phase,

of Tuckman and Jensen and that

1986,

p.

794)

The

similar to the work

of Lacoursiere,

and unlike

Bennis and Shepard.

Johnson and Johnson7s Work
The Johnsons have done extensive work in the area of
cooperative learning groups.
group development
learning groups,
development.

In applying the

they have identified seven stages of
(1)

defining and structuring

procedures

and becoming oriented,

procedures

and becoming acquainted,

mutuality and building trust,

the goals,

(5)

procedures,

1991,

p.

(4)

(2)

conforming to

(3)

recognizing

rebelling and

committing to and taking ownership
and other members,

maturely and productively,
Johnson,

of

identified by Tuckman to cooperative

These include:

differentiating,

stages

(7)

(6)

terminating

for

functioning

(Johnson &

395).

Most groups proceed through the
rather quickly and spend most

first

five stages

time in productivity.

Unlike

most of

the leaders who were passive and nondirective in

most

of

the studies

of a

learning group tries

that

Tuckman reviewed,
to help the group

properly through a number of

the coordinator
function

fairly active techniques.
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Schein's Views
In his book Observing Culture Emerge
Schein

(1987,

chapt.

8),

based on his

National Training Laboratories
groups as well

as

concludes

there are

The

that
first

orientation
influence,
He

likens

moods

Institute

group

formation,

focusing on the issues

of

acceptance and intimacy,
the group state,

as

The group moves

inclusion,

with its

into the

associated feelings and

to the

leader,

second stage,

Schein refers

together and responsible

to as

of activities

assumption of group

achieve this

to what
(p.

fusion.

Bion

192).

group building,
a

"cathartic

they are all

for what happens

a shared set

power and

and identity and role.

and begin to understand that

unconscious

training

deals with self

the dependence assumption

once members have what

Leadership is

(NTL)

four stages of group evolution.

especially with respect

reaction"

experiences with

small groups within organizations,

stage,

described in 1959

in Small Groups,

in it

to the group.
and there is

an

Some groups never

state and stay dependent on the

formal

authority.
In the second stage the
conformity,

focus

is

on group harmony,

and intimacy with the denying of

differences.

Many organizations get

stuck at

individual
this

stage,

developing an adequate authority system and a way to deal
with external

threats but never growing internally to a

21

point

of

role differentiation and clarification of personal

relationships.
In order to move on to the third stage of group work,
the group must
acceptance.

deal with the

In the group work stage,

are valued and there is

a

and maintaining the group
exerts

fulfill

204).

that

In order

results,

differences

focus on accomplishment,
in working order.

The group

task is always present
for the

focus

fourth stage,

successes help to

1987,

p.

on work to produce good

in the world,

the group's

strengthen the group even more.
it knows who it

and how to conduct

its

avoid becoming so stable that
to new situations,

Functional

issues.

group maturity,

may develop the assumption that

to adapt

(Schein,

the energy and attention of members must not be

In the

it

innovate,

affairs.

The group

is,

its

role

The group

is unable to continue
and grow.

Phases of Hare and Naveh

Paul Hare and David Naveh have spent years
stages

teamwork

all groups have a task and the need

bound up in anxieties over personal

must

members'

less pressure to conform.

According to Bion,
to

fusion issue and achieve mutual

of development

unique and key study,

researching

in small problem solving groups.

In a

they tested this paradigm against

the

1978 Camp David Summit.
They

formulated the LAIG model which has as

the analysis of

the content of

22

social

its

interaction,

focus

using

four basic categories
problems

of groups

resources).
The

represented by the

(values,

(Hare,

1983,

norms,

p.

four

leadership and

429).

four categories which they use as

framework for the LAIG model were
in 1968.

All

members must
commitment

functional

groups must meet

the theoretical

first proposed by Effrat

the

four basic needs:

to the values

reach the group goal;

of the group;

(I)

(A)

they must have or

or resources necessary to

they must have rules

to allow them

to coordinate the activity and enough feeling of
to complete the task;
enough control

and

(G)

solidarity

they must be able to exercise

over their membership to be effective in

reaching their goal
The typical

(p.

430).

sequence of development

seems

to be L-A-I-G with a terminal

names

of

the categories

and tension management,

are:
(A)

(L)

in small

stage of L.

groups
The

formal

latent pattern maintenance

adoption,

(I)

integration,

and

goal attainment.
As

that

the

share some common identity and have some

be able to generate the skills

(G)

(L)

applied to learning groups,

the LAIG model

the purpose of the group must be defined,

are acquired,

the group

is

and the group members work on the task.
The group returns

between the members

new skills

reorganized so that members

try out new skills without being too dependent

disbanded.

suggests

can

on the leader

Then the group is

to redefine the relationships

and the group,
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distribute the remaining

resources,

and to consider the meaning of

experience

for each individual

The amount
of

the members

that phases

of

(p.

phases

433).

time in each phase depends on the skills

and the activity of the leader.

are not necessarily linear,

different points with some groups
several

times.

It

is

but may recur at

recycling through stages

also stated that

(1984,

p.

162)

the same sequence of

provides an interesting

comparison between Hare's phases

and Tuckman's

addition to citing information on his
and goals,

cohesiveness,

SYMLOG -

A - Abilities

in

and resources,

V -

N - norms

and

P - group task performance.

Systematic Multiple Level Observation of Groups

colleagues
with groups

from years
(Polley,

of

Analysis.

SYMLOG is

called the

1988) .

p.

In recent years

government,

earlier work

of practical methods

for

in a democratic

320).
this

theory and methods have been

applied to a wide variety of groups
classroom management,

His

Interaction Process

measuring and changing behavior and values
1988,

and

a theory of personality and group

integrated with a set

(Bales,

Bales

research and experience working

Hare & Stone,

on related concepts was

dynamics

stages

stage model of:

The SYMLOG theory was developed by Robert

way

Hare noted

can be observed within each phase creating subphases.

McGrath

values

the group

business

psychotherapy,

in areas

schools,

such as

the military,

and business and industrial
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organizations.

SYMLOG is used to gain a better

understanding of the group to
satisfaction indicating ways
can most

effectively act

Specifically,

it

improve productivity and
in which leaders

to change group performance.

can be used in a

"retrospective sense"

understand what happened in a group,
therapy,

a management

It

can help to target

strategies

change,

be used to generate insight

growth,

or SYMLOG ratings

to evaluate
a group's

change,

impact of

for producing

and stimulate personal

can be used as

training programs

dependent variables
and other changes

submissiveness,

factors:

dominance versus

friendliness versus unfriendliness,

acceptance versus non-acceptance of authority.
filled out by observers

questions

Bar graphs

has

cells
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in the

are also developed for each cell.

A field diagram can also be used,
study is

the 27

and

The rating

or the participants,

each corresponding to one of

SYMLOG model.

addition,

in

environment.

SYMLOG is based on three

of

to

or the perception of an organization by its

clients.

form,

and members

especially when the

the group rather than the

individual.

there is a polarization overlay

for the

focus

In
field

diagram which is used to analyze the positive and negative
field forces
general

show how the group compares

SYMLOG group development

Bales
about

and a

contends

theory.

that having all

the group produces

this written information

remarkable increases
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to the

and insights

in group members
strategies

and leaders and they begin to see new

for helping the group move towards

relationships

improved

and better performance.

Cohen and Smiths Thematic Approach
Cohen and Smith believe that

a working group develops

around five themes which are always present
some degree,
stages.

personal

rather than through predictable developmental

(Napier & Gershenfeld,

are anxiety,

power,

norms,

1991,

p.

479)

interpersonal

These themes

relationships,

and

growth.

The emphasis

and periodic

vary depending on the members
group must
in order

in a group to

timing of

and the leader.

However,

deal with each theme effectively when it

for the group to develop.

always present,
the life of

each theme will

there

is

the group.

developing properly,

arises

While the themes

a constant

shift

are

in balance over

If the group does not

one of the thematic

the

seem to be

issues must be

blocking the group.
Developed from work with growth or self-study groups,
the thematic approach seems
groups as well

(p.

to be helpful

in viewing task

479).

The Team Performance Model
The Team Performance Model,
Sibbet and Forrester,
development

provides

developed by Drexler,

a way of

looking at

team

for groups which are highly interdependent.
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engage in complex relationships,

and work toward common

goals.
The Team Performance Model

integrates

the research on

group behavior by Jack Gibb with the process
Arthur Young,

theories of

a cosmologist who devised a comprehensive

system for understanding the relationship between physical
law and human experience
1988,

p.

(Drexler,

Sibbet,

& Forrester,

46).

Gibb's

theory highlights
goal

four basic

data,

throughout

the group and are highly interdependent.

the

and an increase in self

flow of perceptions,

through a group and the individual.
the process

of group goal

decision making.
activities

Control

a

confidence.

feelings

Goal

Trust

and ideas

formation involves

setting,

problem solving and

concerns

the mechanisms by which

are regulated and coordinated.

Drexler,

Sibbet,

primary categories
teams must

which remain

acceptance of oneself and others,

decrease in anxiety,
Data concerns

control)

(trust

formation,

formation involves

formation,

concerns

address.

affects how well

and Forrester contend that

remain the

fundamental

themes

these
that

four
all

The way in which they are approached

the group works

Young concluded that
by examining the level

of

appreciating the nature of

together

the unity of
forms

things

47).
is not

and structures,

the process.
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(p.

found

but by

The processes

represent

a

"dance"

and disorder,

between

freedom and constraint,

entropy and negentropy

The Team Performance Model has
representing a
The elements
Trust

are we doing?),
Implementation

It

(1)

(4)

seven primary elements

Orientation
(3)

(6)

deal with.

(Why am I here?),

Goal Clarification

Decision Making

(How?),

47).

team members must

(Who are you?),

(Which way?),

High Performance

(2)

(What

(5)

(Wow!),

and

(7)

(Why continue?).
is

stated that

is not

chronological

play.

However,

does

concerns

include:

Building

Renewal

set of

(p.

order

the movement

and that

all

at

one or more stages

(p.

and to enable teams

even

resolving the concerns

of this model

The Team Performance Model

developed in an effort

stage,

of

48).

Work on the applications

is

still very

Inventory was

to validate the model more rigorously

to monitor their performance.

Data

far and compared with independently collected

interview data

shows a substantial

The Team Performance Model

is

early theory to actual work teams.
to see how well
questions

are constantly in

the previous

though teams may succeed without

collected so

concerns

to stage 7

the general progression through the stages

depend on the success

much ongoing.

from stage 1

the elements

correlation
a current

(p.

application of

It will be

interesting

defined by the model

of progression through resolution or non
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61).

and the

resolution of

concerns

at previous

stages

actually match

real work teams.

Schutz Revisited
Since publishing the FIRO theory of
behavior in 1958,

Will

holistic approaches
changes

in his

Schutz's

interpersonal

experiences with a number of

and mind/body techniques have led to

thinking and revisions

to his

theory.

The original FIRO theory was based on three basic
interpersonal needs having three basic dimensions.
were:

Inclusion,

contact;
power,

Control,

control

the In-Out

groups

dimension or the area of human

the Top-Bottom dimension or the area of

or influence;

dimension or the area of
All

and Affection,

the Near-Far

intimacy with one other person.

develop by dealing with inclusion then control

then affection issues.

Group members

other by going through these phases
(Schutz,

These

1983,

p.

separate

from each

in the opposite order

479).

The dimensions of

Inclusion and Control have remained

the same with some new explanation.

The dimension of

Affection has been replaced by the dimension of Openness.
Openness,

the Open-Closed dimension,

self-disclosure or the willingness
feelings,

and experiences

Schutz

looks

framework towards
most

interpersonal

at

the area related to

to reveal

thoughts,

to other people and to the self.

the theory

the pursuit
issues

is

of

from a human evolution
truth and contends

in groups
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that

stem from people not

telling the truth.

The

first

stage of human evolution is

self-inclusion or mobilizing all parts of a person to
function as

an integrated whole.

or learning to express

oneself

repertoire of behaviors

Stage two

is

spontaneously and having a

and feelings.

The

final

self-openness or being open and aware to one's
being

(p.
It

self-control,

stage is

self,

484) .

is

interesting to note the shift

concrete to the more abstract,
individual.

It

seems

that

as well

there is

in focus

as

some of

Gersick's

still

room for more

Punctuated Equilibrium

occurring project groups,
group development

that

Gersick proposes

encompasses

change as well as groups'

contexts

(Gersick,

1988,

Gersick contends

through long periods

that

of

(Sundstrom,

development
De Muse,

Each team had a
relationship,

a new model

of

the timing and mechanisms

dynamic relations with their

teams progress

through a pattern

In other words,

inertia

depends

& Futrell,

on external
1990,

p.

it

relations

127).

an external

In every case,
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of

Unlike Tuckman's model,

specific product,

and a deadline.

groups pass

interspersed by bursts

activity involving major change.
that

eight naturally

p.9).

of punctuated equilibrium.

assumes

in light

Schutz's newer ideas.

From her research of the life-spans of

of

from the

the group to the

explanation and application to a variety of groups
of

one's

reporting

regardless of

the

length of

periods of
teams

time the team was

inertia

"dropped old patterns,

supervisors,

through a

words,

maintenance,
performance

created at

(Gersick,

themes

It

inertial

1988,

great

expectations

as behavioral

(Gersick,

1988,

p.

p.

32).

emphasis

on the

In

or process

first half of

fact,

about

that

This might

include

the task or other members

as

and performance strategies

33).
in addition to the

the group members

first meeting,

they feel

also

influences.

At

are experienced enough with the

work to understand the requirements
up enough time that

and

the

she suggests

for the group to open up to outside

this point

task,

first meeting of

are influenced greatly by material

routines

The transition,
provides

In other

framework for

established before the group even meets.

well

activity in which

is here where the behaviors

the recurring patterns

then

through the sudden formation,

life are established.

members'

The groups

the transitions.

or content which dominate the

group's

on their work and made

p.16).

and sudden revision of a

Gersick places
the group.

1988,

second period of

a group develops

Then the

re-engaged with outside

(Gersick,

they executed plans

initial

the time allotted.

adopted new perspectives

dramatic progress"
went

lasted half

to be together,

and resources,

they must

and still have enough time
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left

get

have used

on with the

to make a difference.

Gersick is
formed from the

careful

to state that

this model has been

study of groups who have some leeway to

modify work processes,

have specific tasks

to accomplish,

and have a designated time limit.
The results

of this

study differ

work research in several ways.
process of

from traditional

One way is

the

group

focus on the

change rather than the stages or phases

themselves,

with a definite emphasis

on time.

It was

interesting to note a comment

that

characteristic revolt

the leader may be midpoint

transitions,

but

the past

timing or think of
36).

Also,

against

it

there is

a

as

focus

focus

T-Groups'

(Gersick,

1988,

context.

Finally,

there is more

level of group actions

and contacting outside supervisors

than the traditional

p.

on what happens within a team

on the macroanalytic

revising plans

as

researchers did not note their

in those terms"

and between a team and its
of a

"such events

focus on the microanalytic

such

rather

level of

individual patterns.

Systems Theory
Exploring the small group as a system provides
look at group development
way.

It wasn't until

a way to

in a more holistic and integrative

the 1940's

that people started to

think in ways other than those which were simplistic and
mechanical.

Then in 1968,

theory which allowed us

to

Ludwig von Bertalanffy created a
look at

interrelationships

functioning of a total organism or system

32

(Napier &

in the

Gershenfeld,
social

1989,

sciences

p.

291).

This had a major effect on the

including ways

in which we think about

groups.
Our

first

experience in a group

The dynamics which were present
major implications

relationship to the

Family systems
ten years

in areas
and the

dealing with the concept

of group

field of psychology.

therapy has become very popular in the

last

in counseling psychology.
the concept

gained some exposure
individual

in a

group systems,
a

of a group as a system has

in the area of

the world of work.

system is usually a part
which are part

of

An

of a number of

larger organizations.

For

faculty member is part of a team working in one

specific area,

which is part

of a school or college,
is part

of origin have

leader.

taken place in the

More recently,

example,

families

family unit.

dealing with conflict,

research and thought

as a system has

in the

on how people work in groups

such as problem solving,

Most

in

is

of a

of a department,

which is part

which is part of a university,

larger education system.

which

The Cooperative

Extension Service recently changed its name nationally to
Cooperative Extension System to emphasize the connectedness
of the organization.
In The Visible and Invisible Group,
Peters

emphasize that

than a group of

the

Agazarian and

system of a group

individuals

coming together
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is much more
(Napier &

Gershenfeld,

1989,

p.

295).

thinking in the 1950's
group as

that

This

is

in concert with Lewin's

it was necessary to perceive the

a whole.

While many of
as membership,

the same concepts

leadership,

from this perspective,

goals,

the concept

relating to groups

and norms

A healthy system is

remain in a

state of dynamic equilibrium.

must

can be addressed

of balance

important.

such

one that has

is

especially

the ability to

Group members

learn to deal with change in a way that moves

the group

forward.

McCollom's Dynamic Contingency Model
McCollom

(1990)

contends

model of group development

that

well

as

with its

characteristics

those on individuals,

major

of

the

an open system influenced
the group as

and the relations

a whole,
of

as

the group

environment.

Based on theories
systems,

contingency

is needed to express

evolution of a group over time as
by the internal

a dynamic

of

individual

and other group work,

factors

the group's

that

affect

development,

McCollom identifies

group development.

relations with its

open

environment,

three

These

include

internal

relations among the subsystems

(reflecting individual,

interpersonal,

issues),

and whole group

and the group's

temporal boundaries.
Research by Alderfer and Smith on intergroup relations
has

shown the

impact

on group process of a group's

34

"embeddedness"
1990,

p.

in a large institutional

152).

Internal

relations

the composition of a group,

setting

including

group size,

(McCollom,

factors

such as

subgroup relations,

and leadership dynamics have commonly been addressed by many
other group development
Tuckman,
life span of

as well as many others,
the group

in group development.
finite lifespan.
as

theories.

is

has

suggested that

an important variable to consider

A group

is

a

living system with a

"Given the power of

termination dynamics

recognized in the existing group development models,

individual psychology
research

(Lifton,

(Van Steenberg,

the

1983)

1988),

in

and in organizational

we could predict

that

developmental patterns would be influenced by members'
experience of the end of the group"
152).

The temporal

historical

events,

context,

such as

is also of

McCollom contends
be much more helpful

that

a dynamic

p.

cycles or

contingency model

than a generalized model

Since the model

takes

factors more easily.

that

it will be most useful

must

continually make decisions

into account
it
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in predicting

the complexity

enables people to study

Specifically,

to managers

groups.

can

in a variety of types of

of the group development process,
individual

seasonal

1990,

importance.

specific developmental patterns
groups.

(McCollom,

of

task

she

feels

forces who

on how to work with their

Future Emphasis

Group Development
Davies
theorists

Stages

and Kuypers

and Clarification

- The Negative Evidence
(1985)

state that

agree that groups develop through various

although theorists differ on the number,
of developmental
the majority of
is

"most group

stages"

(p.

184).

the evidence

anecdotal and that

This

length and sequence

However,

they

feel

for group developmental

there is

theory and evidence.

stages

is

still a

that

stages

large gap between

caused by the way data are

collected and analyzed and by the choice of group
development variables which potentially function as
indicators

of phase shifts.

Some theorists have criticized the validity of
traditional models.

"Research by Fisher

Scheidel and Crowell
proceeds
(1982)

methodology.

(1983)

Poole

which decisions
(Gersick,

group discussion

in linear order.

Bell

question Bales and Strodtbeck's

(1981,

1983a,

1983b)

raised the most

there are many possible sequences

can develop

1988,

"snapshots

life-spans but
triggers

in groups,

not

through

just one"

p.ll).

Gersick criticizes all

what

not

and by

challenge to the problem solving models by

demonstrating that

offer

suggested that

in iterative cycles,

and Seeger

serious

(1964)

(1970)

the

the theories and says

of groups at different points

say little about
it,
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they

in their

the mechanisms of

or how long a group will

that

change,

stay in any one

stage"

(Gersick,

1988,

p.ll).

She

feels

existing models have dealt with groups
they are limited in their utility

of communications,

requirements

Slater,

models

(1990)

Lacoursiere,

assignments,

resources,

and

Schutz,

the traditional models

Dunphy,

Bennis

and Shepard,

developed prior to

that while there are similarities

1980

across

and

the

there is no universally accepted developmental

framework for groups.
recognized as

The well known models have not been

challenges

for each other nor have any

attempts been made to reconcile their claims
models with their divergence
Cissna

(1984)

has

interpreted the results of

in group process.

by the researchers

as general

from each other.

conducted prior to 1981 which do not
trends

in

to their environment

compares many of

Hartman and Gibbard)

concludes

closed systems

for success.

McCollom
(Tuckman,

since the

for task groups

organizations which have key linkages
in terms

as

that

13

support developmental

Some of the problems

encountered

included the assumptions of equal phase

length and an arbitrary chosen number of phases,

the

assumption of groups progressing at

the

to study the entire group process,
sessions of multisession groups,
external

influences

reliability of

studies

equal

examination of

and the

of group development

important measures.
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rates,

failure

single

ignoring of
and/or doubtful

What Next?
Cissna
groups
most

- groups

ways;

concludes

in some respects,

respects.

not

(1984)

some things

"every group is

like some groups

in some respects,

Groups

change;

that

and all

some groups,

groups

in staying the same"

(p.

- or perhaps

and like no groups

do change and develop
about

perhaps

are also unique

sequence of other groups.

through all

become stuck at

What

of a group

the stages,

all groups,

do

in changing and

does

full

fact

that

some

developmental

it mean to the group

for different

groups

to go

to skip one or more stages,

some point

Cissna concludes

in other

25).

do not necessarily follow the

and to the members

even

in common similar

One interesting question deals with the
groups

like all

or to

in the developmental process?

that

researchers'

attention should no

longer be devoted to providing a yes or no answer to the
question

"Do groups

change?"

significant differences
development

group outcomes
cohesiveness,
McCollom

essential

groups

(1990)

of groups,

in developmental processes

and successful
states

identifying

in group

and types

such as problem solving,

simplified models
development.

rather to be

and similarities

among various

relating variations

but

to

and to

important

satisfaction,

task completion.
that we can not

settle

for

if more complex ones better describe group

She contends

that

to the reemergence of
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active criticism is
theoretical work in the

field of group development,

a

field that has been in

dormancy since the late 1960's
Smith and Berg

(1987)

(p.

154).

believe that most

strong on the descriptions of

stages,

phases,

The area in which more study is needed is
the processes by which groups
Understanding how groups
needed now,

given the

change

(p.

and young,

industries

38).

p.

in the analysis of
207).
is
in

high-technology

Findings

cannot be generalized to individual
organizations,

or cycles.

increasing importance of groups

1988,

are

change over time is what

high-commitment organizations
(Gersick,

theories

lives,

about

groups

growing

or developing industries but knowledge of

group development

can enrich our learning about

change

in

human systems .
As Davis and Stasson conclude,
believe that

the study of

former position as
do conclude that
will

small

the major

small

"although we do not

groups will

focus

soon rise to

in social psychology,

interdisciplinary

groups within a larger range of research settings
1988,

we

group performance research efforts

remain active through a more

Stasson,

its

p.245).
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focus on

(Davis

&

The Relationship Between Small Group Development and Small
Group Leadership

Functional

Our understanding of

leadership has

over the past half-century.
leadership

Leadership

changed drastically

We have learned to discuss

from a group perspective rather than solely as

isolated characteristics possessed by a designated
individual.
conditions
part

"What actions

are required under the varying

to change a group's goals and how do members

in these various group actions?

we define leadership as
achieve its goals"

those acts

take

From this perspective

that help the group

(Napier & Gershenfeld,

1989,

p.

249).

Leadership can by performed by any member in a group
and in reality is often best

shared by several members

the group depending upon the unique set of needs
group.

of

the

Viewing leadership in this manner increases

the

of

understanding of group process and group dynamics.
Ferris

(1986)

says

that

function of circumstance,
perception of others.

sense of

organizations

motivation,

skill,

and a

leader

also the true

formally

leader.

leader-member behaviors,

called member roles have been identified:
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He

In

the optimum condition occurs when the

Three types of

a

follower in another situation.

leadership is democratic.

appointed leader is

least

and the

Anyone can be a leader,

in one situation may be a
says his

true leadership is at

which will be

group task roles.

group maintenance roles,
Gershenfeld,
roles

1989,

and individual

p.250).

Behaviors

roles

(Napier &

categorized as

task

include actions which help get work done such as

initiating,

coordinating,

and summarizing.

giving information,

Maintenance roles

relationships between members
encouraging,
tension.
needs,

harmonizing,

Individual

are irrelevant

group work together.
dominating,

focus on the personal

and include supporting,

gatekeeping,

roles,

elaborating,

and relieving

those which meet

individual

to the group task and do not help the
These

include such actions

being aggressive,

as

seeking recognition,

blocking,

and too much self disclosure.
The

functional

way for practioners

approach is

often an extremely effective

to view groups.

Identifying and

recognizing who is performing leadership
a better understanding of what
This

functions,

provides

is happening in a group.

approach may also help empower group members,

who may

more clearly realize they may take on certain leadership
functions.

Small Group Development

Since managers
with groups,

Carew,

and Situational

spend a majority of
Parisi-Carew,

their time working

and Blanchard

developed a working model which combines
Leadership

Leadership

(1984)

have

the Situational

II Theory with the Group Stage Development Theory
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put

forth by Lacoursiere.

Group Stage Development

has been explained in detail
Numerous
situational
that

above.

researchers have worked in the area of

leadership.

the most

maturity of

Hersey and Blanchard have shown

effective leadership style will

the

followers.

lacking competence and confidence.

called

"telling".

As

depend on the

High task and low relationship

styles work best when the maturity level of
low,

Theory

the

This

the maturity level

follower is

style is

increases

the

leader can continue the high task behavior and also have
high relationship,

using a

relationship and low task
the

"selling"
,

style.

High

"participating",

works best when

follower has become able but may be unwilling to

perform.

Finally,

its highest,

the

style works best

When the maturity of

"delegating"

(Hersey & Blanchard,

called it

follower is

1982,

p.

152).

to Situational Leadership

Situational

Leadership II.

Task

functions

are called directive behavior and maintenance

functions

are called supportive behavior.

examined in terms of

at

low task and low relationship

Blanchard has made revisions
Theory and has

the

four different

on level of competence and level of

The

development
commitment

followers

are

levels based
to accomplish

the particular task or to solve the problem with little
direction or support

from the leader.

Leadership II

styles

are called

"supporting",

and

"delegating".
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The Situational

"directing",
Directing

"coaching",

(high directive,

low supportive)

is used for the D1

competence and high commitment).
and high supportive)

development
Coaching

is used for the D2

(some competence and low commitment).
supportive and low directive)
level

level

(low

(high directive

development
Supporting

level

(high

is used for the D3

development

(high competence and variable commitment).

Delegating

(low supportive and low directive)
development
(Carew,

level

(high competence and high commitment)

Parisi-Carew,

In general,
increases

is used for the D4

as

& Blanchard,

1984).

a group develops

fairly consistently.

the amount

of work done

The morale of a group starts

out high and decreases

sharply when the group

dissatisfaction stage,

then increases

resolution and into production.

is

in the

slowly through

The Small Group Development

and Situational

Leadership II model

shows

is

stage,

the directing style of

in the

first

orientation,

that when a group

leadership with high directive and low supportive behavior
is

the most

effective.

coaching style,
When the group

is

in the third stage,

resolution,

the

In the production stage,

fifth stage,

the most

for the leader is high supportive and low
delegating,

directive and low supportive behaviors
The

resolution,

high directive and high supportive is used.

effective style
directive.

In the second stage,

termination,

that have an ending such as

will

short

there is a major reorganization.
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are most

low
effective.

take place only in groups
term task groups,

or if

Groups
of

develop at

factors.

such as

When a

significant

a new manager,

will move backwards
appropriate

change occurs

new members,

in a group

or a new task,

through the developmental

the group

stages

and the

leadership behaviors must be used.

The model provides
behaviors

their own rate depending on a number

a comprehensive explanation of

in the group at

characterized,

each stage,

and the most

how the work is

effective leadership behaviors

to be used in helping the group develop.
in the world of work become
information will

the

As

team approaches

increasingly more popular,

certainly be helpful

this

in building high

performing teams.

Stages of Team Development Model

Moosbrucker contends

that

in today's business

environment with great

complexity,

of diverse backgrounds

and specialties,

leadership

- Moosbrucker

rapid changes,

a new type of

is needed to meld individuals

into a team that

can work collaboratively toward a shared goal
1988,

p.

behaviors,

developed a stage model which describes member

concerns

stages.

and task,

and suggested leader behaviors

Briefly,

members

amount

of

at

Stage

I,

at

orientation to group

are concerned with their own identity and

need guidance and support.
right

(Moosbrucker,

88).

She has

various

and people

Leadership

structure as well
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should provide the

as be consistent,

fair,

and encouraging.

At

the group's members
members

stage

II,

conflict

and the leader,

over control among

leadership must help

deal with their differences with one another and

with the

leader.

This

establishing norms

can be done by joint problem solving,

supporting different views,

decision making responsibility appropriately,

sharing
and providing

members with the resources needed.
In stage III,
concerns

are about

group

closeness,

another and the leader.
group members

formation and solidarity,

feel

beliefs

and decisions.

and pleasing one

The leadership task is

enough in ways

them to

competence,

that

member

to trust

the

they recognize to enable

comfortable enough to challenge the leader's

productivity,

the group

accomplishment.

In stage
is

IV,

differentiation and

concerned with task

Members need both challenge and

appreciation.
Moosbrucker states
do

that

for a group whatever it

more"

(p.

96).

certain stages

"a useful

cannot

Leader behaviors

do

rule of thumb is

for itself,

and no

that move groups

can have detrimental

to

forward at

effects when used at

inappropriate times.
The

stages

recognize

since behaviors do not

given stages.
theme will

of group development

The

reflect

Especially when a

are often hard to

occur exclusively at

majority of behaviors
the current
long amount

stage of
of
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their

and the dominant

the group.

time has

elapsed since

their last meeting,
until

the present

groups may go back through the

stage

is

reached.

groups

exist

people

from other situations,

may make

in organizational

stages

Since a variety of

settings

and members may know

there are often issues

it harder to really uncover what

that

is happening,

especially in stage II.

The TRAC Model

The TRAC Model
management
(1986).

is

a practical map

developed by Saltmarsh,

TRAC

contacting.

stands

for tasking,

The model

is

for group process

Jenkins,

identify group types
behaviors

and process,

as

It

can

corresponding

Since group dynamics

is

control,

leaders

balance between

of

of group

defined group,

staff

efficiency,

and

"hard"

is

mission,

to achieve

and expediency.
find an appropriate

leadership

styles.

include the

in-service group,

development

group,
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and

The nature of management

these groups must

"soft"

Relating groups

goal,

these groups

established work related goals.

Effective

life.

the changing details

are work,

The purpose of

these groups

into

and leadership.

four task groups

volunteer.

and

there is need for complex

to thoroughly represent

The

as well

regarding group management.

development

acquiring,

complex and takes

are complicated and varying,
models

and Fisher

relating,

consideration the changing nature of group

and

theme

and relationship

of

skills group.

These differ from task groups in that the

outputs tend to be oriented towards the participants in the
groups rather that externally.

The management style

required in these groups is a combination of informational
expertise and facilitative conduct.
Acquiring groups include discussion,
resource,

and discovery.

education,

The purpose is to enhance members'

learning in a particular area or issue which can then be
applied to others.

The task of the group leader is to

achieve an optimal balance between imposed structure and
flexibility so that the best in all participants can be
brought out.
Contacting groups are the mutual concern or support
group,

the encounter group,

therapy group.

the laboratory group,

and the

These groups are focused on the individual

growth of each member.

The facilitator must create and

support the conditions that will make movement possible
while being sure that members take responsibility for their
own process.

The Managerial Grid

In the document

"Leadership Style and Team Process:

Comparison of the Managerial Grid and Situational
Leadership"

(Caskey,

thorough analysis,

1988),

Caskey provides an extremely

of the widely used frameworks on the
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A

balance of

task and maintenance,

of

Situational

Leadership

and The Managerial Grid developed by Blake and Mouton.
While Situational

Leadership is

sometimes

said to be

the successor to the Managerial Grid,

the Managerial Grid is

an accepted standard for team process

training

1988,

p.

21).

According to Sashkin,

(Caskey,

"these two approaches

are among the most widely known views of managerial
leadership

in the world"

on several

dimensions

the place of
the methods

styles

for the

The

"9,9"

strategies,

concern

and

the generation of

Managerial Grid III,
of

five

for production and

is presented as

the grid to higher levels

the one best

teamwork.

sophistication and

as a major approach to organizational

development.

They speak of

"directing individual

toward achieving organizational
that

individuals

toward corporate excellence"

goals

effort

and of personal

feel when efforts
(p.

In

Blake and Mouton have

emphasized it

fulfillment

differ

leadership,

identification of

on the basis of

style enables

revisions,

brought

frameworks

for developing a theory on leadership.

This

recent

The two

leadership style in management

concern for people.
style.

18).

including the nature of

The Grid provides
leadership

(p.

are directed

26).

Applications of Small Group Development Theories and Small
Group Leadership Theories to Organizations

In the past

ten years

there have been dramatic

in the way in which many major organizations
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changes

are managed in

the United States.
the shifts

of

and the

of work.

section of

changes

forces have contributed to

toward participatory management

"humanizing"
This

A number of

the paper highlights

taking place and the

these changes.

While much of

has happened in the

forces

the

various

sizes

such as

in the not-for-profit

of organizations

of

arena.
teamwork and how team building

are conducted are discussed.

relate to group development

future concludes

many

those in the service sector and those

the concepts of

discussed above?

influenced

large production type corporations,

are being made in other types

interventions

that have

literature addresses what

changes

Some of

some of the types

How do these

and leadership theories

Some speculation on the trends

for the

the review.

Overview and Organizational Factors

Organizations
approaches

are more receptive to new management

for a number of

United States

of America

is

productivity and quality to
especially Japan.
capital

1986,

p.

depends

For the

finding itself
international

Given the high cost

in the United States,

industries
depends

reasons.

the

first

losing in
competitors,

of both labor and

survival

of American

on effectively using labor,

on how people are organized and managed
14).
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time the

which in turn
(Lawler,

Most

traditional

approaches

management are based on the

to organization and

industrial production model.

The major economic growth currently taking place
service sector in such businesses
insurance companies,
more employee

as banks,

and restaurants.

involvement

is

in the

hospitals,

Such work takes much

and control,

necessitating a new

form of organization and management.
People are the most
organization.
ever that

critical

in an

People in the new work force

they are entitled to

fair wages,

resource

good benefits,

such things

feel more than
as

good jobs,

and a say in decision making.

There is now extensive legislation protecting employee
rights

in areas

such as

discrimination.
high.

age,

The cost

In addition to

sex,

race,

and disability

of human resource management

"moral"

reasons,

is

people must be

legally treated fairly and reasonably.
People are becoming less
environment

that

society that

is

about

30).

as

citizens,

"Freedom of
but

it

on to

say

"If

then we need more

our corporations.

living in a
to have control

involvement

the average corporation"

Mironoff goes

productivity,

They want

and that means

their work.

guaranteed to us
employees of

autocratic when they are

is more democratic.

over their lives,
decisions

satisfied with a work

in making

expression may be

is unavailable to us as
(Mironoff,

1990,

p.

freedom fosters

freedom at

every level of

Freedom occurs only when ownership and
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power are shared.

Maximum productivity comes

practical division of ownership and power everyone's best
organization's
seem that

capacity for decisive action.

if organizations want

productivity,
power"

thinking and efforts without

(p.

enough to hook
destroying an
So it would

to achieve greater

they must be more generous with ownership and

33).

Sashkin

(1984)

needs which were

writes

through the
over one's

about

three basic human work

identified on the basis

review of organizational

whole,

from maximum

1960's.

research conducted from the 1930's

The needs

own behavior;

finished task;

of a wide ranging

include:

autonomy or control

completion or achievement

and interpersonal

contact

of a

in the

context of work activities.
In a service oriented society,
will

flourish are those which meet

consumers.

Like employees,

People want

it

improved,

"their way":

convenient,

the organizations
the needs

consumers
fast,

of

that

their

are demanding more.

high quality,

new and

etc.

Organizational Changes

What are the changes
organizations
from small

taking place and in what kinds

are they taking place?

attempts at

The changes

reorganizing specific

range

segments of an

organization to totally transforming an organization in
every aspect

and using self-directed work teams.
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of

A Short History of

Innovative Management

During the 1950's
done on job enrichment

and 1960's

Practices

some pioneering work was

at AT&T and other companies.

The

gainsharing concept was also introduced by Mitchell Fein.
Gordon Zachs,

president of R.

participatory management.

G.

Barry Corporation advocated

However,

at

ideas were mostly discussed in some of
universities,

this

time,

these new

the nation's

but not practiced in the nation's businesses.

In the early 1970 's,

joint union-management quality of

work life programs were started with General Motors
the way.

TRW,

leading

Proctor and Gamble and General Foods built new

design plants
design.

leading

that

incorporated new approaches

to work

They were soon followed by The Mead Corporation,

Inc.,

Company,

The Sherwin-Williams Company,

Inc.,

Cummins

Engine

and others.

In the 1980's,

as Americans began to perceive our slow

growth in productivity and poor managerial performance as
threat

to our economic well being,

a

many more companies began

to take new approaches more seriously.

Participatory

management with self-directed work teams became more
accepted.

The Japanese Influence
In 1962,

Ishikawa introduced quality circles

to involve employees at

all

levels

in Japan

in improving product

quality.

Circle leaders with small

employees

spend one hour a week on company time to identify,
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groups of volunteer

investigate,
(Myers,

analyze,

1990,

p.

and solve work related problems

242).

"Quality circles have grown at a dramatic rate in the
last

few years...

One recent

study found that

forty out of

fifty-two large companies undergoing change had quality
circles,
that

most of

them introduced since 1980.

My estimate

is

over two hundred thousand American workers have been in

quality circles"
some studies

(Lawler,

suggest

1986,

p.

2).

Lawler states

that more than half of all

that

large

corporations use quality circles or problem solving teams.
These represent
management.

a

small

step towards participatory

They are typically not used however in the new

participatory plants,

however

(Lawler,

1990,

p.

7).

The Japanese style of management has had a great
influence on American management.
of

the key differences

structure and values,
Theory Z

is

important
includes

aspects
the

and has proposed a model,

following:

less

for the total person,

slower rates

formal

control

more cross

rotation and attention on becoming a generalist,

some level of participation and consensual
and a continued emphasis on individual
core value

Theory Z

lifetime employment,

somewhat more implicit,

Theory Z.

is based on

of the Japanese approach.

more concern

functional

identified some

in Japanese and American societal

congruent with our culture yet

of promotion,
systems,

Ouchi has

(Schein,

1981).
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decision making,

responsibility as

a

Participatory Management
Sashkin states
ethical

imperative

that participatory management
(Sashkin,

basic human work needs

1984).

of people

decisions,
lists

three primary methods

participate as

the

involved in organizations,

for participation:

solving problems,

an

If we are to meet

employees must be involved in management.
four broad areas

is

Sashkin suggests

setting goals,

and making changes.
of participation:

individuals making decisions

a part of a manager-employee pair;

making

He also

employees may

on their own;

or as members

of

as

a group

with a manager and co-workers.
"The problem with participatory management,
Raymond E.

Miles,

dean of

business

school at

1986,

58).

p.

get managers
operation.

says

the University of California's

Berkeley,

Despite that

is

that

fact,

it works"

it has

(Saporito,

often been hard to

to change to this very effective way of
This

is discussed further under the topic of

leadership.
In many cases,
participatory plants
operations.

corporations have chosen to design new
rather than to convert

This has made

it

easier to get

existing
a

"fresh start"

with people who are eager for the challenge.
Generally,

people self

select

the participatory environment.

themselves

Much time is

selection by others who will be part
The physical workplace

is

of

egalitarian.
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into or out of
spent

on

the production team.
Employees and

managers park in the same
doors,

and eat

lots,

in the same cafeterias.

barriers,

managers have minimal

Employees

are given jobs

control

enter through the same

the way it

is

that

offices

all.

carried out usually working as

discussed in more detail
some of

or none at

do a whole piece of work and

member of a self-directed team.

At

To avoid physical

a

Self-directed teams will be

later.

these plants

a skill based pay situation is

in operation.

Everyone starts with the same salary which is

then raised as

an individual

programs

can also be used,

be delayed until
of performance

The organizational
control.

it

1990,

p.

for each employee
Lawler estimates

least

(Lawler,

Corporations
one week of

1990,

that between 300

p.

in the

and paper industries

seem to adopt

than other kinds

of

industries,

factors.
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spans

of

career

like

training every

8).

and 500

companies

accounting for every new plant built
late

they

Proctor and Gamble has

first used the model

technological

flat with wide

emphasize training,

have built participatory plants.
more than 15,

recommended that

a relatively stable level

is

growth.

at

Gainsharing

12).

structure

and personal

Motorola and IBM commit

is

reaches

Participatory plants

development,

year

but

the plant

(Lawler,

learns new skills.

1960's.

since

Chemical,

the model more

it

food,

frequently

probably because of

Teamwork and Leadership

Types

of Teams
The evolution of

the history above,
teams

teamwork in organizations,

includes

a movement

to special purpose teams
Problem solving teams,

circles,

from problem solving

to self-directed teams.

based on Japanese quality

meet one or two hours

improving quality,

a week to discuss ways

efficiency,

of a department.

of

and the work environment.

They are typically composed of volunteers
areas

based on

from different

They have no power to implement

their ideas.
Special purpose teams may include duties
designing and introducing work reforms
meeting with suppliers and customers,
functions of a department.
management

and linking separate

Often they include labor and

five to 15

self-directed,

regarding personnel

tasks and rotate

or cross

functional

teams

employees who produce an entire product

or offer a complete service.
duties

and new technology,

collaborating on decisions.

Self-managing,
include

such as

Teams handle all managerial

and work.

Members

learn all

from job to job.

The Self- Directed Team
The Self-Directed or Cross Functional Team has been
mentioned previously as

the newest way of maximizing human

resources.

Foods Corporation contends

The General
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that

"organizing its work force into
is

the single most

environment

that

enables

peak performance"
The teams
businesses,

critical

or a

1988,

for individuals

is

•

groups

of

the

strengthening of a

sense of

team members.

to

feel

and impact.
of

63).

fairly major long term business project.

Interfunctional work teams

Benefits

of

involvement and responsibility for business

results by all

control

p.

the achievement

focused on a specific business,

The key ingredient
ownership,

factor in creating a work

and promotes

(Bassin,

are

interfunctional work teams

fulfill

the

increasing need

connected to something they can

People want

Self-Directed Teams

to participate

fully.

include:

more sharing and integration of

individual

skills

and resources
•

tapping and using unknown member resources

•

more stimulation,

•

more emotional

•

better performance

energy and endurance by all members

support

among members

in terms

of quantity,

quality and

innovation
•

more

ideas

for use

in problem solving

•

higher motivation and commitment by members

around

the goals
•

more sustained effort

directed at

•

more team member satisfaction and fun

•

the sense of being a winner,
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the goals

greater confidence,

and the ability to achieve more.
In some companies

it has been a gradual

employee participation.
involvement was

already a way of

suggestion systems,
plant newspapers
a

lot of time,

At Corning,

1990,

training,

p.

employee

life in the

policy meetings,

(Lee,

Inc.,

27).

change to full

form of

coffee klatches,
Still,

and

teamwork takes

and hard work by both management

and employees.
As

Lee

(1990)

predictable stages,
involvement
management
years

"teams go through several

requiring increasing levels of

employee

in their journey from tradition to self
-

a journey that

to complete"

many companies
plants

notes,

(p.

27).

can take anywhere from two to 10
As mentioned above,

choose to start

that

is why

completely new participatory

rather than converting.

Vision
Vision is
team's

energy,

the starting point
source of power,

vision must be held by all,
individual

and motivation.

members must

realize that

The team leader has

is

the

The team's

The vision must be part

it will be achieved only through

every team member.
the primary responsibility for

communicating,

the vision that

is

The vision must be clear and team

the combined talents of

formulating,

It

and be stronger than any of the

agendas of each member.

of a job worth doing.

for any team.

and behaviorally representing

to be shared by all members.
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Leadership
In Creating the High Performance Team,
Roth state that
sense of

leaders must help members

responsibility of managing,

committed to solving problems,
by facilitating peers
coordination,

Bulchholz and

increase their

facilitate others

build control

to be

into the system

in feeling responsible

for control

and

and find satisfaction in seeing individuals

and the team succeeding and developing into a high
performing group
Leaders must

(Buchholz

& Roth,

p.

38).

facilitate growth from dependence to

independence to interdependence.
teams,

1987,

members pull

together,

and complement

each other's

share a belief

that

"In high-performance

help each other out,

strengths

recognize

and weaknesses,

and

they are responsible to each other

(p.

40) .
One of the most
responsibility is

important ways

to encourage shared

to share information.

This

can be done by

creating a climate where shared responsibility happens
rewarding it when it

takes place.

Another way is

and

to make

sure everyone in the group understands how they fit

into the

whole group.
According to Parker
leaders

(1990),

are team players.

styles of

the most

Parker looks at

effective team
four different

team leadership by team players with respect

five different
contributor,

functions.

communicator,

The

four styles

and challenger.
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to

are collaborator,
The

five

functions
solving,

are planning,

communicating,

problem

and decision making.

A collaborator tends
communicates by
potential

gain of a risk,

open process

to plan strategically,

focusing on the big picture,

in a larger context,

and tends

term,

logical,

and makes

and cost

of

a tactical

a

issue.

approach in planning

specific measurable objectives,

economical with communication,

in risk taking,

on the

to make decisions using an

looking at both sides

emphasizing the short

focuses

problem solves by putting problems

The contributor takes

is

risk taking,

tends

decisions

to be conservative

that

are practical,

effective.

The communicator gives heavy emphasis
involvement of all

in planning,

is warm and relaxed,

internal

functioning of

takes

risks

that will

team,

favors high involvement problem solving approaches,

and uses

improve the

to the

democratic decision making processes.

The challenger pushes

the team to see new directions,

communicates openly and directly,
every risk,
decisions

focuses potential

is unstructured in problem solving,

that

are right,

Schein says

that

essential

insight

function of
(Schein,

the whole discussion of

leadership

1987,

into the ways

p.

gain on

and favors

ethical and legal.

could be simplified if we recognized that

culture"

the

317).

is

leadership

"the unique and

the manipulation of

Leaders need to have

in which culture can aid or hinder the
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fulfillment of

the organization's mission and the

intervention skills
one of

the most

to make desired changes happen.

difficult

challenges of

That

is

leadership.

Teambuilding
The process
different ways.
used.

of

teambuilding can be approached in many

Often external

Usually the real

or internal

consultants

are

responsibility falls on the

designated leader or manager.
According to Blansfield,

the three

determine whether a group that needs
one are:

am I

in or out?;

I have a chance to use/
resources?

(Weisbord,

the same questions
in the

issues

to be a team,

develop the needed skills
1985,

p.

28).

will

and

These are precisely

that have been dealt with for many years

field of group development!

building strategies
include:

purpose,

the

for team leaders.

clarifying roles,

giving recognition,
Manz
is

states

"If

transition has

as

Elements

team

common to

establishing norms,

planning,

and making decisions,

and assessing team effectiveness.
the transition to self-managed work

to be successful,

their new roles

successful

importance of defining the team's

working together in solving problems

teams

becomes

do I have power and control;

Several people have developed lists of

most

that

managers must be trained for

facilitators"

(Manz,

1990,

15).

This

often been especially hard for managers
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since

it

involves

a shift

and perform,

in the way in which many of them think

and for many it

Often there is

initial

resistance to the change.

is

a perceived loss of power.

suspicion,

uncertainty,

Then they pass

and

through a period

in which they gradually realize the positive possibilities.
Managers must
differences

redefine their roles

in acting as

understanding,

a

and understand the

facilitator.

Once there is an

new language and skills must be learned to

replace obsolete.

Teams

and Groups

in Various Organizations

The use of participatory management

in various

large

production oriented corporations has been described above
with the use of
Efforts

teams being the key to their success.

in this area are also taking place

in other types

of

organizations.
The Aid Society for Lutherans,
operates
years ago

a

fraternal

society that

an insurance company switched to work teams a
(Lee,

1990,

p.

30).

The team approach has also

been used in the airline industry,
saving lives.

few

and it

is

credited with

Pilots have been trained in a team approach

through a program called Cockpit Resource Management
to work together to effectively.

CRM has

train one of the space shuttle crews
At Federal Express,

(CRM)

also been used to

(Oberle,

1990,

p.

where the team approach is used,

spotted and stopped a billing problem that was
company more than $2.1 million a year
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(Dumaine,

34).

clerks

costing the
1990,

p.52).

Shindler-Rainman agrees

that

"team development

and

maintenance are becoming necessary to the survival of
systems whose programs and services

are delivered by a

combination of paid and volunteer personnel"
(Schindler-Rainman,

1988,

shifting funding sources

p.

119).

Societal

and changes

trends

such as

in the volunteer

constituency have contributed to this need.
Golembiewski
affecting teams
The dominant

(1988)

addresses

in government

emotional

that differ

tone in government

bigger than any or all of us".
discouraged.

some of the major issues
from in business.
is

Therefore,

that

it

is

"it's
easy to get

There is a high frequency of agreement

order to avoid losing membership in the group.

in

Unclear and

overlapping of authority in addition to uncertainty about
roles

and priorities

is very important.
confidentiality.

exists.
There

There is

is

Gaining and maintaining power
a concern about

great

tension between those with

high status and those with low status and failure
issue.

The press

can play a key

factor in what

is

a key

is

happening.
According to Kerr and Gass,
has

"small group development

often been recognized as one of

adventure education programs"
In fact,

the cornerstones of

(Kerr & Gass,

adventure education programs

1987,

p.

in such forms

39).
as

Outward Bound and Executive Challenge have been used in
teambuilding for many companies.
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Kerr and Gass have applied a conceptual group
development model
programs,

to three types

of adventure education

and have shown that group members progress

definitive stages of group development.
occurs whether the group is
skills,

Implications

This progression

involved in learning technical

enhancing social behaviors,

dysfunctions.

through

or rehabilitating social

for group leaders

include:

being aware of each individual as a group member;
remembering that groups progress
or removing group members will
will

the personal

at different

affect

rates;

adding

group development

characteristics of each individual

as

(p.45).

The work of Johnson and Johnson on cooperative learning
mentioned previously has
of

the nation's

schools.

certainly made a difference in many
In an article by Iorio

principles of group development
administration of

small

schools.

As with other

size is a critical

gets

is much more complex.

principal as a

concern,

since as a

school

The role of the

leader in guiding the school

stages of development

the

theory are applied to the

organizations,
larger it

(1986),

is of the utmost

through the

importance.

The Future

It
changes

is probably safe to predict

the dramatic

that have taken place in organizations

ten years will
of

that

continue well

into the 1990's.

the switch to new approaches
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in the past
The effects

to teams and leadership are

beginning to have positive

impact.

participatory management will most

The popularity of
likely spread to a wide

variety of organizations.
Lawler cautions us
"It would be dangerous

in becoming over confident,

and overly limiting to assume that

the new plant model

represents

this

thinking now needs

a

time.

"next

Indeed,

generation"

the best

management model,

applied to the new plants

of

that

can be done at

to turn to developing
one that

the 1990s.

can be

There are enough

problems with the new participative plants model
that a better,

more effective design,

(Lawler,

p.14).

1990,

however.

to suggest

can be developed"

Conclusion

The use of groups

in the workplace has

dramatically in the past

ten years.

The evolution of

phenomenon has been highlighted above.
different ways
been provided.

in which groups

increased

Descriptions

this
of

are being used currently have

These vary greatly.

It has been the production manufacturing companies
have

for the most part

way of work.

the

However,

taken the

that

leadership in changing the

many service organizations have

quickly begun to develop new practices.
work team has been proclaimed as
organize.
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the most

The self-directed
effective way to

The

first

section of this Review of

highlighted recent
development.

research in the area of group

Most of the research has

training or laboratory groups.
grown out of
at

the Literature

taken place with

A number of concepts have

the work done in the 1960's when the

field was

its height.
Those working in the

field of organization development

have begun to make the necessary connections between past
research and what happens
more current

research,

portion of this
development

in organizations.

Some of the

some of which was mentioned in the

review on the relationship between group

and leadership,

has been conducted with actual

work groups.
In order for organizational

leaders and consultants

to

be able to make the best decisions

regarding the way

which work groups

much more research must

should function,

be conducted with groups

in the workplace.

in

When a

substantial body of knowledge has been created in this
manner,

it will be much clearer as

group development,
true

to how the principles of

formulated with other populations,

for work groups.
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hold

CHAPTER III

STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is
of the study,

to describe the design

the setting and participants,

data collection,

the methods of

the process of analyzing the data,

and some

of the limitations of the design and methodology.

Overview

The critical need for research on work groups has been
explained in detail

in Chapter II.

The lack of research

based information on the development of

staff work groups

the youth camping field has also been discussed.
was

This

in

study

designed to gather and interpret data regarding the

developmental

life cycle of three camp

The Critical
(1954),

Incident Technique,

staff work groups.
developed by Flanagan

was used for collecting and analyzing the data.

Written questionnaires were administered on a weekly basis
and interview's were conducted with a sample of the staff
during the third,

fifth,

and seventh weeks of camp.

The

data were analyzed in terms of themes which emerged from the
responses as well as

stages of group development,

in order

to make meaning out of the development of each work group.
The way in which these work groups
with existing group development
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developed was compared

theories.

Qualitative Research and the Critical

"Qualitative methodology refers

Incident Technique

in the broadest

to research that produces descriptive data:
written or spoken words

There are several
research that make it
research.

people's own

and observable behavior... it

way of approaching the world"

(Taylor & Bogdan,

is

a

1984).

characteristics of qualitative
inherently different

Qualitative research is

from quantitative

inductive.

Researchers

develop concepts and understanding from patterns
The design is

sense

flexible with researchers

and people holistically.

in data.

looking at

settings

By collecting open ended

narratives with depth and detail

from people who have

hand knowledge of the experience,

first

researchers are better

able to understand the situation from the participants'
perspective.

The emphasis

is put on validity more than on

reliability and replicability as
quantitative research

(Taylor,

is

& Bogdan,

In the study of organizations,
associates

contend that

in the case of
1984,

p.

5-7).

Lawler and his

research must be useful

for both

theory and practice and must be designed accordingly
& Associates,

1985,

p.

3).

"The research question needs

drive the kind of data collected,
questions

interact

and because methods

in important ways,

needed to answer certain questions
gathered with traditional

(Lawler

the kind of data

simply can not be

research methods"
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(p.

10).

and

to

According to Hackman,
environmental variables
influences

in organizations,

They have received special

attention in many state-of-the-art
self-managing work teams

these variables

"Researchers

1985,

p.

131).

of validity"

learning about

thereby ruling out

their effects.

should return to the case analysis as

a

complexity of organizational

and paradigms would help to achieve some
(p.

In summary,

form

154).
this

researcher agrees with Hackman that

is probably futile to try to take the results of basic

research in the social

sciences

and apply them intact

solving organizational problems.
be true:

fact,

the reverse may

in basic knowledge than basic research

in generating applications"
The study was

Critical

In

to

Application-focused research may be more useful

generating advances
is

In laboratory research

Using multiple observers who have different

perspectives

"it

in which

are created in organizations

way of capturing the dynamic
behavior.

action projects

are usually controlled,

any possibility of

and

are among the most powerful

of group performance.

(Lawler & Associates,

contextual

(p.

146).

conducted using Flanagan's

Incident Technique which grew out of

carried out

(1954)
studies

in the Aviation Psychology Program of

Air Force in World War II.
analyzing such activities as
disorientation in pilots

The success of
combat

the method in

leadership and

resulted in its
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the Army

extension and

in

further development after the war.
out primarily at
University of
The

the American Institute

Pittsburgh

five steps

procedure are:

(Flanagan,

incidents

regarding the activity;

analysis of data;

p.

354).
incident
the

for collecting factual
collection of data;

interpretation and reporting of

statement of the requirements of

the activity

the

(Flanagan,

355).

The Critical
principle that
behaviors

1954,

determination of the general aim of

development of plans

p.

carried

for Research and the

included in the critical

activity;

1954,

This work was

Incident Technique is based on the

the reporting of

facts

regarding specific

is preferable to the collection of

interpretations,
impressions.

ratings or opinions based on general

The reporting should be done by those in the

position to make the necessary observations and evaluations
on behaviors

that make a significant

activity

355).

(p.

This procedure has
including areas

such as:

measures of proficiency;
classification;
procedures;

contribution to the

a wide range of applications
measures of typical performance;
training;

selection and

job design and purification;

equipment

design;

counseling and psychotherapy

operating

motivation and leadership;
(p.355).
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and

The Critical
studies

Incident Technique has been used in many

in the past

35 years.

A few of

the more recent

studies will be discussed.
In

"Work Motivation in a Developing Country"

& Schmitt,
incidents

1983),

respondents were asked to provide

that would make them work hard or very little.

Content analyses of

the

incidents yielded six sets of

These were then used to construct
motivators

and demotivators

The study

was

(Jacobs,

items.

a questionnaire to assess

in the workplace.

"Critical Requirements

Nursing Practice"
1978)

(Machunga

Fivars,

for Safe/Effective

Edwards,

& Fitzpatrick,

conducted in order to create a classification

structure of behaviors
included nurses
institutions

in

in nursing practice.

five different

from throughout

The sample

specialties

from

the United States.

Incidents

were collected through a written questionnaire completed in
one hour at on site group meetings.
In
Critical

"Exploring High School Counseling Trends Through
Incidents"

described problems
a student.

(Neely & Iburg,
they

The ways

1989),

faced in individual

counselors
counseling with

in which they handled the situations

were then classified according to outside systems
to permit quantification of the data.
undertaken mainly to assess
in generating self

reports.

in order

The study was

the usefulness of the technique
The anecdotal
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data received was

excellent,

however due to the small

results were not

sample number,

the

statistically significant.

Interviews were used in the study
Power Between Managers

"Interdependence and

and Employees:

A Study of

Leadership Relationship"

(Tjosvold,

1989).

rather than competitive,

interdependence was

the

Cooperative,
found to

contribute to exchange and productivity.
A study by Di

Salvo,

Nikkei,

and Monore

(1989),

"Theory

and Practice:

A Field Investigation and Identification of

Group Members'

Perceptions of

Groups"
This

is most

study

Problems

Facing Natural Work

similar to the present

research undertaken.

focused on the problems of group meetings as

were perceived by the participants of

the meetings.

they

The

descriptive nature allowed for a generalized overview of
group meetings as well

as a

identified by the Critical

specific

focus

on problems

Incident Technique.

Incidents

were clustered in terms of when the behavior took place and
what

it

referred to or who it happened to.

categories with 31

subcategories were

indicated that members'
structural problems
meeting has begun,
the groups'

formed.

The results

attention focuses on task and

in the premeeting phase,
the majority of

success

Nine major

but

the problems

after the
inhibiting

stem from ineffective interpersonal

communication skills.
Cohen and Smith

(1976)

have used Flanagan's work to

develop the Critical-Incident Model
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to be used with growth

groups.

The Critical-Incident Model provides a way of

looking at

the development of a group by selecting a sample

of behavior,

breaking it down into component parts,

suggesting certain responses by the group leader

and

(p.

"The Critical-Incident Model has potential use

124).
in the

evaluation of proposed models of group growth and
development

and in the generation of new and more valid

models.

the hypothesized stages or phases

If

model are appropriate,
critical

incidents

should reveal

frequency count of the

during specific periods

of a group's

life

the characteristics of that particular phase

(Cohen & Smith,
development

then a

in a given

p.

124).

Cohen and Smith compared 49

group

theories with their own theory using the

Critical-Incident Model.
Portions
relevant

of

the Critical-Incident Model work are very

to the current

for the design of

this

study,
study.

incident may be interesting,
itself.

However,

and provided one of the bases
While a single critical

it

is

of

little value in and of

when hundreds of critical

evaluated together,

incidents

a pattern of development will

are

emerge.

The Setting and the Organization

The study was
camps

conducted at

in Connecticut

summer of

1991.

not-for-profit

three 4-H resident youth

for a period of

eight weeks

Each camp was owned by a
foundation which was
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in the

local

involved with developing

funds,

managing the property,

planning

for the summer camp

operation,

and working closely with the

director.

The camps were also sponsored by the 4-H/Youth

Development

Program of

camp

the University of Connecticut

Cooperative Extension System.
functioning as

seasonal

An Extension Educator,

the Coordinator of Camping Programs,

closely with all

worked

camps on a year-round basis.

Each camp served approximately 80

to

100

campers

each

one week session which typically started on Sunday afternoon
and ended on Friday night.
ranged in age
special
17.

Generally,

from eight years

leadership program was

old to

the boys and girls
14 years old.

offered for teens

ages

Each camp also offered some shorter sessions

campers

ages

A
15

to

for

six to eight.

The camp program was of a general nature with a balance
between small group and large group activities.

Some

activities

the week

allowed for in-depth study throughout

and others provided a chance to try something new at

least

once.
Campers

came

from a variety of backgrounds

from

throughout Connecticut with the largest number from the
towns

closest

income

to the camps.

families,

a

While most were

from middle

large number of youth receiving

financial

assistance participated.
Each camp hired approximately 25
of

the staff

lived in small

staff members.

Most

cabin groups with the campers.
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The camp season was

eight weeks

for staff.

comprehensive training program for the
and Camp 3.

At Camp 2,

interact as

met

a group.

throughout

in subgroups

first week at Camp 1

for younger campers.

each camp had several opportunities
Perhaps

during the training period.
sessions

the most

to

concentrated time was

Staff attended many full group

the day and night.

At other times

they

formed on the basis of the program content

for which they were responsible

for teaching,

group with whom they lived.

At Camp 1

participated in an overnight

camping trip.

During the rest of the season,
group

included a

the program lasted for two weeks but

included two three day sessions
The staff at

This

for approximately two hours

the campers arrived.

and Camp 3,

all

staff

camp staff met

as a

late Sunday morning before

During these meetings,

what happened the previous week,

or the cabin

staff

evaluated

discussed any issues

that

were of concern regarding the staff working together as
team,

and planned for the week about
From Monday through Friday,

specific
Camp

subgroup,

to begin.

the number,

formality of meetings varied by camp,

a

length,

and

full group or a

and by the perceived need.

For example,

1 had a regularly scheduled two hour meeting for all

staff on Thursday night,
staff on Tuesday morning.
group
staff.

for 15 minutes
At Camp 3,

and a meeting for administrative
At Camp 2,

each morning,

formal

as

program staff met

as a

did cabin counseling

staff meetings were held during
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the week only when there was a specific major problem to be
resolved.
All

camp staff came in contact

informally with each

other frequently throughout

the day and night.

the campers,

in a common dining hall

they ate meals

same time and participated in many all
From 9:30 p.m.

to 11:30 p.m.,

at

the

camp activities.

staff who did not have cabin

duty often socialized informally in the staff
During their time off

Along with

lounge.

from Friday evening to Sunday morning,

many staff choose to socialize together.

The

The participants of
three 4-H resident
voluntary.

At

camps

Participants

the study were staff members
in Connecticut.

the beginning of the

researcher met with staff at

(Appendix A)

study,

Participation was

first week of

camp,

the

each camp explaining the study

and requesting participation.
form

at

Camp staff

acknowledging that

signed a consent

they understood the

were participating voluntarily,

and could withdraw at

any time.
Each camp had a new director
staff were
some

from the local area,

international

previously,

staff.

director in another context.

campers,

However,

the camp

or knew the

many staff had little

a camp or with youth.
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Most

although each camp hired

Some staff had worked at

attended the camp as

experience working at

for the summer.

For most,

the

intensity of

the group experience was new.

resided and worked at
evening each week.

the camp

Staff members

from Sunday noon until Friday

Many attended college during the rest of

the year.
A total
portion of

of
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staff participated in the questionnaire

the study.

participants by camp,
ages,

Table 1
age,

shows

and sex.

the number of
The mean and median

the percentage of males and females,

and the

percentage of those previously attending camp have been
calculated.

Table
Number of

Staff

1

Participants by Camp,

Age,

and Sex

Camp
1

Age

2

3

total

15

1

1

16

2

2

17

4

3

1

8

18

5

3

8

16

19

2

1

6

9

20

1

4

4

9

21

2

1

2

5

22

1

1

1

3

23

1

3

2

6

24

2

25

2

2
3

1

Continued next page
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Table 1

continued

28

1

30

1

1

1

31

1

1

35

1

1

60

1

1

total

24

18

27
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mean age

19.75

22.28

20.70

20 .78

median age

18.5

20

19

19

male

12

8

9

29

(42.0%)

female

12

10

18

40

(58.0%)

7

8

21

(30.4%)

prior staff

6

In general,
similar.

at all

Camp 2 had the least number of

were older.
males.

the participants

Camp 3

three <camp were
staff;

had significantly more

The directors

director of Camp 2 was

of Camp

1

however they

females

than

and Camp 3 were male.

The

female.

For the interview portion of the study,
from each camp included the camp director,
female administrative staff member,
and two male counselors.
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two

participants

one male and one

female counselors,

Oata Collection

Data was

collected using two different methods,

questionnaires
members

and individual personal

completed up to three Critical

Questionnaires

at

Additional

total of 24 questionnaires per person.

staff members

the summer.

questions as

Incident

supplemented by data collected through

interviews with 21
throughout

Staff

the end of each of the eight weeks of the

study for a potential
This was

interviews.

written

at

three different

times

The interviews used the same

those included in the questionnaire.

descriptive data were obtained from the

interviews.
The individual personal

interviews provided a means of

crosschecking data received from the questionnaires.
According to Flanagan,

"in situations where the observers

are motivated to read the instructions
conscientiously,

the technique of using a written

questionnaire seems

to give results which are not

essentially different
method"

carefully and answer

(Flanagan,

from those obtained by the interview

1954,

p.

343).

Instrumentation - Critical

The Critical

Incident Questionnaire

Incident Questionnaire was

using the guidelines proposed by Flanagan
suggested that his

constructed

(1954).

Flanagan

flexible set of principles be modified
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and adapted to meet
(1954,

p.

the situation of

342) .

Questions on the Critical
this

each particular study

Incident Questionnaire

for

study were developed from the model questionnaire

provided by Flanagan

(1954,

p.

335)

and from reviewing those

questions used in several other studies.
Critical

The outline of the

Incident Model by Cohen and Smith

and the thorough descriptions of
provided the most help
questions.

p.

124)

terms and concepts,

in making decisions on the wording of

Three colleagues

Massachusetts

(1976,

from the University of

and the University of Connecticut

reviewed the

questions and provided feedback.
The Critical
participants

to

Incident Questionnaire instructed the

"think of an incident

judgment had an impact

events

when did it happen,

impact"

what happened,

and 5

from 1

"a great

to 5,

impact",

Next

with 1

provided.

"little or no

how much of an impact

The choice of

The question

The

final

this

They were also

"not

sure"

was also

"how much of an impact did this

incident have on the group as
for answers.

and the

they rated the

incident had on them as a group member.
asked to explain why.

who was

where did it happen,

leading up to the incident.

incident on a scale

in your

on how the staff worked together".

They were then asked to describe:
involved,

this week that

a whole"

had the same

format

question asked participants to
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describe anything that has happened since the incident
could be a consequence of
At

the beginning of

the incident.
the

researcher conducted a pilot
Questionnaire.

staff at
study,

all

each camp,

critical

test

of

camp,

the

the Critical

Incident

for conducting the pilot

three camps.

In an hour session with

the researcher briefly discussed the

reviewed the questions

Questionnaire,

first week of

The same procedure

study was used at

that

on the Critical

Incident

and provided an example of a recorded

incident.

The

staff had the opportunity to

practice using the instrument by actually completing it
at

least

at

camp.

one

incident which had happened since they had been

Then the staff was

asked for their suggestions

improving the questionnaire in order to make it
use

for

in getting the most
The questionnaires

detailed and accurate
completed by the

by the researcher in order to assess
information was provided.

if

for

easier to

information.

staff were reviewed
clear descriptive

The suggestions

of the staff were

considered and incorporated.
The questionnaire was

revised by the researcher

following ways.

A question asking participants

intensity of the

incident

sure"

was

were not
felt

eliminated.

as

"low,

medium,

to rank the
or not

Even after much discussion,

able to understand the concept.

it was

high,

too subjective and the

gained from the narratives.
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in the

staff

The researcher

information could be

A question "did the incident help the staff function
better as a team or hinder it?
sure_ why?"

was also eliminated.

added to better clarify the
much of an impact
member?

did this

these on a scale of

great

3

labeled

impact".

provided.

impact

1

Two questions were
of

the incident.

"How

incident have on YOU as a group

How much of an impact

THE GROUP AS A WHOLE?"

impact",

helped_ hindered_ not

did this

incident have on

Participants were asked to rate
to 5 with 1

labeled

"little or no

"somewhat of an impact",

The option of

checking

They were then asked

"why?"

"not

and 5

labeled

sure"

was also

"a

for each question.

Participants were more comfortable with a scale rather than
a

forced choice and the researcher

would provide clearer information.
Incident Questionnaires
The procedures

these new questions

Copies of

the Critical

found in Appendix B.

for conducting the study were outlined

with the camp staff.
three critical

can be

felt

Participants were asked to report

incidents using separate Critical

Incident

Questionnaires on a weekly basis over an eight week period.
Time was provided in the camp schedule

for this

to be done

on Thursday night or Friday morning of each week.
were to complete the questionnaires

independently.

Staff
While

they were encouraged to complete three questionnaires,
were told that
as possible.
anything"

it was

important

to be honest and as

Therefore they should not

to complete the task.
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just

staff

complete

"make up

Each questionnaire was
camp,
The
next

the participant,

first digit

researcher.
eight.

and the week for which it was used.

signified Camp 1,

two digits

participant.

coded in order to identify the

Camp 2,

or Camp 3.

The

corresponded to a number assigned to each

A record of these was kept
The

fourth digit

at the home of the

represented week one through

The date was also stamped on the top of the

questionnaire.

No names appeared on the questionnaires.

The participants were instructed to place the completed
questionnaires

in an unmarked envelope,

seal

it,

and drop

it

into a large collection envelope located in the camp office.

Interviews

Interviews were conducted by the researcher with sever,
staff members
fifth,

at each of the three camps during the third,

and seventh weeks of camp.

interviews

Participants

included the camp director,

female administrative staff member,
two female counselors.

in

one male and one

two male counselors,

and

The administrative staff members and

counselors were chosen randomly by the researcher selecting
names out of a hat.

Initially one counselor refused to

participate in the interviews and then one counselor left
camp after the

first week so other names were drawn.

The researcher conducted semi-structured interviews
using a basic

interview guide asking the sane questions

on the Critical

Incident Questionnaire.
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as

The interview's cock

place

in an area with complete privacy,

either out-of-doors

or in a room where no one else was present or could overhear
any conversation.

Strict

confidentiality was maintained.

Each interview ended when the interviewee decided there was
no more to say.

The

interviews

lasted from five to 30

minutes varying with each participant
average length was

20 minutes.

taped with the permission of
transcribed by the

and the week.

The interviews were audio

the staff member.
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Tapes were

interviewer and then erased.

cases brief notes were written after the
total of

The

In some

interviews.

A

interviews were conducted.

Data Analysis

"The purpose of

Process

the data analysis

and describe the data

stage

is

to summarize

in an efficient manner so that

it

can

be effectively used for many practical purposes... The aim is
to increase the usefulness of the data while sacrificing as
little as possible of their comprehensiveness,
and validity"

(Flanagan,

"Data Analysis
research"
kept notes

is

1954,

interpretations,

344).

an ongoing process

(Taylor & Bogdan,
throughout

p.

1984,

specificity,

p.

128).

in qualitative
The researcher

the study recording themes,

or ideas

hunches,

that might help in the data

analysis.
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Questionnaire Data Management

The questionnaires were collected from the camps each
week and the researcher tabulated the returns by participant
and camp.

They were not read for content and coding until

the end of the camp season

This was done to minimize any

effects of the researcher <on future interviews or in general
camp involvement.

Table 2 shows the: number of

questionnaires returned by camp and week.

Table 2
Number of Questionnaires Returned by Camp and Week
Camp
1

2

3

total

week 1

67

29

37

133

week 2

67

20

29

116

week 3

65

22

18

105

week 4

65

23

17

102

week 5

60

17

13

93

week 6

53

18

7

78

week 7

48

12

5

64

week 8

55

9

4

69

480

150

130

760

recorded weeks 1-8 462

145

126

733

41

27

45

113

total

number of questionnaires

Pilot study
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For weeks one through eight a total of 760
questionnaires were returned.

On 27 questionnaires there

were statements that the participant had nothing else to
report,

therefore 733 questionnaires were recorded.

A total

of 113 questionnaires were returned in the pilot study
conducted the second day of precamp training.
As the summer progressed,
decreased.
better.

However,

the number returned

the quality of the data was much

This was not surprising given the intensity of the

camp experience and the lack of motivation to spend time on
a written research activity.

This will be discussed more

later.
The number of questionnaires returned varied by camp.
Rate of return was influenced by individual differences such
as size of staff,

administrative style, organization,

specific issues at each camp.
later.

and

This will be discussed more

Participants at Camp 1 were extremely consistent in

completing three questionnaires each week.

At Camp 2,

each

participant generally filled out one questionnaire each
week.

During the beginning of the summer at Camp 3, most

participants filled out at least one questionnaire a week.
However,

this was not the case at the end of the summer.

The interviews at all camps,

including Camp 3,

did continue

to generate considerable data throughout the summer.
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Questionnaire Data Analysis

The classification and analysis
extremely difficult
analysis,

task.

the goal of

of

incidents

is an

"Similar to content or factor

this

step

is

to dissect

into a comprehensive list of behaviors

the

critical

incidents

to the

specific problem or situation under investigation"
Salvo,

Nikkei,

states

that

& Monroe,

for doing it.
the

p.

555).

Flanagan

the induction of categories

than objective and that

of

1989,

is more subjective

largely dependent on the skill

Inductive analysis,

qualitative research,

means

categories of analysis

(1954)

there are no simple rules available

The outcome is

formulator.

(Di

an integral part of

that patterns,

themes,

and

come out of the data rather than

being imposed on them prior to the data collection and
analysis

(Patton,

1980,

p.

The procedure in this
of

classification.

for theme.
Critical

As

is

First,
the case

306).
study used two different
the critical

no previous

The theme categories

were allowed to emerge

incidents were coded

in most of the studies using the

Incident Technique,

system was used.

systems

classification

and subcategories

from the data.

The critical

incidents were then coded for stage of group development
using characteristics based on Lacoursiere's work developed
by Blanchard,
Each of

Carew,
the 733

and Parisi-Carew

(Blanchard,

questionnaires was

coded in the

following way and recorded on a master list.
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1990).

The categories

included the camp,
respondent.
was

The camp was

listed asl,

position was

the week,

2,

3,

4,

listed as

and the position of

listed as
5,

6,

7

1,

or 8.

camp director,

or any other staff member.

2,

or 3.

administrative staff,

The critical

incidents were

involved in the incident,

incident

the context

theme.

of

The intensity or amount of

reported by the participant had,
the response on the question
incident have on YOU as
on the question

The week

The respondent's

analyzed for who was
took place,

the

where the

the incident,
impact

was

and the

the incident as

also recorded.

When

"how much impact did this

a group member?"

differed from that

"How much of an impact did this

have on THE GROUP AS A WHOLE?",

the average of

incident
the two

responses was used.
The questionnaires were read again and coded for stage
of group development:
(dissatisfaction),
(production).

stage 1

stage 3

(orientation),

(resolution),

The questionnaires

stage 2

or stage 4

in the pilot

study were

also coded.
In order to establish interrater reliability,
individual other than the researcher was
independently rated 50
The ratings of
agreement

this

88.8% of

an

trained and

randomly selected questionnaires.

individual
the time.
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and the researcher were in

Interview Data Analysis

The

60

critical

interviews generated a number of different

incidents

in addition to a considerable amount

qualitative data.
critical

of

The interview data provided some new

incidents,

but more

descriptions of many of

importantly,

the critical

more complete

incidents which were

reported on the questionnaires.
The camp,
critical

week,

and position of

incident was

the respondent

recorded on a master list.

for each

Since the

categories had already been defined for the questionnaires,
the critical

incidents

from the interviews were coded

directly using the established categories
involved in the incident,
context

of

the incident,

for who was

where the incident
and the theme.

The

took place,

the

incidents were

also coded for stage of group development.

Further Procedures

for Data Analysis

The questionnaire and interview data
camps were combined to
involved,
context of

look at

where the critical
the incident.

subcategory,

for all

three

the questions of who was

incident

In coding

took place,

and the

for theme category and

the data were also grouped by time period.

data collected during weeks

1,

2,

and 3

by questionnaire and

during week 3

by interview were grouped in one category

"beginning".

All

data collected in weeks

4,

5,

and 6 by

questionnaire and in week 5 by interview made up the

89

All

"middle".

The data collected weeks

7

and 8 by questionnaire

and week 7 by interview made up the third category,
The large amount of qualitative data
quotations

from participants

in the

"end".

form of

on the questionnaires

and in

the interviews were also used in analyzing the data.
In analyzing the data
the data
was

for stage of group development,

for each camp were examined separately,

a distinctly separate group.

were also analyzed separately

since each

The questionnaire data

from the interview data.

questionnaire data provided weekly information.

This more

accurately contributed to ascertaining the changes
of development
at

The

in stage

than the interview data which were collected

only three different

times during the summer.

Limitations

The purpose of this
developmental
resident

study was

life cycle of

camps.

the staff work group at

The participant

structure and staff profiles.
week sessions,
same general
staff pool,
is

to examine the

camps had generally similar

All

conducted primarily one

offered comparable programming,

camper population,

hired from the same camp

suggested in making certain generalizations

or other work groups having different

of

served the

and provided basic training for staff.

Boje & Ulrich

(1987)

leadership will

propose that

about

Caution
camps

characteristics.

"the qualitative study

enhance the understanding of the
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three

leadership process"

(p.

302).

The case study nature of

research offers a rich source of

information

this

for

understanding group development.
One limitation of

the study was

self-reported and thus
may arise as

subject

to the quality of

that

to response bias.

(1986),

in which 156

critical
summer,

incident
it was

camp was

reports on memorable moments

found that

The staff

p.

formal

camp counselors provided written

revealed...

1986,

in

In a study conducted by Stone

and the eloquence of

22).

from the

"the vitality and lifestyle of

allowed the reader to enter into the
(Stone,

Questions

the data collected from camp

staff members who have little experience
observation techniques.

the data were

the counselors

life of

the camp"

This was also the case

reported detailed descriptions

of

in this

study.

critical

incidents which enabled the reader to gain an understanding
of camp and the experience of being a staff member.
The design of

collecting critical

basis also had some limitations.
intense experience,
was

incidents

Because camp was

more

frequent

or interviews was not
intrusive.

immediacy,

This

the summer.

collection of data by questionnaires
realistic and would have been

The researcher agrees with Flanagan,

"direct observations

such an

many changes happened in a week.

especially true during the beginning of

However,

on a weekly

are preferred,

and minimum demands
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while

the efficiency,

on cooperating personnel

which are achieved by using recalled incident data
frequently make their use the more practical procedure"
(Flanagan,
As

1954,

p.

340) .

described above,

a number of precautions were taken

in the sorting of the data.
that

"the induction of categories

subjective than objective"
1989,

However,

p.

(Di

it must be recognized

from incidents

Salvo,

Nikkei,

is more

& Monroe,

555).

The multiple roles of the researcher may have placed
some limitations on this

study.

The researcher was

Extension Educator Coordinator of Camping Programs
4-H/Youth Development

for the

Program of the University of

Connecticut Cooperative Extension System.
with the seasonal

the

She had consulted

camp directors on a regular basis

regarding camp structure and programming since their time of
hire early in 1991.

During the camp season,

she was

regular contact with the camp directors by phone,
visited the camps once or twice a week.

in

and

She had the

opportunity to interact with staff on a casual basis

for

varying amounts of time each visit.
The impact with respect
in several ways.

Participation was voluntary.

Questionnaires were
unmarked envelopes.
beginning of

to data gathering was minimized

filled out and returned in sealed
The study was

explained at

the camp season and consent

which stated that

the

forms were signed

"information gained from questionnaires
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and interviews would not be shared with anyone related to
the camping program during the camping season".
researcher would make every effort
confidentiality and anonymity of
This
However,

to protect

and method,
Therefore,

thus

information.
week,

further the sample size.

in interpreting the results,

confirm numbers and percentages of
data in the

the

of data collected varies by camp,

limiting

"the

the camp staff".

study has generated a wealth of
the amount

Also,

it was necessary to

coded incidents based on

form of descriptive comments.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Introduction

One of
results of

the purposes of this
this

chapter is

study in a thorough yet

Over the course of the study,

to present the

concise manner.

the researcher dealt with

large amounts of data received from questionnaires
interviews.

The task of

organizing the responses
understood was

sorting through the data and
so that they could be best

complex.

The data have been organized in this
concisely as possible without
information.

and in

Several

chapter as

eliminating valuable

tables and graphs have been provided

to aid the reader in highlighting pertinent points.

data
Was

The questionnaire and interview data as well as

the

from the three camps were combined in analyzing

"Who

Involved in the Incident",

Place",

"Where the Incident Took

"Context of the Incident",

and the

"Themes".

This

was done to provide a more complete description of what
actually happened.

Selected differences between

questionnaire and interview data are noted.
The data
that

from questionnaires and interviews as well as

from each camp were analyzed and presented separately

for stage of group development.

Group development

stages

could more specifically be charted with the questionnaire
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data since it was

collected weekly.

clearer presentation of

the differences

timing of group development
The interpretations
provided in the various
more clearly support

sections
of

in pattern and

and discussion of the results are
sections

of

this

chapter in order to

the conclusions and to relate the

overlap of

since there

also enabled a

for each staff work group.

information to existing theories
can be expected,

This

is

and work in the

issues

exists

a large degree of

field.

in the various
interrelatedness

themes and the way in which they are manifested.

Identifying Critical

Of

the 733

questionnaires

descriptive information about
coding for theme possible.
questionnaires

Incidents

recorded,
a critical

Therefore,

recorded were useable.

number of critical

incidents

667 had enough
incident

95

to make

91.0% of the
Table 3

coded for theme

questionnaires by camp and week.

As

shows

from the

the

Table 3
Number of Critical Incidents Coded for Theme
Questionnaires by Camp and Week

from

Camp
1

2

3

total

Week 1

65

29

30

124

Week 2

59

19

27

105

Week 3

58

22

16

96

Week 4

59

23

13

95

Week 5

41

15

13

69

Week 6

48

16

6

70

Week 7

35

10

5

50

Week 8

47

7

4

58

412

141

114

667

total

The
critical
shows

60

different

interviews produced a total of

incidents which could be coded for theme.

the number of

critical

incidents

interviews by camp and week.

96

coded

168
Table 4

for theme

from

Table 4
Number of Critical

Incidents Coded for Theme
by Camp and Week

from Interviews

Camp
1

2

3

total

Week 3

31

21

19

71

Week 5

11

8

21

40

Week 7

24

16

17

57

total

66

45

57

168

In analyzing the data
incident

took place,

for who was

involved,

where the

and the context of the incident,

combined number of critical

incidents

coded for theme from

both questionnaires and interviews was used.

Table 5

the total number of

from

questionnaires

incidents

the

coded for theme

shows

and interviews by camp and week.

Table 5
Total Number of Critical Incidents Coded for Theme from
Questionnaires and Interviews by Camp and Week
Camp
1

2

3

total

Weeks

1,2,3

213

91

92

396

Weeks

4,5,6

159

62

53

274

Weeks

7,8

106

33

26

165

478

186

171

835

total
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Who was

Each critical
was

Involved in the

incident was

involved in the incident.

coded with respect

focus on the people present

camp and to look at patterns of

identified groups.
categories

that

frequencies of

Table

6

shows

involvement by certain
the eight different

evolved from the data of who was

Who Was

6

Involved in the Incident
frequency

1.

Staff

2 .

Whole Staff Group

.

All

involved,

responses and percent of total responses.

Table

3

to who

Viewing the data in this

manner enabled the researcher to
at

Incident

192

23.0%

181

21.7%

Administration 152

18.2%

129

15.4%

& Staff

-Staff,

Campers,

4.

Camp Dir./Adm.

5.

More than One Staff with Campers

78

9.3%

6 .

One Staff with Campers

44

5.3%

7 .

Outsiders

31

3.7%

8.

No One

28

3.4%

835

100.0%

274

32.8%

502

60.1%

-

-

Staff

% of total

Parents,

Personal

& Staff

Visitors,

Issue
total

Campers

Involved

No Campers

(4,5,6)

Involved

(1,2,3)
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etc.

One important delineation was
involved only staff at
involved with staff.
60.1%
as

camp and those in which campers were
Of

the

835

critical

incidents

involved some combination of only staff at

coded,

camp such

staff members with the camp director or administrative

staff,

staff members with other staff members,

staff group.
the

those incidents which

Campers were

incidents.

At

camp,

involved with staff

The other 7.1% of the

outsiders or personal

or the whole
in 32.8% of

incidents

involved

issues.

each staff member was a member of a number of

different group configurations.

The two major ones were the

whole staff group and the whole camp community.
staff group was
summer,
week.

fairly consistent

in makeup throughout

while the camp community with campers
Knowing that

a

large number of

on how it

exist

and that

involved the

that a staff

interactions had an impact

developed.

While

it would be expected that

interactions
groups,

fact

the

changed each

incidents

staff group only reinforced the observations
group did in

The whole

the

at
fact

camp would involve
that

21.7% of

the

a large number of

individuals or small
incidents

reported

involved the whole staff group also provided evidence that
participants placed importance on and were involved with
issues

impacting the whole staff group.

The camp community,
setting,

especially in the residential

has always been quite insular.
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The

fact

camp

that only

3.7%

of

the

visitors
the

incidents

or

former

involved outsiders

staff

highlighted how

outside world had on
The

that

data

involving
the

data

interviews

staff

questionnaires.

and

the

of

in

the

when

"staff

and

staff"

the

than

the

the

might

the

be more

campers

each week

and

day.

of

a

tendency

specific

larger proportion

the

of

did not

live with campers.

the

experienced,

development

of

the

in

the

staff

and

were more

staff"

likely

Participants

everyone

of

after

the

at

camp

on

differences

a

questionnaires

long
the

a very

the

day and an

interviews

full

review events
For

could be

The

while

the participants

more

of

from the

interviews

end of

activities.

mature,

on

only,

some

night

to

Incidents

interviews.

with campers
At

from

from the

category.

and the

at

impact

differed

recorded

following assumptions.

activities

during

than

involving

the

questionnaires

completed

evening of
done

in

an

greater percentage

staff

researcher deduced that

attributed to
were

even

Incidents

they were

incidents

between

an

group".

of

following ways.

interviews

reported many more

The

questionnaires

director/administrative

staff

questionnaires

little

parents,

environment.

These were primarily

questionnaires,
to be

camp

the

from the

"camp

"whole

in

only made up

collected

categories

the

collected using

from the

such as

day,

with

there

respect

interviews,

were

older,

that

the

staff work group,
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study

a

more

in administrative positions,
Knowing

were

and

focused

they may have

to

been more

likely

and better able

picture with respect
nature
freely,

of

the

confidentially,

the point
to

and

say

describe

things

In order
important

Table

7

the percentages
included those
place.

The

waterfront,

the

lists

for where

larger

Lastly,

the

in which participants
rather

enabled people

they may not

the

Incident

ascertain whether

the

analyzed where

the

than
to

talked

laboriously

get

directly

to

have wanted or been

in writing.

to

for

look at

relationships.

and quickly

incidents,

Where

data

staff

interview process

writing various

able

to

to

the
of

group's

incidents

categories

incident
the

The

questionnaires

that

"activity"

recreation

area,

Place

specific
the

which
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researcher

evolved
the

did not

from the

frequencies,

category

included

arts

place was

took place.

took place,

total.

category

any

development,

critical
the

Took

and

"around camp"
list

a

specific

such places

and crafts

as

building,

the
etc.

Table 7
Where the Incident Took Place
Frequency

% of Total

1.

Around Camp

246

29.5%

2 .

Activity

182

21.8%

3 .

Cabin

115

13.8%

4.

Dining Hall

96

11.4%

5.

At an All-Camp Event

93

11.1%

6

Overnight

53

6.3%

7 .

Staff House

36

4.3%

8.

Out

14

1.7%

835

99.9%

.

of Camp
total

The greatest percentage of the incidents
around camp.

Staff members

several

a day in various places.

times

considerable time at
made sense that
locations.

came in contact with each other

The third largest percentage of

resident

Therefore,

it

incidents were reported at

reported took place in the cabin.
since at

They also spent

specific activities.

a number of

took place

those

incidents

This was not

surprising

camps often intense interaction between

both staff and staff,

and staff and campers happens when

people share living space or engage in a group building
activity such as

an overnight.

At

an all-camp event and in

the dining hall were also mentioned frequently.
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Usually

three meals

a day were eaten in the dining hall

and each

evening there was an all-camp event.
The staff house,
informally,
camp

accounted for only 4.3% of

for 1.7%.

their day at
not

a place where staff can gather

While staff

spent

the staff house,

reported more

of

a very small proportion of

it was

frequently as

the data and out

surprising that

it was

a place where important

interaction took place.
During the week staff had little opportunity to spend
time out of

camp.

However,

from Friday night

morning all

staff did leave camp and for the most part

time with one or more camp staff.
staff did not

It was

report more incidents

to Sunday

surprising that

taking place at

times.

The camp work week and what happened at

respect

to the development of

very separate

from

"non work"

the

spent

these

camp with

staff group was viewed as

time by the staff.

The data collected in the interviews more often
referred to incidents
but were issues

that had no specific place of

often discussed in informal

These incidents were coded to the

focus,

conversations.

"Around Camp"

category.

Since the questionnaire data described more incidents
involving campers,

they more often mentioned places of

specific activities,

all-camp events,
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or the cabin.

Context

Coding the context of
Each critical

incident was

the context or environment
While in some
often the

instances

focus of

the

of

the

the

Incident

incident was more difficult.

read several

times

to ascertain

in which the incident

the physical

location was

took place.
important,

incident or the intention seemed to

be more pertinent.
Coding for the context of the issue helped to clarify
the overall

focus of the incident.

categories with the

frequencies

Table 8

lists

the 19

and percentages of the

total.

These categories were a combination of people,

places,

and issues.
Table 8
Context of the Incident
frequency

1.

Complaints,

2 .

.

3

% of total

88

10.5%

All-Camp Activity with Campers

84

10.0%

Specific Activity with Campers

80

9.6%

73

8.7%

Conflicts

-

Staff

4.

Informal Conversations

5.

All-Camp Activity -

Staff

63

7.5%

6.

Socializing in Camp

-

55

6.6%

7 .

Visitors ,

51

6.1%

8.

Working on a Specific Task -

48

5.7%

9.

Change

47

5.6%

10.

Helping Campers with Problems

42

5.0%

Outsiders,

Staff
Former Staff

in Staffing

Staff

Continued next page
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Overnights with Campers

3u
5

12.

Personal

z9

13.

Working with Campers

29

14.

Camp Emergency

25

15.

Sharing Living Space -

16.

Planning or Organizing

17

17.

Overnights

16
— \j

Campers Only

«

11.

H-*
00

Table 8 continued

19.

Issue

-

23

Staff

Staff

*1

S'
r-

-1

1

*

-

—t w

Socializing Out of Camp

-

Staff
— t-^
W —

The largest percentage c t
the context of complaints

M

—

W W-

-it

mci

_

w

e

cr

for people to rem.enber and re

— -f - - — •
—

wrong or with which they do n
group development

address

conflict

for groups

in order

in more detail
Changes

the

—

-r

V- 5

___ -

■— ^ — —

to develop.

in other sect! cns

cf this ca

in staffing patt

leaving camp sometime during
after the initial
incidents.

w ---

staff train —^

When the members

cr

untec for 5

>

cr

W

—. w

of the system are disturbed ar.c tne new gro
how to function.
impacts,

w

ty of

The

fact

.s

th

depended on the rela

rnai-- n c;

— ^
^
w — «w - - w-*w
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6%

r -

tc

or coming with others on staff and when it happened.

This

will be discussed under the relationship theme.
Correlating with the information presented above on who
was

involved with the incident and where it

campers and camp activities
overnights,

took place,

such as all-camp events,

and specific activities had a bearing on how the

staff group developed.

Themes

Overview

One of the primary focuses of

this

research was

determining the theme of the incident.
difficult

category to code.

Cohen and Smith

developed a classification of
of growth groups under 10

It was

also the most

(1976)

144 behavioral characteristics

different headings.

The headings

were:
1.

acquaintance

2.

goal ambiguity and diffuse anxiety

3.

members'

search for position/definition:

primary

group transferences/counter-transferences
4.

sharpened affects and anxieties:

increased

defensiveness
5.

sharpened interactions:

growth identifying activities

and reality strengthening
6.

norm crystallization/enforcement

7.

distributive

leadership
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defensification

8.

decreased defensiveness

9.

group potency

10.

termination
The

five different

normatization,

and increased experimentation

theme areas of anxiety,

interpersonalization,

power,

and personalization

were related to these categories.
However,

Taylor and Bogdan

researcher not
framework.

to

"If

borrow them.

force the data

concepts

(1984)

caution the

into someone else's

fit your data,

If they do not,

do not be afraid to

forget about

them"

(p.

135).

The researcher started with a sample of one hundred
Critical

Incident Questionnaires

and identified the key

issue on each with a short phrase.
was

discussed,

care was

When more than one issue

taken to be sure the issue which was

the major focus was used.

Additional

questionnaires were

read and notations made.
The next
categories

task was

of key concepts

the broad areas
communication,
goals,

in group development.

included leadership,

commitment,

conflict,

problem solving,

recognition,

cooperation,

Some of

membership,

norms and expectations,

trust building,

acceptance,

to group these into similar broad

belonging and

and roles.

More

questionnaires were read and grouped appropriately.
At
had very

this point

it was

clear that

few questionnaires and that

of overlap.

some of the categories
there was a

In combining some of the areas
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fair amount

and eliminating

others,

five new categories

emerged from the data.

categories were

"Relationships",

Communication",

"Problem Solving and Decision Making",

"Norms

"Fun",

These

"Leadership and
and

and Roles".

All of the questionnaires were coded or recoded.
Subcategories were added as needed.
and Huberman

(1984),

first word of

had eight

10

they

all

category had 16
"Norms

the

subcategories

"R".
subcategories,

and Roles"

had 12

"Problem Solving and Decision Making"

subcategories.

and

had

"Leadership and Communication"

There were a total of

had

five categories

subcategories.
In order to

all of

For example,

subcategories,

subcategories,

with 54

letter being the same as

category started with

"Relationships"

subcategories,
eight

first

the category.

in the Relationships

"Fun"

similar to the concepts

codes

Three letter codes were used for each

subcategory with the

The

suggested by Miles

to make handling the data easier,

were used that had the names
represented.

As

formulate the

final

listing of headings,

the questionnaires were read or reread.

appropriate

Then

incidents were coded to existing subcategories.

Sometimes new subcategories had to be created.

Other

subcategories were combined or deleted.
For the

final

listing of headings,

used some of the guidelines
The headings

should:

the researcher

suggested by Flanagan

indicate a clear-cut
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(1954) .

and logical

organization;

convey meanings which can be understood;

the same general magnitude or level of
to be easily applied;
have significant
The
included

and cover all

importance;

incidents

listing of

categories

"Leadership and Communication"

reported that

and subcategories
with four

"Problem Solving and Decision Making"

four subcategories,
and Roles"

be able

frequencies.

final

subcategories,

be of

"Fun"

with five subcategories,

with six subcategories,

nine subcategories.

Table

9

lists

with

"Norms,

and

"Relationships"

the

five themes

with

and 28

subcategories.
Every questionnaire was
of coding.

All

the critical

interviews were coded.

reread and checked for accuracy
incidents generated from the

The questionnaire and interview data

were then combined.
Table 10

lists

the

five themes,

which they were reported,
by time period.
"middle"
Figure 1,

to weeks

page 112,

5,

or

shows

frequencies

and the percentages

"Beginning"
4,

the

6,

refers
and

to weeks

"end"
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1,

to weeks

the percentage of

recorded for each theme by time period.

of

for

the total
2,

or 3,

7

or 8.

incidents

Table
Themes
Relationships

9

and Subcategories
Norms

and Roles

1.

Increased Cooperation

1.

Doing Job

2.

Promoted Closer
Relationships

2.

Helping Others

3.

Pleased with Certain
Aspect of Work

3 .

Team

4.

Appreciation

4.

Not Doing Job

5.

Diversity

5.

Not Pleased with Certain
Aspect of Work

6.

Hindered Cooperation
6.

Amount of Work Expected

7.

Lack of Appreciation

8.

Decreased Cooperation

9.

Not

Problem Solvincr and
Decision Makinq

a Team

Fun
1.

Just Fun

2 .

Not Fun

1.

Staff and Administration

2.

Not

3.

Camp Director/
Administration

4.

Staff

Solved/Made

3.

Relieves

Stress

4.

Fun with People

Leadership and Communication

5.

Stressful

1.

Leadership of Camp
Director, Administration

2.

Personal Leadership
Skills

3.

Leadership Skills

4.

Communication
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Table

10

Themes by Time Period
beginning
f req .
Relationships

middle

%

f req[.

end
%

total

freq.

%

freq.

%

208

52.5

112

40.9

57

34.5

377

45.1

70

17.7

49

17.9

23

13.9

142

17.0

37

9.3

60

21.9

40

24.2

137

16.4

Problem Solving &
Decision Making• 42

10.6

31

11.3

19

11.5

92

11.0

9.8

22

8.0

26

15.8

87

10.4

Norms

& Roles

Fun

Leadership &
Communication

39

total

396

In all

three time periods,

had the most

responses.

two and one half
themes

of

274

times

the

Overall,

and

Relationships

835

"Relationships"

this

the responses

"Norms and Roles"

Decision Making".
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theme had more than

than the next highest

"Problem Solving and
are of

the utmost

importance in any group situation during all phases
group.

It was

category

of a

extremely important during the beginning when

staff were trying to

figure out membership

related to others

camp,

at

and what

camp community in which they spent
others.

Given the intensity of

stage of

life of most

surprising that
reported as most

of

the

it meant

significant.

Ill

how they

to be part

of a

so much time working with

the camp experience and the

staff members,

"Relationships"

issues,

was

it

is not

the theme that was

112

Figure

1

Themes by

Percentage

time period.

The theme
progressed.

"Fun" had many more responses as the summer

Fun as well as learning was one of the major

goals of the summer camp experience for staff members as
well as campers.
to the

"Fun"

Many of the same incidents that were coded

theme were also reported as having a major

impact on relationships.

As the staff group developed and

individuals became more comfortable,

they were able to

experience and express their joy and involvement in their
work.
Some of the differences between the questionnaire and
interview data as related to theme are worth noting.

The

greatest number of responses were coded to the
"Relationships"
interviews.

theme for both questionnaires and

However,

the percentage of incidents described

in the questionnaires was higher than in the interviews.
"Leadership and Communication"
discussed in the interview.

issues were more likely to be

Those incidents categorized as

"Fun" were more often described in the questionnaires.
There was very little difference in the percentages for the
"Norms and Roles"

theme.

"Problem Solving and Decision

Making" was mentioned more often in the interviews.
The five themes were further divided into subcategories
which will be discussed in separate sections of this paper.
Each of the themes were present throughout the life of the
group but were manifest in different specific issues as
evidenced by the subcategories.
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The differences between camps will be more thoroughly
addressed in the sections
However,

on stages of group development.

selected observations

as

they relate to theme are

included here.
At Camp
to the

"Fun"

1,

a greater percentage of

theme than at

This percentage

increased as

number of

incidents

camps but

decreased as

this

either of

incidents were coded

the other two camps.

the summer progressed.

coded to

"Relationships"

the summer progressed.

The

was high at all
Responses

in

category decreased much more significantly at Camp 3

between both the beginning and middle and the middle and end
of

the summer.

At Camp 2

the

largest decrease came between

the middle and end.
"Leadership and Communications"
more often at Camp 3
progressed.

incidents

and increased greatly as

This was also the case

Decision Making".

issues were mentioned

Camp

for

the summer

"Problem Solving and

1 had a slightly lower percentage of

in the category

"Norms

and Roles".

These differences may be attributed to the differences
in leadership style of the camp director and administrative
staff,

the camp culture created,

and the quality of

staff

the maturity of the staff,

training and supervision.

discussed further in Chapter V.
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This

is

Relationships

As

explained above,

important

to people working at a summer camp so it

surprising that
the

relationships have always been

45.1% of

the critical

incidents

importance of developing relationships

development of
the summer,

the staff work group.

52.5% of all

This decreased to 40.9%
The

subcategories.
closeness

of

In the beginning of

incidents were in this

category was

the relationship,

category.
the end.

divided into nine

cooperation with respect

to

identifying the degree to which the

saw the staff as a group or team,

and recognition,

and people as

the nine subcategories,
reported,

to the

The subcategories had to do with the

getting work done,
respondents

focused on

in the middle and 34.5% at

"Relationships"

is not

the

individuals.

frequencies

and the percentages of

appreciation
Table

11

lists

for which they were

the total by time period.

Table 11
Relationships

Subcategories by Time Period

beginning
Increased
Cooperation

total

end

middle

56

26.9%

22

19.6%

10

17.5%

88

23.3%

Promoted Closer
Relationships 62

29.8%

14

12.5%

10

17.5%

86

22.8%

Team

36

17.3%

27

24.1%

18

31.6%

81

21.5%

Appreciation

17

8.2%

25

22.3%

12

21.1%

54

14.3%

Continued next page
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Table 11

continued
11

5.3%

4

3.6%

1

1.8%

16

4.2%

Hindered
Cooperation

8

3.8%

7

6.3%

1

1.8%

16

4.2%

Lack of
Appreciation

7

3.4%

5

4.5%

1

1.8%

13

3.4%

Decreased
Cooperation

6

2.9%

4

3.6%

2

3.5%

12

3.2%

Not

5

2.4%

4

3.6%

2

3.5%

11

2.9%

Diversity

a Team

Total

208

112

57

Four of the nine subcategories

377

of the

"Relationships"

theme were positive and four were negative in terms of
promoting group development.
the data reported,
number of

An overwhelming percentage of

or 84.2%,

responses were

were positive.

fairly evenly divided among the

three positive subcategories,

"Increased Cooperation",

"Promoted Closer Relationships",
The

and

"Team".

"Promoted Closer Relationships"

identified most

subcategory was

often during the beginning of

Promoting closer relationships was one of
of precamp training and most
this

in mind.

commented about
talked,

The highest

During the
a workshop

the summer.

the primary goals

activities were structured with

first week,

one staff member

"we laughed,

we bonded...the staff

we learned,

we

is working really well

together".
Cabin living also contributed to promoting closer
relationships.

One staff member said that
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she

"felt

closer

to two other counselors because we shared living space and
got to talk about school,

friends,

and family".

during precamp and throughout the summer,
effect but worked even quicker.

Overnights,

had the same

One person commented "as we

put up tents for the overnight we shared hopes and
aspirations and fears about the summer...and now I feel
better about the staff".

Another said "we got to know each

other in a more casual setting out of the formal structure
of the camp".
Each evening a time was set aside for an inspirational
program of quiet reflections led by staff or staff with
campers.

People had the opportunity to share about

themselves.

There were many comments about the positive

impact this had on group development.

Some of these

included "it pulls the group together,

especially the

friendship circle,

and the final hugs because it creates a

bonding in people who mostly were strangers two weeks
ago...the staff has gotten closer over the course of this
week because of things like this...It gave us all a feeling
of trust in each other and helped us be more open in group
interaction after that night".
informal interactions.

These programs also promoted

One staff member said "I had a staff

member come up to me and offer support to me for the
thoughts I shared".
At one camp,
important.

decorating the staff lounge was very

Some people commented "we socialized and were
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doing something for ourselves...we were pleased how it
turned out...we got to know each others'
getting to know each other well".

needs and are

Playing together also had

a good effect.

One staff member commented about a

volleyball game

"we made fools of ourselves in front of each

other...this brought us closer".

Another mentioned that

"I

enjoyed playing frisbee with them because it gave me a
chance to get to know them better...it was relaxing and
fun...we've talked since and they are going to help me play
frisbee better".
A few staff mentioned weekend adventures with other
staff.

"It was nice that one staff member invited all the

international staff home because we like each other...we
went to dinner and a movie and I got even closer to my
fellow staff...four of us went to Boston and are now better
friends,

are all psyched up about being staff together,

and

work better together."
For the

"Increased Cooperation"

important throughout the summer,

subcategory,

while

the highest percentage of

responses were during the beginning period.

A number of the

incidents in this subcategory focused on tasks of which many
were not inherently fun.

However,

the attitudes of the

staff and the way in which the tasks were carried out
certainly increased the ability of people to work together.
One staff member related "on Friday nights all staff get
together and clean the dining hall...we sing and cooperate
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and get it done as quickly as possible... it7s nice to all
get together and have some fun doing a nasty chore".

During

precamp some of the staff volunteered to help set up the
health center.

The director said that

"it showed the team

spirit and cooperative attitude among a group who had only
been together for a couple of days... Everyone continues to
get equipment out voluntarily... I think the example set gave
a positive message".

Some of the other tasks mentioned

included cleaning the pool,

washing dishes,

or stacking the

food delivery.
Many staff mentioned working with other staff in
organizing and carrying out activities.
one camp repainted a mural.

The art staff at

One person commented "it showed

us that if we do communicate and work together we could have
a beautiful project".

In addition to spending time with

other cabin staff or program staff in scheduled activities,
staff found being involved with other staff on committees
planning all-camp events meaningful.

One staff member

mentioned "another staff member and I played Laverne and
Shirley in a murder mystery...it gave us a chance to work
together on a whole different level and helped us work
better together at the pool".
Responding to emergencies or getting help with their
own personal problems or camper problems also helped the
staff feel a sense of cooperation and support.
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Incidents for which staff realized that they were a
group or a team were coded in the "Team" subcategory.

The

percentage of these incidents in each time period increased
as the summer progressed.

This confirmed the fact that

staff perceived that the group developed as a team.
The vocabulary of the staff also changed as represented
by the following comments.

"I snapped out of my bad mood

and was able to again be a positive member of the camp
community... It was great to see everyone working together as
a team again and I'm glad to be a part of it...We were all
involved in the activity and it felt like family...meals are
important because a family that eats together stays
together".
The many different incidents mentioned in the above
subcategories contributed to the staff finally realizing
they were a team or group.

Sometimes however it was just

one "magical moment" when "the light bulb went on".
staff member it happened at a campfire.

For one

"Singing is a great

thing and it doesn't matter what everyone sounded like...I
felt like a part of something really big and important... I
think the group felt as I did that we were in fact a
group...it was a great bonding thing...we have worked even
better together...disagreements take place but there is no
animosity or bitterness and they are easily solved".
The "Appreciation" subcategory focused on those
incidents where people expressed appreciation or
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recognition.

Being able to accept and give positive

feedback is very important in group development.

Staff

expressed feelings of appreciation and recognition most
during the middle and end of the summer.

Comments were made

about a number of different staff members in a variety of
contexts such as

"I have a lot of respect for people...the

kids and staff love her and what she does and I try to help
her out... they were there for me and very supportive... the
activity gave me a different respect for people...now that
everyone knows I can dance they are asking me to dance or
teach them...I became much more appreciative of what I was
doing...I was grateful that others supported me on one of my
ideas and helped me make the program a success...it is very
important for me to fit in with the crowd and be given
attention...when she got sick it made me realize how crucial
she as well as everyone else is to the staff and here at
camp" .
The

"Diversity"

subcategory included those incidents

which focused on people as individuals.

Acceptance of

people for whom they are and being open to diversity is
important in a group.

This topic was also part of other

themes but the researcher thought it important enough to
create a separate subcategory.

The majority of the few

incidents in this subcategory happened at the beginning of
the summer during precamp.

Specific activities dealing with

diversity issues were highlighted which seemed to make a
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difference in staff attitudes.
following were recorded.

"The staff

they are open...the best part
adaptable,
along,

all

Comments

is

such as

the

is very good because

that

they are unique and

different people... everyone seems

maybe because you have to or it won't be

activity showed us

that

each person is

to get
fun...the

an individual and can

contribute something different...our staff members are very
willing to accept differences
not make it

an issue."

in people,

to work with it and

Diversity issues were never

specifically reported much during the rest of
The three

"Relationships"

subcategories which were

negative had very few responses.
"Hindered Closer Relationships",
Appreciation",

and 3.2%

in

the summer.

These included 3.4%
3.4%

in

in

"Lack of

"Decreased Cooperation".

Some of

these incidents dealt with people not being sensitive to
personal needs

such as being tired or needing more space.

Others had to do with people learning to deal with the
personal

traits of others and the way in which they chose to

react and do things.

Norms and Roles

The category to which the second highest number
of critical
Overall,

incidents was

the critical

category were

coded was

incidents

"Norms

in the

and Roles".

"Norms and Roles"

fairly evenly divided among the six
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(17.0%)

subcategories.
periods,

There were some differences in the time

however.

Table 12 lists this information.

Table 12
Norms and Roles Subcategories by Time Period
beginning

middle

end

total

Doing Job

18 25.7%

6 12 . 2%

4 17.4%

28 19.7%

Helping Others

15 21.4%

9 18. 4%

3

27

Pleased with
Certain Aspect
of Work

12

17.1%

10 20 .4%

4 17.4%

26 18.3%

8 11.4%

11 22 .4%

7 30.4%

26 18.3%

11 15.7%

8 16 .3%

4 17.4%

23

16.2%

5 10 .2%

1

12

8.5%

Not Doing Job
Not Pleased with
Certain Aspect
of Work
Amount of
Work Expected
total

6
70

8.6%

49

Most of the incidents in the

13.0%

23
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"Amount of Work Expected"

subcategory were recorded during the third,
weeks of the summer.

4.3%

19.0%

fifth,

or sixth

Those during the third week of the

summer showed that staff members finally realized that they
were working at a job that required a lot of work.
that

One said

"there just is not enough time in the day to devote to

my cabin and my program and my other responsibilities".
some staff,
realization.

For

resentment was included in part of the
"I feel like I've been working harder than

anybody else and I feel taken advantage of when the director
is out there throwing around a nerf ball".
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The comments in the fifth and sixth weeks came about
because several staff members had gotten sick and others
needed to cover for them in the cabins and activities.
director stated that

One

"the staff responded without question

to ways to cover adequately with no gripes about extra work,
but out of compassion for each other".
The

"Doing Job"

subcategory involved incidents in which

staff expressed that they understood and felt good about
doing their job in general.

Most of these incidents were

recorded during the second and third weeks.
a camper to dive,

About teaching

a staff member commented "anytime I feel

successful it helps me contribute to the group".

After

leading songs in the dining hall another said "it made me
feel important and that I was doing a good job".

Several of

the camp directors and administrative staff commented that
they had realized they had a huge responsibility to make the
right decisions for the camp.
At the end of the summer there were several comments
such as

"people know what they are doing,

everyone

understands what everyone's role is".
The

"Not Doing Job"

subcategory involved incidents in

which staff members felt others were not doing their job
appropriately.

These were most often reported during the

middle of the summer and at other times when people were
frustrated with some aspect of the situation.
member said he

A staff

"felt frustrated watching a workshop that
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could have been excellent conducted in such an
unprofessional,

boring,

unmotivating,

unenthusiastic way".

One camp director was disturbed about his abilities when
parents called to complain about how certain situations were
handled.

Another camp director complained during the fifth

week that

"when a large number of inner city campers were at

camp,

the male staff took that as an opportunity to withdraw

into small cliques complaining about how camp was not what
it used to be".

The director said "they are reacting as if

they are burned out and are basically sulking because they
have to work hard and want to vacation".
Many of the comments in the
Aspect of Work"
staff member,

"Pleased with a Certain

subcategory were more personalized.

One

who was moved to a different program area,

said "once I had more freedom I could do more good things
for the campers".

Others were happy when there was low

enrollment one week so that they would have less supervision
responsibilities.

One person was happy when the decision

was made to allow campers and staff to sleep late and have a
late breakfast.
The incidents in the
of Work"

"Not Pleased with a Certain Aspect

subcategory were also more personalized and

occurred throughout the summer.

Some people felt that they

weren't prepared for certain situations,

some complained

about personal problems of others interfering with the job,
and others talked about being anxious of new situations.
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Incidents that were coded in the

"Helping Others"

subcategory showed that was the norm and staff saw it as
their role.

This norm had far reaching effects in the

development of relationships at camp and the camp staff
group as a whole.

One staff member said that

"it was

interesting to see how other people run groups and share
problems about cabins... help others out and they help you".
Another commented that he and a staff member "spent time off
to help a person who was alone with his cabin".
director mentioned that there were

One camp

"many people who have a

spirit that they are here for everybody...when you see a
person who is giving one hundred or two hundred percent and
doing something for the camp it is inspiring... It brings out
the best in people".
that

One administrative staff member said

"counselors are coming to me more with problems with

campers... that's what they are supposed to do...I feel good
about helping them".
meant so much.

Sometimes it was the little tasks that

One staff member who always volunteered to

assist in the dishroom said "everyone has told me they can't
understand how the dishroom operator does that job everyday
and how I can be in there as much as I am...1 think that
because of this,

people won't take things for granted so

much and will learn to appreciate other people".
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Fun

One of the goals for everyone at camp was to have fun.
For staff,

that was directly related to morale which varied

as the group developed.

The

"Fun"

category accounted for

16.4% of the 835 critical incidents.

The second highest

number of incidents in the study was coded to the

"Fun"

category in both the middle and end time periods.

This

category was divided into five subcategories which are
listed in Table 13.

Table 13
Funl Subcategories by Time Period
beginning

middle

total

end

18 48.6%

26 43.3%

23

57.5%

67 48.9%

Not Fun

7 18.9%

10 16.7%

10 25.0%

27 19.7%

Relieves Stress

8 21.6%

11 18.3%

Fun with People

2

5.4%

6 10.0%

Stressful

2

5.4%

7 11.7%

Just Fun

37

total

The

"Just Fun"

having a lot of fun.
subcategory,

60

0.0%

19 13.9%

7

17.5%

15 10.9%

0

0.0%

0

40

9

6.6%
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subcategory focused on people just
Unlike the

"Relieves Stress"

which had to do with fun providing relaxation

or reliving stress,

or the

"Fun with People"

subcategory,

which participants specifically stated that they had fun
with people,

this subcategory was a general fun grouping.
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in

Almost half the responses in the
coded in the

"Just Fun"

category were

subcategory with a fairly even

distribution over the time periods.
summer,

"Fun"

During the end of the

the greatest percentage of responses were in the

"Just Fun"

subcategory.

Participants mentioned numerous activities.

Some of

those with campers included special dressup events,
and skits at meals.

The activities planned just for staff

which were very important included staff swim,
riding,

games with the earthball,

volleyball.

At one camp,

lasting for several weeks,
enthusiasm,
times,

dances,

support,

horseback

special staff snacks,

and

a staff volleyball tournament,
generated a lot of staff

and sense of teamwork.

However,

at

the competition was so important that one staff

member said "when we lost it was hard to lose with pride and
people got angry at each other but got over it".
Some of the comments in the
bad food at meals,

"Not Fun"

subcategory were

dealing with homesick campers,

and

dealing with conflicts between staff members.
All of the incidents in the

"Relieves Stress"

subcategory were recorded during the beginning and middle of
the summer.
"Stressful"

This was also the case for those in the
subcategory.

incidents in the

The highest percentage of

"Stressful"

middle of the summer.

subcategory happened in the

Many of the incidents listed above as

"Just Fun" most likely relieved stress as well.
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One staff

member commented about the environmental dance that

"it was

fun cutting loose and relaxing with everyone including the
kids".

Another said "the volleyball tournament was fun and

a release of energy and frustration".

Movies at night for

the staff also were mentioned.

Creating new silly versions

to songs with motions were also

"a tension reliever for the

staff involved".
camp,

There were not many opportunities to leave

however one staff member said "we went on an all day

excursion with the canoers which was fun and good for us to
get away and relax."
In the

"Fun with People"

subcategory,

most of the

responses were reported during the middle and end of the
summer when staff had formed strong relationships.

Some of

the newness and excitement of being with children was gone
and there was an increased need for staff to have contact
with their peers.

Staff emphasized that it was just nice to

be with people.

Problem Solving and Decision Making

The ways in which problems are solved and decisions are
made and who is involved are extremely important to the
development of a group.
recorded,
decisions.

Of the 835 critical incidents

11.0% involved solving problems or making
The Problem Solving and Decision Making Category

was divided into four subcategories.
by time period.
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Table 14 lists these

Table 14
Problem Solving and Decision Making Subcategories by Time
Period
beginning

middle

end

total

Staff and
Administration

18 42.9%

8 25.8%

Not Solved/Made

7 16.7%

10 32.3%

3

15.8%

20 21.7%

7

11 35.5%

1

5.3%

19 20.7%

4 21.1%

16 17.4%

11 57.9%

37 40.2%

Camp Director/
Administration

16.7%

Staff

10 23.8%

total

42

Incidents in the

2
31

6.5%

92

19

"Staff and Administration"

subcategory

described problems solved or decisions made by the staff
cooperatively with the administrative staff or director.
This subcategory accounted for 40.2% of the incidents coded
in the

"Problem Solving and Decision Making"

category.

The

majority of the incidents occurred during the beginning and
near the end of the summer with the smallest amount during
the middle.
During the beginning of the summer many of the
activities,

especially during precamp training,

were

organized to enable the staff to learn how to make decisions
and solve problems.

Since the directors were all new and

basically inexperienced,

they often did not have the skills

to give the group the direction it needed at this time.
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The

greatest

number of

Director/Administration"
Solved/Made"
the

surfaced with the
operations.

staff

Members

directors

more

directive before
in

researcher believed

the

inexperience

of

the

time

took

for

This

also

get

solved

and

the

with

in

issues

to

the problems

that

those

able

this was

in

formal

them to

learn

summer.
problems

camp

differences,

generally became
allow staff members
and making

directly

decisions.

related to

leadership positions
the most

and

helpful

explained why many problems

completely and decisions

of

disillusionment

through the
staff

"Camp

"Not

of

total

of

the

the middle

the

a number

they were

solving

end of

in

the

summer

and administrative

The

responses.

the

In working

camp

it

the

group

dealt

and dissatisfaction.

to participate

of

in

recorded during

few during

the middle

reported

subcategory and

subcategory were

summer with very
During

incidents

were not made

did not
at

this

time.
The

"Staff"

solved by
is

the

staff,

interesting

decisions

or

decisions

and

the normal
and

camp

that

decisions made

had the

least

respondents

solved problems.
solved numerous

course

the potential

especially

subcategory,

those

director or

of
far

their

number

did not
In

reaching

effects

dealing with overall
administrative
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on a

Given

responses.

perceive

actuality,

problems

jobs.

of

or problems

the
of

they made

staff made many
daily basis
camp

some

in

structure

decisions,

health and

staff was

It

usually

safety,

the

involved.

Following is a discussion of
that were prevalent
Decision Making"
most
camp.

some of

relating to the

theme.

the various

issues

"Problem Solving and

Those issues which were acted on

expediently and effectively involved emergencies at
Camp staff had thorough training during precamp and

throughout

the summer on specific written procedures

handling a variety of

emergencies.

Most

in

emergencies

involved health and safety issues and were handled
appropriately by all
that

involved.

"when the child fell,

work together... it was

it

One staff member reported
showed me that

staff could

like clockwork...we had never tried

it... everyone pulled together as

a group and agreed on a

decision".
Problems and decisions

regarding campers were generally

dealt with by the counselors unless
assistance

felt

they needed

from an administrative staff member.

depending on the experience of
severity of the problem.
counselors

When administrative staff assisted

strengthened the relationships of

the staff group

misunderstandings,

behaviors

this

certainly

the staff group.

The issues which had the greatest
of

such as

disagreements between campers,

and groups not working together,

development

This varied

the counselor and the

in solving problems with campers

homesickness,
problems,

they

impact on the

involved disagreements,

communication,
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personal

styles,

developing ways

to interact appropriately,

and basic

issues

of personal needs when working and living together.
During the beginning of

the summer most

to resolve conflicts with other individual
they arose.
worked out
said

One person reported that
that

staff members as

I would have one meal a week off".

from me".

Each person's

As one staff member stated
resolve

learned

"my supervisor and I

"we had too high expectations... I

her and she

staff

it or get

learned a

Another

lot

style was different.

"when I have a conflict

away from it".

from

I

try to

When the individuals

involved were unable to resolve conflicts,

the camp director

or another administrative staff member was often brought
to mediate.

In one case two cabin counselors

agree on how to run the cabin.

in

could not

With the help of

two

administrative staff they were able to sit down and agree on
a solution.

One of the administrative staff reported that

"one had an expressive style and the other was
structured... these don't
same cabin...

that's

complement

rigid and

each other well

the way they are,

in the

and that's

okay...they discussed the commonality for the cabin,
discussed it with the girls,

and felt

they both

participated".
At one camp when issues
members,

small groups of

affected a number of

staff would arrange to meet with

the camp director and administrative staff.
member said

staff

"we agreed on a time the staff
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One staff
lounge would

close...we went and talked to the director...we needed to
know so we could take care of our personal needs... there
have been no incidents about this since".

When people on

the waterfront were not working together with others in the
camp and were forming their own clique by sitting together
and excluding other staff,

the camp director met with them

regarding their complaints on the stresses of the job,
unfair amounts of time off,

and living with campers.

Some

of the issues were dealt with by switching living
arrangements.

However,

some of the waterfront staff never

chose to integrate fully with the rest of the staff group.
From the researcher's experience,

waterfront staff and

horseback riding staff tend to separate themselves more
often than other program staff.
Some issues were dealt with by the whole staff group at
the weekly staff meeting or at a specially initiated meeting
when the need arose.

As the summer progressed they

increased in their ability to make decisions by discussion
and compromise.

One staff member reported that

was divided down the middle on every issue".
wanted a band with a disk jockey,

"our staff

Some staff

who was a staff member the

previous summer to play at the final dance for the season.
It was reported that

"people who didn't want it recruited

and persuaded people not to have it happen...we got everyone
together and they decided the band could come but not on the
last night... compromise... until we had the staff meeting and
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a vote,
was

no

one

knew where

tension... this

wanting

other person

representative

of

stood

issues

couple

boundaries.

Some
the

leave

at

camp

were not

staff

regarding

for

night,

during

the

allowed

people were being

the

curfew,

the

in

fact

the

the

that

at

they

or

didn't

dealing with two CIT's

ways...apply one

rule

The
four

"Leadership

go

out

designated
that

boys
for
how

rules were

to

in

different

another".

and Communication

and Communication"

subcategories.

a

could not

like how it was

unfair

Leadership

they

complained about

applied...it was

and one

duty

the procedures

about

one

the

and

could not

handled...we were upset

to

how the

that

after

telephone,

Others

"I

rules

there was

the

area,

camp.

treated.

fact

that

for using
girls'

camp

happy with the

the week,

rules

entertaining visitors

Table

there

certain people

dissatisfaction arose

staff were not

time

with boyfriends
smoking area,

of

of weeks

schedules,

into

so

control".

Other
first

is

the

These

15.
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are

theme was

listed by

divided

time period

in

Table 15
Leadership and Communication Subcategories by Time Period
beginning

middle

end

total

Leadership of
Camp Director,
Administration

7

17.9%

10

45.5%

11

42.3%

28

32.2%

17

43.6%

4

18.2%

6

23.1%

27

31.0%

8

20.5%

5

22.7%

3

11.5%

16

18.4%

7

17.9%

3

13.6%

6

23.1%

16

18.4%

Personal Leadership
Skills
Leadership
Skills
Communications
total

39

22

The greatest percentages
coded in the

87

26

of critical

incidents were

"Leadership of Camp Director,

and

"Personal

Leadership Skill"

but

equal numbers

in

Administration"

subcategories,

"Leadership Skills"

with lesser

and

"Communications".
The content of many of the comments
Skills"

in the

subcategory dealt with individuals

they possessed leadership skills

realizing that

and had developed a certain

confidence in their ability to carry out

their job.

staff member said after a successful overnight
my fear of the woods and felt

I was

campers and still having fun".
had to make decisions
though he wasn't

One

"I was over

really in control of my

Another commented that

to make sure the kids

"he

got home even

in the mood for leadership".
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"Leadership

Another

related that
part

of

"children actually traded their space to be

the aerobics

surprised that
when in fact
activity".
about

"it

class

she was

seemed I was

I wasn't

leading"

actually wanted as

and better about

in this

recorded during the third week of
camp was

all

about

this

and many members

and feel good about

Most of the comments
Administration"

in the

time

of

the

Their increasing

it.

"Leadership of Camp

subcategory came during the

middle and end of the summer.
but

At

to and comfort with the group enabled them to

take more risks

Director,

subcategory were

the study.

group shared in the leadership tasks.
attachment

feel more confident

the staff group.

The majority of the comments

staff knew what

a leader

looking forward to doing the

Success helped participants

themselves

and was

Several of them were critical

showed a growing understanding of the difficulty of

being in a

formal

group development
formal

leadership position.
literature that

and informal

It

groups must

in all

camps

that

challenge

there were still

"the directors

are making more

to work with us...there has been a change

attitude... they are working harder to see we get
we need...this has

While

surfaced closer to the end.

One staff member related
of an effort

clear in the

leadership in order to progress.

this happened in the middle of the summer,
issues

is

in

the things

definitely had an impact on the staff and

given us added encouragement".
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After a camper raid at

one

camp,

a staff member said that

"the camp director was very

angry and yelled at

the staff...but

of

One camp director was very clear about

communication".

this opened up the lines

how the administrative staff dealt with dissatisfaction.
few people complain and talk among themselves.
is we hear,

listen to suggestions,

think they appreciate that
what

I

a chance to say

they think".
The

general

"Leadership Skills"
at

aimed at

camp.

but were not

Many participants

confusion in planning,

or special

"undercurrents"

at

focused on staff

specifically

described lack of

not being informed of

situations with campers,

camp.

in

the comments might have been

the camp administration,

organization,
schedules

subcategory

In some cases

stated in that way.

out

Our attitude

then make decisions.

everyone gets

"A

or general

Most of the dissatisfaction came

as minor annoyances during the early part

when people probably were not

able to address

of

the summer

the real

issues directly.
"Communications"
comments

was

a hard theme to

involving communication were probably part

data coded in other categories
that

isolate,

the camp director

camp director said he

"listens but
"wished that

have talked to him directly".
staff member was

as well.

fired,

and
of

the

One person said

does not hear".

One

the staff member would

Regarding a situation where a

one participant

said

and others were standing around talking and I
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"I was working
didn't know

there was

a big incident...I

am always

One person summed it up by saying

"as

the last

to know".

long as people know

what's happening everything works out".
It must be emphasized that
collected in this

study was

Communication category.
to discuss

these

issues

only 10.4% of

the data

coded in the Leadership and

In many cases,

participants

in a more global

related to the team as discussed in the

sense as

chose

they

"Relationships"

section.
Most

of

functional

the camp staff understood the concepts of

leadership and shared leadership,

the comments

regarding personal

was probably more evident

as was

leadership activities.

All

camp chores,

were often committees of

and in

camp staff were responsible at

some time to take on leadership roles
activities,

in all

and supervision of

camp
campers.

reported

"there are

I notice power struggles...One takes
differences of opinions".

As

lots of

staff.

events.

leaders here...

charge and there are

the summer progressed staff

did take on more leadership responsibilities
less direction

There

staff with or without

administrative staff working together on special
One participant

What

from the way in which the camp

staff was organized in separate program areas
specific cabin groups.

shown by

and received

from the camp director and the administrative

However,

to look at

the concept of

Leadership and Staff Group Development
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Situational

effectively,

a study

would have to be conducted focusing on the specific
leadership

styles of the directors over the eight week

period.

Stages

of Group Development

Overview

As

explained in depth in Chapter 2,

agreed upon that
development.

all groups

In analyzing the data

of group development,
as

studies
As

(1980),

the characteristics,

Dissatisfaction,

last

Stage 1
Stage 3

not

tasks,

(1990)

and issues

based on

groups move through four

- Orientation,

- Resolution,

Termination,

and the

final

completed near the end of
a

study for stages

is

Stage 2

Stage 4

-

Production.

also often included.

Since

interviews were completed in the beginning of the

seventh week,

still

stages of

were used.

stages:

A fifth stage.

generally

a synthesis of more than two hundred

they develop over time,

different

is

series of

in this

described by Carew and Parisi-Carew

Lacoursiere's work,

the

go through a

it

few more days

set of questionnaires were

the eighth week when there were

the staff was

together,

this

stage was

represented in the data.
The

following characteristics,

used in coding the data

tasks,

and issues were

(Carew and Parisi-Carew,

9-15) .
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1990,

p.

Group Development

Stage 1

- Orientation

Characteristics
•
•
•
•
-

Feeling moderately eager with high expectations
Feeling some anxiety:
Where do I fit?
What is
expected of me?
Testing the situation and central figures
Depending on authority and hierarchy
Needing to find a place and establish oneself

•
•
•
•

Provide orientation
Create situations
Define goals, direction roles
Define tasks and requisite skills

Tasks

Issues
* Inclusion
• Trust

Group Development

Stage 2

- Dissatisfaction-

Characteristics
• Experiencing a discrepancy with dependence on
authority
• Feeling dissatisfied with dependence on authority
• Feeling frustrated:
anger around goals, tasks and
action plans
• Feeling incompetent and confused
• Reacting negatively toward leaders and other members
• Competing for power and/or attention
• Experiencing polarities:
dependence counter¬
dependence
Tasks
•
•
•
•

Develop skills
Redefine goals, roles, tasks
Learn how to work together
Remove emotional blocks

Issues
• Power
• Control
- Conflict
Group Development

Stage 3

Characteristics
• Decreasing dissatisfaction
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- Resolution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resolving discrepancies between expectations and
reality
Resolving polarities and animosities
Developing harmony, trust, support and respect
Developing self-esteem and confidence
Being more open and giving more feedback
Sharing responsibility and control
Using team language

•
•
•
•
•

Deepen skills and understanding
Increase productivity
Share opinions and skills
Evaluate critically and constructively
Examine team functioning

Tasks

Issues
•
•
•
•

Movement from content to facilitator focus
Relinquishment of control (by leader)
Avoidance of "group think"
Continued confrontation of conflict

Group Development

Stage 4

-

Production

Characteristics
• Feeling excited about participating in team
activities
• Working collaboratively and interdependently with
whole- and sub-groups
• Feeling team strength
• Showing confidence in accomplishing tasks
• Shared leadership
• Feeling positive about task successes
• Performing at high levels
Tasks
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on task achievements
Deal immediately with interpersonal/group
Continue to inquire/explore
Continue to deepen knowledge/skills
Make efficient use of time

The process

for coding the critical

of group development

issues

incidents

for stage

started with reading each critical

incident and determining whether it
both staff and campers.

focused on just

staff or

Only incidents which involved staff
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were used.

Table 16

shows

the number of

coded for stage of group development
by camp and week.
incidents

Table

17

shows

critical

incidents

from the questionnaires

the number of critical

coded for stage of group development

from the

interviews by camp and week.

Table

16

Number of Critical Incidents Coded for Stage
Questionnaires by Camp and Week
Camp

1

Camp 2

Camp 3

total

Pilot

31

24

29

84

Week 1

70

28

36

134

Week 2

53

19

31

103

Week 3

42

25

12

79

Week 4

54

24

12

90

Week 5

35

16

11

62

Week

6

38

24

7

69

Week 7

31

13

6

50

Week 8

35

6

4

45

389

179

total

148

143

716

from

Table

17

Number of Critical Incidents Coded for Stage
from Interviews by Camp and Week
Camp

1

Camp 2

Camp 3

total

Week 3

55

38

37

130

Week 5

19

15

29

63

Week 7

45

34

34

113

119

87

100

306

total

Each critical
interviews was

incident

from questionnaires and

coded to one of the

four stages

development using the criteria listed above.
check

for reliability,

researcher was
code.

an individual

given 50

Prior to this

randomly selected questionnaires

she was

trained in the procedure

procedure was

discussed.

coding of all

critical

researcher
of

the criteria.

for
The

incidents.

The coding

The researcher then rechecked the

incidents.

from each camp was

found that

analyzed separately.

The

this provided a better understanding

the specific details of development

staff groups,

of

each of

the camp

allowing for more accurate comparisons with

each other and the group development

theory.

Questionnaire and interview data were also treated
separately.

to

individual were in agreement on the

coding for 88.0% of the critical

The data

In order to

other than the

coding and gained an understanding of
researcher and this

of

Interviews were conducted weeks
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3,

5,

and 7,

with the information received covering the time period since
the last

interview.

therefore not

as

The data

from the interviews was

specific with respect

collected from the questionnaires
comments on the questionnaires,
the

interviews,

data more

each week.

The many

in addition to those made in

were extremely helpful

three sections

of

in interpreting the

this paper examine the

development of

the staff work group at

respect

four different

to the

While the groups were unique,

each camp with

stages of group development.
their patterns of development

can be analyzed for similarities

and differences

research with other small groups

traditional
discussed at

length in the last

This

section of this

through the stages was not

There were some recurrent

explained

and many of the

group stage development models.

The movement
linear.

that

fully.

The next

by past

to time as was

is

chapter.

strictly

issues which moved the

groups back and forth especially between the dissatisfaction
and resolution stages.
two of

This was particularly evident

the groups which encountered a second period of

dissatisfaction around the
dissatisfaction was

fifth and sixth weeks.

somewhat

different

dissatisfaction earlier in the summer.
of

the camp experience,

staff

for

at

experienced burnout,

from the

fast pace.

this

time

This

from the
With the intensity

in the summer many

getting tired and physically sick

They generally became unhappy with the
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whole situation.
days,

By slowing down and resting

for a

few

they were able to regain the energy and drive needed

to continue

for the rest of

Development of

the Staff Work Group

According to the data
interviews,
way that

the summer.

- Camp 1

from the questionnaires

the staff work group at Camp

1 developed in a

could have been predicted by traditional

stage development

theories.

This was

and the

also

group

supported by the

information gained by the researcher through participant
observation throughout
Table

18

lists

the

summer.

the stages

of group development

from the questionnaires by week.
of group development
Figures

2

and 3,

Table 19

coded from the

page 148,

lists

coded

the stages

interviews by week.

In

results are displayed to

facilitate presentation of the data.

Table 18
Camp

1

-

Stages of Group Development Coded from
Questionnaires by Week
Stage
2

1

total

4

3

Pilot

29

93.5%

2

6.5%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

31

Week 1

37

52.9%

10

14.3%

18

25.7%

5

7.1%

70

Week 2

5

9.4%

12

22.6%

26

49.1%

10

18.9%

53

Week 3

2

4.8%

14

33.3%

25

59.5%

1

2.4%

42

Week 4

3

5.6%

19

35.2%

22

40.7%

10

18.5%

54

Continued next page
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Table

18

continued

Week 5

0

0.0%

10

28.6%

18

51.4%

7

20.0%

35

Week 6

0

0.0%

4

10.5%

26

68.4%

8

21.1%

38

Week 7

2

6.5%

2

6.5%

13

41.9%

14

45.2%

31

Week 8

0

0.0%

8

22.9%

5

14.3%

22

62.9%

35

total

389

Table 19
Camp

1

-

Stages

of Groupi Development Coded from Interviews
by Week
Stage

1

2

4

3

total

Week 3

10

18.2%

20

36.4%

21

38.2%

4

7.3%

55

Week 5

0

0.0%

13

68.4%

5

26.3%

1

5.3%

19

Week 7

0

0.0%

20

44.4%

13

28.9%

12

26.7%

45

total

119

Data
of

camp,

from the ]pilot

study showed that on the second day

93.5% of the incidents were coded in orientation.

By the end of week 1 only 52.9% were in orientation with
14.3%

in dissatisfaction and 25.7%

pattern,
issues,

of

incidents

stage peaked in week 4.

This was

incidents

interviews
was well

The

increasing dissatisfaction with resolution of

continued until

number of

in resolution.

at

in the dissatisfaction
supported by the high

in dissatisfaction reported in the

the beginning of week 5.

into resolution and production.
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By week 7,

the group

Figure 2
Camp 1 - Percentage of incidents coded to stage of
group development from questionnaires by week.

Incidents Coded to Stage of Group Development (Percentage)

— Orientation

—I- Dissatisfaction

Resolution

-B- Production

Figure 3
Camp 1 - Percentage of incidents coded to stage of
group development from interviews by week.
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On
to

the

rate

had on

on a

staff

Camp

scale

impact
group

the participants

from one

them and on

the mean
the

questionnaires

to

the whole

of

critical

five

staff

the

impact

group.

incidents

from questionnaires

were

also

the

Table

20

incident
lists

on participants

by

stage

asked

and week

and
for

1.

Table

20

Camp 1 - Mean Impact of Critical Incidents on Participant
and Staff Group from Questionnaires by Stage and Week
Stage

Pilot

1

2

3

4

2.3

3.0

-

-

Week

1

4.0

4.4

3.8

3.8

Week

2

3.4

3.2

3.5

3.6

Week

3

3.5

3.7

3.4

4.0

Week

4

2.8

3.9

4.1

3.8

Week

5

-

3.8

3.8

3.4

Week

6

-

3.7

3.6

4.2

Week

7

3.5

4.0

3.3

4.0

Week

8

-

4.4

3.9

4.6

3.79

3.68

3.93

mean

3.25

(scale

of

1

to

5,

1

=

low,

The

incidents with the

with

the

second highest

most

intensity when

were

dissatisfied.

5

=

high)

greatest

reported

in

they were being
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impact were
stage

2.

in

Staff

stage
felt

extremely productive

4
the
or

Some

of

the

highlighted the
the

different

comments

from participants which

characteristics

stages

follow.

This

training program during week
defined goals,
number

of

direction,

activities

staff member

get

closer...everyone's

The

camp

commented,

staff

which we

"the

staff meetings

administration

and give

more

and meaning".

that

comes

to

incidents

the

last

groups

in

right

"when

the

One

that

we were

don't

good
to

the kids
2

helped

trust.

the

staff
scared

to

the

have

anymore... too many kids".

a

group

stated

a week

that

"we have

for

the

our

goals...they

came we

the

expect".
stage

job was
said

staff

lost

to

Others
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Many of

see

of

than

3

it

the
the

they had

each other

reacted more

of

getting

tough group

the whole

give

some

centered around

harder

at

and

end of week

"we had a

supportive
time

and developed a

we were worried about

dissatisfaction

staff member

week...

but we

and

a

Tuesday and Thursday

places...now at

you know what

realization

expected.
kids

commented

easier,

staff's

every

importance

closeness... during week

the kids

as

One participant

review plans...they are

Another

also

out...we were

authoritative

team which met

arrived.

authority

inclusion

came

strong

structure,

There were

overnight

weaknesses

director was

administrative

roles.

each of

together".

strong administrative
before

1 which created

and

at

camp had a very

which encouraged

One

and had to work

and observations

in

of
small

staff
intensely.

There were comments

such as

"people are breaking the rules,

swimming when they are supposed to be covering cabins... I
didn't

like how that was handled,

we were all upset

how the rules were applied...I was
doing work

for others

for two weeks

I have

frustrated because I was

and they were just
felt no support

standing around...

from anyone...the

administration is dealing with people unfairly".
very upset and angry when a

staff member was

The staff managed to resolve most of
communication and the incorporation of
activities.

Staff

comments

included

what's happening everything works

about

Staff were

fired.

the issues

through

some group building

"as

long as people know

out...people are starting

to develop a happy family spreading out

in many

directions... the staff were invited to a weekend party at
camp...those who were not able to come were sad...we missed
them but

it was okay if you were there or not".

administrative staff member commented
are not viewed as
to get

law enforcers but

"we

An

(administration)

as helpers,

facilitators

the job done...have a little more experience...

problems are solved in combination between us and them".
By the end of camp it was obvious
developed into a working team.
both work and play.
social highlight

that

the staff had

There was high energy around

A staff volleyball tournament was a

of the summer.

The slight dissatisfaction

during the last week could be attributed to the
due to a special program for teens,
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changes

fact

that

in the schedule

were made.

However,

the production of

the

group was

at

its

highest.

Development

The
of

staff work

group

of

group

development
of

incidents

resolution

especially
two peak

Staff Work Group

at

over

percentage

experienced

the

Camp

the

Camp

2

moved through all

stages

eight week period with a

coded to

in weeks
stages

2

-

of

large

dissatisfaction and

3

through

6.

The

group

dissatisfaction weeks

3

and

5.
Table

21

lists

the

from the

questionnaires

of

development

group

Figures

4

and

5,

page

stages

of

by week.

coded
154,

facilitate presentation of

2

-

development

Table

22

from the
results
the

lists

interviews
are

the

coded
stages

by week.

In

displayed to

data.

Table
Camp

group

21

Stages of Group Development
Questionnaires by Week

Coded

from

Stage
1
Pilot

2

3

4

total

23

95.8%

1

4.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

24

Week

1

5

17.9%

8

28.6%

11

39.3%

4

14.3%

28

Week

2

4

21.1%

4

21.1%

8

42.1%

3

15.8%

19

Week

3

0

0.0%

15

60.0%

9

36.0%

1

4.0%

25

Week

4

0

0.0%

7

29.2%

11

45.8%

6

25.0%

24

Continued next

page
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Table

21

cent

Week

5

0

0.0%

10

Week

6

0

0.0%

10

Week 7

0

0.0%

5

Week

0

0.0%

0

S

total

Pa

rnr>

y

—' ^ -

t-

—

C— s

|J w wi

v w

Week J
Week

W —

Cr*Ail
- - __ w

_z

7.9%

—.

0

0.0%

Week 7

-

2.9%

—

11

total

The

data

also

dissatisfaction

w •'*

thei

A d

In week 1 productior
group
most

felt

like

evident

—

they

_

in the

P ^

Table

23

lists

the participants
stage

and week at

the

and the
Carp

2

Incidents Coded to Stage of Group Development (Percentage)

Orientation

—f— Dissatisfaction

Resolution

Production

Figure 4
Camp 2 - Percentage of incidents coded to stage of
group development from questionnaires by week.

Incidents Coded to Stage of Group Development (Percentage)

Figure 5
group

Camp 2

-

development

Percentage of incidents coded to stage of
from interviews
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by week.

Table

23

Camp 2 - Mean Impact of Critical Incidents on Participant
and Staff Group from Questionnaires by Stage and Week
Stage

Pilot

1

2

3

4

3.4

5.0

-

-

Week

1

3.4

4.6

4.2

3.3

Week

2

3.6

3.5

4.2

3.3

Week

3

-

3.6

3.4

3.0

Week

4

-

4.1

3.4

4.8

Week

5

-

4.0

3.8

5.0

Week

6

-

3.5

3.9

4.3

Week

7

-

3.0

3.0

5.0

Week

8

-

-

-

4.6

mean

3.47

(scale

of

The
in

the

that

1

1

5,

greatest

=

3.70
low,

impact

dissatisfaction

5

was

4.15
=

high)

during

stage.

The

the production
comments

stage

and

below reflect

intensity.
Staff

begin
The

to

3.91

the

arrived at
summer.

director

earlier.

As

and

for

training moderately

Some had been hired just

and administrative

staff

is

the

the

needed direction and
goals

camp

case

during

structure

in

roles.
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days

eager

before.

had arrived a

orientation

order

to

to

day

stage,

define

their

staff

Much of
to

set

up

helped

their

staff

However,
"the

the

first

week

involved

activity areas

get

during

to

and plan

know each other

that

director wasn't

first

staff working

week

visible... the

staff

The

staff

together... tension

administrative

well

organized and
While

were

into

resolve

the
it

still
a

was

natural".

reflected as
were

get

cabins

the

and at

commented,

one

a

to

opposites

are

Another
all
the

end of week

of

the

incidents

done

at

the

thing

to

3,

in

Tension

added

As

late

lot

of
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are

in

to

"the

other
to

commented,

"when

get

done,

things

stage.

That

was

since

the week.

Staff

happy with

arose with

to

staff

dissatisfaction

that

one

the

learning

interview data

contributing

every week...a

but

They were not

activity areas.

were not

trying

commented

the beginning of

situation.

to

the waterfront".

and

staff member

By

in

important

director,

pulled together

strongly

is

know each other,

and

I

that

team.

director

"new staff were

new nurse

the

presenting problems

frustrated and angry.

reality of

that

60.0%

which

assistant

arrived we

interviews
were

One

director

peaked with
not

of

together well".
kids

including

to

trust.

commented

developed at

functioning as

trying

cycle

them.

assistant
work

staff,

This

training was

sporadic...we never had an overnight
bring

the program.

and develop

some

together

staff

the
in

staff member
the

the

people

unhappiness

season and
don't

was

there

know the

is

new

a

people...no
kids

time

get

close

to

administrative

staff

became more

helping people
them more.
provide

a

solve problems,

Meetings

comments were

time

"it's

for

staff member

they

it".

One

left.
the

staff member

This

eased

group.

others

the

"my

followed a week

Staff

good,

they

she

to

I

could not
handled

focus

take

should

in

on how
One

turns

being

dissatisfaction occurred during week
of

high camper

very

that

commented

a

lot

"this

is

destructive between

very

grouchy".

Many

were

tired and became

talk about

their

with

is

staff were
sick.

feelings.

the way

camp

enrollment with a
of

they had not

a whole...people had a hard

"this

are

a problem they

and

of

directors

started

roommate

angry

staff were

as

is

Some

their own needs met.

Many

staff

the

tension and was

People

children needing

now...

appreciate

together.

decided that

large number of

till

to be

that

the

to

and taking breaks".

second peak of

prepared.

began

in

aid communication and

there

and get

commented

the kids
The

This

staff

could help

with

involved

they were very warm...meetings

discuss

stride by

to

helpful

social...if

5.

new people when

staff

staff

end up being more

in and

and

were held

formalized

understand,

fit

the

are here".
The

the

to

special

been warned and

the biggest
the

is

time

and were being

experiencing burnout.

the

camp

and we must
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thing up

administration and

A meeting was
When

attention.

held

for

They

staff

director opened
deal with

these

to

issues"

others

responded by being

made criticisms".
feel

People commented that

closer...prevented a rift

turning point
and feel

"positive

in staff

in the way they

"it made people

in the staff...was a big

relationships... helped people open up

free to talk...we can see the result,

staff are

getting along well".
The last
disagreements

incident
about

of major dissatisfaction involved

a band with a

to camp to play at

a dance.

and it was

that

evident

making skills

former staff member coming

There was

an all

the group had developed decision

to resolve the

compromise and the group was
The staff did manage to

issue.

One person suggested a

able to work out
feel

good about

work together well near the end of camp.
leadership and dealt

staff meeting

the problem.
the group and

They were sharing

immediately and directly with issues as

they arose.

Development of

the Staff Work Group

In the beginning weeks

of

the summer,

group at Camp 3 moved through all
development.

During weeks

5

Table 24

the staff work

stages of group

and 6

the group experienced a

second period of dissatisfaction.
large number of

- Camp 3

During week 7,

a very

the incidents were in the resolution stage.

lists

the stages

of group development

from the questionnaires by week.
of group development

Table 25

coded from the
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lists

coded

the stages

interviews by week.

In

Figures 6 and 7, page 160,

results are displayed to

facilitate presentation of the data.

Table 24
Camp 3 - Stages of Group Development Coded from
Questionnaires by Week
Stage

Pilot

28

96.6%

1

3.4%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

29

Week 1

23

63.9%

7

19.4%

6

16.7%

0

0.0%

36

Week 2

6

19.4%

15

48.4%

10

32.3%

0

0.0%

31

Week 3

3

25.0%

4

33.3%

5

41.7%

0

0.0%

12

Week 4

1

8.3%

2

16.7%

7

58.3%

2

16.7%

12

Week 5

0

0.0%

4

36.4%

2

18.2%

5

45.5%

11

Week 6

0

0.0%

3

42.9%

4

57.1%

0

0.0%

7

Week 7

0

0.0%

1

16.7%

5

83.3%

0

0.0%

6

Week 8

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

4 100.0%

4
148

total

Table 25
Camp 3 - Stages of Group Development Coded from Interviews
by Week
Stage
1

1total

4

3

2

Week 3

9

24.3%

9

24.3%

16

43.2%

3

8.1%

37

Week 5

2

6.8%

14

48.3%

12

41.4%

1

3.4%

29

Week 7

1

2.9%

16

47.1%

16

47.1%

1

2.9%

34
100

total
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Incidents Coded to Stage of Group Development (Percentage)

Figure 6 Camp 3 - Percentage of incidents coded to stage of
group development from questionnaires by week.

Incidents Coded to Stage of Group Developmet (Percentage)

Figure 7 Camp 3 - Percentage of incidents coded to stage of
group development from interviews by week.
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Due to the small amount of questionnaire data for Camp
3,

especially during the last part of the summer,

the

researcher was careful not to place too much emphasis on the
percentages and to be sure that the results were also
confirmed by the interview data.
Table 26 lists the mean impact of critical incidents on
the participants and the staff group from questionnaires by
stage and week for Camp 3.

Table 26
Camp 3 - Mean Impact of Critical Incidents on Participant
and Staff Group from Questionnaires by Stage and Week
Stage
2
3.0

3

4

Pilot

1
3.4

-

-

Week 1

3.7

2.7

3.6

-

Week 2

3.3

3.7

3.6

-

Week 3

3.8

5.0

3.8

-

Week 4

3.5

3.7

3.7

4.0

Week 5

-

3.8

3.3

4.4

Week 6

-

4.5

3.0

3.3

Week 7

-

3.5

3.8

5.0

Week 8

-

-

-

2.8

mean

3.54

(scale of 1 to 5,

3.73

3.54

1 = 1ow,

3.90

5 = high)

The incidents which had the greatest impact on the
staff and the staff group happened when the group was
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dealing with dissatisfaction in week 3 and week 6 and in
production week 5.
The staff group at Camp 3 had many of the
characteristics of the orientation stage during the first
three weeks of the summer.

However,

by the end of week 2,

the staff were also dealing with many issues of
dissatisfaction.

Staff commented that the first week of

training "was very good...brought staff together...a good
balance of work and relaxation".

As the summer progressed

several comments were made regarding what was not
accomplished during the training that had an effect on how
the group developed.
clear rules,
behavior,

Some of these included the lack of

unclear work expectations,

defining appropriate

and addressing camp traditions and past practices.

During week 2 when the campers arrived,

staff continued

to get to know each other more while learning how to work
together to get tasks accomplished.

While there "wasn't

enough time to be with the staff and the kids" most of the
dissatisfaction weeks 2 and 3 was voiced in terms of
unhappiness with rules which they did not realize were part
of the job.

They were typical power and control issues.

The waterfront director decided she would do things her
way,

and as one staff member stated "it's like the

waterfront staff is a clique... they've gotten to know each
other really well".

These issues were never ever resolved

all summer.
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Staff were hired with the understanding that the camp
would be smoke free.
that to happen.
finally resolved.

In reality,

it is extremely hard for

After much dissatisfaction,

the problem was

According to one staff member "we finally

got a smoking room...it'll help the staff a lot...we won't
be sneaking out,

they'll know where we are".

Another issue addressed camper raids on other cabins.
This was an accepted practice in the past.
raid,

After the first

the camp director was very clear that this was not

acceptable.

One staff member said "staff really responded

when the camp director said this isn't going to
happen... there is more communication...! think things are
going smoother".
One issue that came up during the second period of
dissatisfaction had to do with staff being angry about not
being able to leave camp at night during the week.

One

staff member said "we are useless at night if there are
people on duty in various places...we want to leave
camp...like we can't have the responsibility".

Since this

was a personnel policy established by the camp committee,
which the camp director supported, he chose not to address
it.

The administration did compromise and allow certain

staff to leave for short periods of time during the day to
run errands for themselves and others.
Several smaller issues were mentioned which were
related to general staff burnout.
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People complained about

the food,

the amounts of work others were or were not doing,

and expressed a fear of getting fired.

Someone commented

"I'm tired and stressed out...I've been irritated by the
campers ... it's not the director or anyone's fault".
It was clear that an atmosphere of trust between the
administration and many of the staff was never fully
realized.

As one assistant director stated,

been drawn...we have the administration,
people,

"the lines have

the non active

and those who were here before... first year you

don't trust anybody...maybe we should have had people who
had worked with us before as coordinators...we created some
barriers,

separation... some say we should have made

decisions earlier".
By Week 7,
situation.

the staff learned to make the best of the

Comments included "the attitude of the staff has

changed...not as much back biting...more complementary
things...people like the change in evening programs and the
ability to do new programs... counselors are putting more
effort into the kids...the administration is working harder
at listening to the staff...they are trying to help
us...that's encouragement to me".

The staff group never

really got back into the production stage.

There were just

too many issues that were never resolved for staff members
to feel energized and excited about the staff as a group.
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Summary and Comparison of Staff Groups

Overview
People come to a new group with a long history of
experiences which can in many ways impact on the way in
which they function in the group.

Probably one of the most

significant of these is their family.
Gersick places great emphasis on the first meeting of a
group, but also suggests that recurring patterns in a groups
are influenced greatly by what happens just before the group
meets.

These include members'

expectations about the task

and other members as well as behavioral routines and
performance strategies

(Gersick,

1988, p.

33).

Since at each camp the staff was a heterogeneous group
of people who had a variety of backgrounds and experiences,
it was clear that they had different expectations for the
summer.

All staff were interviewed by the directors in the

spring and provided with general information prior to camp.
However,

especially for those returning to the camp where

they had been before,

there were questions about how camp

would be with a new director and new staff.

For many who

were college students, what would it mean to live in a place
where there were strict rules regarding behavior and
responsibility?
their job?

What exactly were they expected to do in

The precamp training period,

camp orientation,

sometimes called

and the first week or two when campers
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were present helped staff find the answers to these and many
other questions.
In the orientation stage,

the energy of the group

needed to be on defining what had to be done and how they
were going to accomplish it.
defining goals,
with each other.

Time had to be spent on

planning programs,

and learning how to work

As the data showed,

members also grappled

with the issues related to norms and roles.

The degree to

which each camp staff accomplished these tasks had a direct
effect on the development of the group.

At this point the

group needs to be dependent on the camp director and
administrative team for direction.
those people were new at the camp,
returning staff.

However,

since many of

they were dependent on

It has been discussed that at Camp 2 and

Camp 3 there was not quite enough direction.

This may have

contributed to the fact that several issues which were not
resolved came up again later in the summer.
Schein's first stage of group formation deals with self
orientation focusing on the issues of inclusion,
and intimacy

(1985,

p,

192).

acceptance,

The precamp training period

was planned so that staff could also develop relationships
with others.

The large number of incidents dealing with the

importance of being closer to others,

emphasized the fact

that staff had needs for inclusion and had to know whether
they were

"in or out"?

The issue of what it takes to be

included as a group member is a part of most of the
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theories.

By the end of

some concept of

most

staff had

the staff as a group.

Then the campers
enthusiasm.

the training week,

arrived!

At

first

there was

great

The staff was now able to do the job for which

they were hired.

In addition to the staff group,

now involved with the whole camp community,
living with children,

their cabin group.

staff were

and for those

During the next

week or so staff were extremely busy relearning their jobs
working with the children.
to

feel good about

As

the data showed,

their leadership skills.

Then staff members

realized that

the closeness

established with other staff members during the
of the season had changed.
that

they began

first week

They also started to realize

the job involved long hours of hard work.

For many

they had never had so much responsibility or worked so hard
in their lives.

This

certainly wasn't what

they had

expected.
The staff's
directed at
As

frustration at

this

stage was often

the camp director and the administrative staff.

can be explained by most group development

issues

of power and control became important.

theories,
Staff were

not happy with their situation and were going to change it!
As mentioned above,
norms,
that

rules

staff began to question established camp

regarding working conditions,

some people had more privileges

and to complain

than others.

staff became lax with their responsibilities
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Some

creating a need

for the administration to react.

Others organized small

groups and approached the camp director with "demands".
The resolution stage was characterized by the group
starting to resolve their differences.

The leadership style

of the camp director had an impact on how this was done.
This was discussed under the themes of Leadership and
Communication and Problem Solving and Decision Making.

It

was now the job of all staff at camp to figure out how they
could live and work together productively.

This involved

compromise and negotiation in order to get their own needs
met as well as providing for the needs of the campers and
fulfilling the goals of the camp.
struggles and group struggles.
the

"Fun"

There were personal

Activities reported under

theme were used to relieve stress and to help

people interact with each other on a lighter level.
reported under the

"Relationships"

theme,

As

people began to

work more cooperatively with each other and to verbalize
that they were becoming a team.
As highlighted above,

all camp staff groups spent a lot

of the summer dealing with issues of dissatisfaction and
resolving them.

This was especially the case for Camp 2 and

Camp 3.
In the production stage,

staff became much more skilled

and creative in working with the campers.
confident and competent.

They felt

Relationships with other staff

were on a more intimate level.
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Staff knew that they could

trust others to help them when they needed it.
to Schein,
Maturity,

at the fourth stage which he calls Group
the group may develop the assumption that it knows

who it is,
affairs

According

its role in the world,

(1985, p.

204).

and how to conduct its

It was very clear to the researcher

that each staff group had developed its own culture.
was an increase in practical jokes,

a language developed

with certain expressions understood only by staff,
patterns of acceptable behavior.

There

and

This was evident even

during activities with campers.
As mentioned above,

the researcher was not able to

clearly code any incidents to a termination stage.

Some of

the incidents coded to dissatisfaction near the end of the
summer may have been underlying concerns regarding the end
of the summer and the termination of the group.

Staff would

be returning to school or in many cases had no idea what
they would be doing.

Stages
At almost all times during the summer, behaviors
characteristic of all four stages of group development were
present.

In analyzing the data,

it was important to examine

the relative percentages during the different weeks of the
eight week period.
22,
3,

24,
4,

5,

and 25.
6,

This was presented in Tables 18,

19,

21,

It was displayed graphically in Figures 2,

and 7.
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Figure 8,
questionnaire,

page 171,

shows a time line of camp,

and interview schedules.

conducted on the second day of camp.

The pilot study was

Questionnaires were

completed on Thursday or Friday of each week.

Interviews

were conducted on Tuesday or Wednesday of weeks 3,

5,

and 7.

The interview data reflect all those incidents that happened
since the previous interview.
While data was collected more frequently by
questionnaire,

the amounts of data collected varied.

This

had be taken into account when interpreting the data,
especially for Camps 2 and 3 during the end of the summer.
The amount of data collected throughout the summer at Camp 3
was considerable less than at Camp 1.

This was also an

indicator of the difficulties that group experienced in its
development.
Approximately the same number of critical incidents
were collected for each camp from the interviews.

However,

since the last interview occurred at the beginning of the
seventh week,

information about the last week and one half

was not available.

Therefore,

it was harder to make

conclusions for the end of the summer,

without relying more

heavily on the observations of the researcher.

The graphs

do not reflect the level of production observed at the
camps.
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-- week 1 - camp starts
-- pilot study

(training)

-- questionnaire 1
-- week 2 - campers come

-- questionnaire 2
-- week 3
-- interview 1
-- questionnaire 3
-- week 4

-- questionnaire 4
-- week 5
-- interview 2
-- questionnaire 5
-- week 6

-- questionnaire 6
-- week 7
-- interview 3
-- questionnaire 7
-- week 8

-- questionnaire 8
-- camp ends
-- questionnaire 8
-- camp ends

Figure 8

Time line of camp,
schedules.
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questionnaire,

and interview

The pilot study
information.

provided an excellent baseline for

Nearly all of the incidents reported at all of

the camps were coded to the orientation stage.
Camp 1 clearly followed the pattern of group
development as cited by Lacoursiere more closely than the
other two camps.

The period of orientation lasted for

approximately two to three weeks at all camps.

At Camp 1,

dissatisfaction increased gradually peaking Week 4,
decreased.
and 5.

At Camp 2,

At Camp 3,

and then

dissatisfaction peaked twice Weeks 3

it also peaked twice weeks 2 and 6.

At all camps many critical incidents were coded to
resolution.

Staff were constantly working on issues

throughout the summer.

At Camp 1,

resolution increased

gradually peaking Week 3 and again 6,
during dissatisfaction.

,

At Camp 2

after a drop Week 5

resolution remained

fairly constant with peaks during Weeks 4 and 6,
dissatisfaction peaks.
dropped Week 5,

At Camp 3,

after the

resolution peaked Week 4,

and then increased.

,

Production was highest at Camp 1
with a drop Week 3,

increasing gradually

and then increasing again.

,

At Camp 2

production decreased Week 3 during dissatisfaction ,

,

increased Week 4

end of the summer.

decreased again,

and then increased at the

At Camp 3, production peaked Week 5 and

then decreased.
The interview data supported the information reported
on the questionnaires when the differences in timing were
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taken into account.

For example,

a peak of dissatisfaction

in an interview the beginning of Week 5,

confirmed that it

happened sometime between the middle of Week 3 and the
beginning of Week 5.

Productivity and Morale
Productivity and morale are two important variables in
determining a group's stage of development.

"Productivity

relates to how competent the group is in level of knowledge
and skills and its ability to complete tasks.

Morale

relates to the group's commitment as measured by its
motivation,

confidence,

& Blanchard,

1987,

p.

Lacoursiere by Carew,

and cohesion"

4).

Figure 9,

Parisi-Carew,

(Carew,
page 174,

Parisi-Carew,
adapted from

and Blanchard,

depicts

the growth that a group experiences during its life cycle
(1987,

p.

4).

When a group is in orientation,
and the morale is moderately high.

the productivity is low
In dissatisfaction,

productivity is low and the morale low.

In resolution,

the
the

productivity is moderately high and the morale is variable
and improving.

In production,

the morale is high
p.

(Carew,

the productivity is high and

Parisi-Carew & Blanchard,

1987,

5) .
While productivity and morale were not measured

directly in this study,

these variables were clearly

explained in the many comments and can be related to the
stage of development.
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Figure 9

Stage 2
Dissatisfaction

Stage 3
Resolution

Stage 4
Production

Stage 5
Termination

Team effectiveness and the stages of group development (Carew & Pansi-Carew,
1990, p. 7, adapted from R.B. Lacoursiere, The Life Cycle of Groups:
Group Development Stage Theory (New York:
Human Service Press, 1980)).

Stage 1
Orientation

During orientation,
and skills

to

function as a team.

the training week was
lot was

camp staff did not have knowledge

accomplished with respect

Most

staff were eager,

to be part of

to building relationships,

The morale was moderately
while

slightly apprehensive,

the team.

During dissatisfaction,
periods of

time at Camps

complained about
administration,

2

and 3,

the rules,
food,

which was

camp,

facilities,

evident

morale was
campers,

for greater

low.

Staff

camp director and

and life in general.

Their expectations were not being met.

Staff always

maintained a certain level of productivity with respect
offering program and supervision of campers.
was

evident

A

low since they were learning

the camp and their jobs.

high.

the main goals of

for staff to develop these skills.

but overall productivity was
about

One of

that

they were not

always

for their activities

thoroughly,

task for the campers

such as

In the resolution stage,
relatively high.

Staff

However,

creative,

or doing that

reading them a

to
it

preparing
little extra

story at night.

the productivity was

learned how to solve problems

make decisions.

They used their new energy for more

positive tasks.

As

they achieved success,

and

their morale

improved greatly and they had more enthusiasm and enjoyed
having

fun.

During production,
high.

both productivity and morale were

Staff more often took the initiative planning
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exciting and creative programs.

They also enjoyed being

with each other in doing activities
job,

but

a

fun exciting experience.
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for

fun.

Camp wasn't

a

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,

This

CONCLUSIONS,

chapter includes

procedures,

and results.

from both the process
recommendations
conclusions

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a summary of
Further,

conclusions

and the results.

for application of

to the management of

the study purpose,
are drawn

Finally,

the results and

camps

as well

as

for

further research are offered.

Summary

The way in which organizations have been managed has
changed dramatically in the past
found that

the use of teams

service while better
of

individuals

It has been

can increase production and

fulfilling the basic human work needs

for interpersonal

own environment,

ten years.

and successful

The emphasis on groups

contact,

control over their

completion of a task.

in the workplace has

rapidly creating a need for a

increased

substantial body of knowledge

in the area of group development which has been formulated
from research done on work groups.

The purpose of this

study has been to contribute to that body of knowledge by
examining the developmental
at

life cycle of

staff work groups

three resident youth camps.
The Critical

(1954),

Incident

Technique,

developed by Flanagan

was used for collecting and analyzing the data.
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A

critical

incident

Sixty-nine

staff members

the

study by

the

eight

completing

weeks

conducted with
third,

fifth,

generated a

First,

and

the

incidents,
the

835

and

of

for

stages

the

themes

importance were

also

the

end of

each of

Interviews were
each camp

the

during

season.

incidents,

667

from the

were

of

of

coded

for

emerged
group

into

from the

data.

development

Orientation,

Who was

theme

Dissatisfaction,

involved

took place,

using

in

the

and the

context

analyzed.

which emerged

"Relationships",

from the

"Norms

data

in order

and Roles",
and

"Leadership

Communication".

Forty-five percent

the

data were

"Relationships"

divided

into

28

time period,
The
by

camp,

data

The

subcategories.

beginning,

group

through all

theme.

middle,

development

stages

of

themes

themes were

and

end of

were

the

analyzed

and week.

development.
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five

The

stages

collection method,

of

Many

were

of

"Fun",

and Decision Making",

the

the

This

"Problem Solving

to

in

classification were used.

incidents

were

at

participated

interviews.

stage

Production.

where

camps

at

of

from the

incidents

(1980)

five

season.

critical

systems

coded

incidents

The

4-H

subcategories which

they were

developed and tested.

questionnaires
camp
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critical

Resolution,

three

staff members

of

and

and

at

seventh weeks

total

Lacoursiere's

of

the

different

categories
Then,

of

seven

questionnaires
Two

questionnaire was

and

coded
further

analyzed by
summer.
separately

Each camp moved

incidents

were

coded to

dissatisfaction and resolution.

experienced a
fifth and
A

on

interviews
analysis

stage

sixth weeks,

large

comments

second

amount
the

of

questionnaires

the

due

qualitative

provided the basis

of

development

camps

dissatisfaction

possibly

of

Two

and
for

of

around the

to

staff burnout.

data

from written

statements made
a

the

in

the

thorough descriptive
staff work groups.

Conclusions

Overview

The
the

qualitative

developmental

effective way

to

approach used

life

cycle

in

this

research to

of work groups

study

provided an

gain a better understanding of

camp

staff

groups.
The use
(1954)

to
the

large

on how the

collect
scope

stage

data,
and

amount

of

development

staff

of

group
the

a way

data

in

and

to

two

development,
key

data

Technique

describing numerous

developed.

questionnaires

the

Incident

staff perceived as

group

served as

description of

factors

having an

Using

two methods

interviews,

check

broadened

for validity.

different ways,
provided a
involved

in

by

themes

and

clearer
the

group

process.

Several
regarding

Critical

incidents which the

Analyzing
by

Flanagan's

provided a

critical
impact

of

the

conclusions
factors

can be

drawn

which had an
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from this

impact

on

the

research
development

of

the work groups.

These

are

discussed

in

the

following

sections.

Stages

By

coding

the

data

the

characteristics,

and

Parisi-Carew

orientation,
pattern of
group
a

course
of

the

incidents

stages.
stage
in

staff

of

At

coded to
two

what might

stages

comments

on

groups

over

their

life

go

to
through

cycle.

stages

with a

of

over

the

considerable number

dissatisfaction and resolution
a

second dissatisfaction

sixth weeks.
the

The

data

questionnaires

good understanding of

collected

and

the

in

the

recurrent

situations.

group

have been

at

Camp

1

expected

developed most
from the
the

strong

week,

of

the

camp

leadership

style

preplanning and organization prior
culture

created.
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to

closely

literature.

to

vision and camp

According

small

could have been attributed
the

stages

all

there was

fifth and

using

and production a

evident.

season,

the

camps,

provided a

staff

Lacoursiere's

resolution,
was

development

developed by Carew

group moved through the

and unique

The

group

issues

theory,

eight week

form of

interviews
issues

stage

of

based on

development

around the

the

and

dissatisfaction,

group

Development

stage

tasks,

of predictable

Each

Group

for

(1990),

development

series

of

staff

This

training

director,
the

to

summer,

extensive
and

the

time

At

Camps

2

and

3,

the

in

dissatisfaction

dissatisfaction around
this might
the

camp

hiring

staff

and

the

fifth or

late

in

lack of

and the

experienced much more

to

the

spring,

the

administrative

to

the

the

training.

staff were

respect
site

camp
The

not

so were not

convey

training.

to

the

staff

summer progressed,

the

during

strengths

director

and administrative

with the

staff,

they were

that

came up

during

into

a productive

staff

the

in

staff

able

dissatisfaction

team with high

camp

spirit

stage
by

the

on

able
As

evident.

resolve most

to

season,

supervision of

became

to

2

and

clear

their vision or operating procedures,
that

Camp

of

disorganization of

preparing

staff

At

staff with

communication prior
for

second peak

sixth week.

and administrative

inadequate planning

director

group

and resolution with a

have been attributed

director

supplies,

staff

of

to

the
the

camp

Along
the

issues

and develop
end of

the

summer.
At
at

the

Camp

3,

while

time,

it

became

feeling of

trust

the

staff

evident

staff.

clear vision

and goals,

agreed upon,

or developed by

fully

that

and understanding

administration and the

we/they

training

situation.

The

however,

Staff

the

between most

staff members

there was

developed between

strong
real
the

administration had a

staff.

There was

conveyed,
often a

formed and were never

staff

group.

were never as
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never a

these were never

subgroups

integrated with the whole

seemed to be

close

Relationships
as

they were

at

the other camps.

the
just

issues

While they were able to resolve many of

of dissatisfaction,

adequately until

staff basically functioned

the end of

the summer.

The second peak of dissatisfaction could have been
attributed to staff burnout.
been reported by several

This

is a phenomenon which has

camp directors.

Because of

long working hours,

lack of maturity of many of

members

"pacing themselves",

in terms of

human relations,

and demands of

especially if

the

staff tend to

get physically sick and emotionally drained.
appropriate rest and support,

the staff

intensity of

the campers,

the

With
the staff group

had a strong sense of being a team earlier in the season,
they usually recover quickly.
The leadership skills of

the director and

administrative staff had a great
the groups

developed.

impact on the way in which

Leaders must be able to provide the

appropriate direction and support when members of the group
can not do it

for themselves.

They must

appropriate behavior for the staff.
addressed at
The

also model

Leadership has been

length in the literature.

impact of critical

the staff group was

incidents on the participant and

rated highest

at all

dissatisfaction and production stages.

camps

in the

This was not

surprising since these are the times when people tend to
experience the
lot of

"lows"

and

"highs"

of

energy created and expended at
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life.

There is often a

those times.

Themes

The themes which emerged from the data are themes which
have been discussed extensively in the
group development.

The

five themes

which were present

throughout

varying degrees

different

at

"Relationships",

"Norms

and Decision Making",
The 28

in order of

the life of

importance

the group in

time periods were

and Roles",

and

literature on small

"Fun",

"Problem Solving

"Leadership and Communication".

subcategories which emerged from these themes

provided a more detailed description of what happened at
specific time periods.
The
half

"Relationships"

times

theme.

theme had more than two and one

the number of responses

One of the primary reasons

than the next highest
campers and staff return

to camp year after year is because of the relationships
form.

Therefore,

development
beginning,

it

is very important

to spend time and energy,

to the group's
especially in the

structuring the experience to promote closer

relationships

and cooperation,

a team spirit

through building trust.

(1984)

they

basic work needs

is

and openness.

(1986)

these were

developing a sense of group,

and

Shaskin's

contact

in the

The three dimensions of

for Shutz

All of

One of

interpersonal

context of work activities.
interpersonal needs

appreciation for others,

are inclusion,

control,

found to be the basis

for

especially in the beginning.
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Clarifying norms

and roles was

important.

Staff

members need to have a clear understanding of what
expected,

the guidelines

boundaries

for accomplishing tasks,

for behavior.

Many of the recurrent

is
and the

issues

that

continued to move the groups back and forth between
dissatisfaction and resolution had to do with norms,
expectations,

and roles.

firmly in the beginning,

When they were not

and clarified completely during the

initial period of dissatisfaction,
throughout

the life of

Fun is not

a new concept

creative,

extremely important

they continued to surface

the group.

The more people enjoy what
productive,

established

for camp or work in general.

they are doing,

and enthusiastic

the more

they are.

This was

in creating a good atmosphere at

camp.

The way in which problems were solved and decisions
were made changed depending on the stage of development.
This was

also closely related to

leadership style.

were solved and decisions were made
summer primarily by all
During the middle of
was

the

in dissatisfaction,

administrative staff

Problems

in the beginning of the

staff and administration together.
summer,

especially when the group

the camp director and the

solved problems

and made decisions.

Through the resolution stage and into the production stage,
problems were solved and decisions were made cooperatively
and then delegated more to the

staff alone.

with the accepted group development
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theories

This agrees
except

for the

initial period in which the

leaders need to be more

directive in solving problems
The

leadership of

and making decisions.

the camp director and the

administrative staff was a

subcategory that

emerged

especially during the period of dissatisfaction around the
third week.
focus

Developing personal

during the beginning of

period and the
incidents

first weeks with the campers.

coded to the communications

communication was

of many of

the other

researcher agrees with Cohen and Smith

the group.

properly,

lower

coded to other categories.

there is a constant
of

The number of

subcategory was

however,

certainly a theme that was part

This

a

the summer during the training

than might have been expected,

incidents

leadership skills was

If

shift

in balance of

the group does not

one of the thematic

themes

(1976)

that

over the

life

seem to be developing

issues must be blocking the

group.

Who,

It was

Where,

and Context

interesting to note that

reported some

32.8% of the incidents

involvement with campers.

interdependence of

staff and campers

The largest number of

incidents,

This

showed an

in the camp community.

however,

were staff with

staff or the whole staff group.

Only incidents

staff were used in the coding of

the stage of development.
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involving

The largest number of
They were
incident

issue

focused,

incidents

not

took place was not

took place around camp.

location focused.

of particular importance.

The category with the highest number of
respect

to the context

conflicts".

The concept

important

at

the driving

the

incident was

A number of other contexts

focused on key issues

development

of

of

at

force that

"complaints

and

camp.

the camp as

The

incidents with

emerged which

a community and the

of high functioning groups has
camp.

Where the

always been

staff working together as

a team is

can make the difference.

Recommendations

Several
results

recommendations

and the conclusions

are made

to the management

including the camp community,
staff

scheduling,

Recommendations

for

of

the

camps

leadership and supervision,

selection and retention,

development,

for application of

staff

training and

and site and facilities.

further research are also

Management

included.

of Camps

Camp Community
In his
Rubendall
camps
to

article

(1988)

"Building Communities

discusses

Through Camping",

the uniqueness of

summer youth

and the way in which staff and campers bond together

form community.

There are a variety of
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situations built

into the structure of organized camping that
to the

lend themselves

formation of groups.

Staff members are part of many different groups at
camp.

With campers

community,

they are part of the whole camp

and might be leaders

of a cabin group and the

director of an activity group.
part of

With other staff

the whole staff group and also might be part of a

temporary program planning or activity group,
administrative group,
cabin area.

It

is

or subgroups

critical

into and out of different
realize they are part
Consequently,

integration of
subgroups

easily and continue to

of a team.
for the

the beginning of the summer and careful

are allowed to

they form are important.

form exclusive cliques,

harder to sustain a total

researcher,

organized by activity or

for staff to be able to move

roles

subgroups as

collected in this

the

a strong teambuilding effort

whole staff group at

staff,

they are

team spirit.

Once

it becomes

From the data

study and the experience of the

this most

often happens with the waterfront

horseback riding staff,

administrative staff,

and

returning staff.

Leadership and Supervision
The leadership behaviors

in a group have a major

influence on how the group develops.
true

This

for the designated leader or leaders.
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is

especially

They have to be

able to provide direction and support
is not providing it
The three camps

for the group when it

for itself.
in this

study had first year camp

directors who had very little administrative experience.
The lack of directive behavior in the beginning at Camp 2
and Camp 3,

certainly had an effect on how the staff groups

developed.
"The degree to which an ideal
is proportionate to the emphasis
on promoting it"
that

(Rubendall,

community can be realized

the camp leadership places

1988,

p.

3).

It

is

crucial

designated leaders have education and experience in

group development process.
attending formal
professional

This

could be gained from

training opportunities

organizations or groups

sponsored by

specializing in

teambuilding.

Having the administrative group together at

camp a week or

five days prior to the arrival of

the staff can also be effective.

the rest of

This probably contributed

to the greater group cohesiveness observed at Camp 1.
The administrative group must

continually model

effective team behavior evaluating their own group process
as well

as

the way in which they work with other staff.

When they practice effective communication there is

a

greater likelihood communication will be enhanced in the
entire camp.
Supervision skills are also extremely important.
the beginning,

the camp director and the rest
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of

the

In

administrative

staff must

clearly communicate camp rules

and

expectations and follow through with the appropriate
responses
satff

throughout

the summer.

When at all possible,

should be included in making decisions

affect

them and the rest

of the camp.

dissatisfaction with the leaders

that directly

Extended periods of

can be avoided if

there is

clarity and consistency.
Leaders must understand the principles
leadership and have skills

of

situational

to apply them appropriately.

Leaders must provide the direction the group needs during
orientation and dissatisfaction and the support

it needs

especially during dissatisfaction and resolution.
skills

These

are most often gained through the experience of

working with a number of different groups

over a long period

of time.

Staff

Selection and Retention
The selection of

staff who are willing and able to

function as part of a team is

important.

Some of this

information can be obtained through the application,
references,
focus

and the hiring interview.

Questions

should

on the ability and desire to work with others,

open and accepting,

to be

and to take the initiative and follow

through.
All
It

is

staff

important

process.

It

should be hired prior to the training week.
that

everyone be part of

the group building

is often hard to integrate staff
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into the camp

later in the summer.

The dynamics of

the staff group

change.
When staff are hired from the previous
must understand that

summer,

camp will be different

they

from the

previous

summer.

They have changed and camp has

changed.

There is

a new staff group which must develop into a high

performing team.
Hiring

for diversity is

that have members

also important.

from diverse backgrounds

greater sense of acceptance and openness
ideas

and activities.

Staff groups

can develop a

to a variety of

This usually has a positive effect on

the campers as well.
In terms
researcher's

of

staff

retention from year to year,

experience,

when staff have been part of

group that has worked well
return the

together,

a

they are more likely to

following summer if the director or

administration returns.
conducted,

from the

The

the return rate

It was highest
returned as

at Camp 1,

summer after this

study was

for staff at Camp 3 was very low.
even though the Assistant Director

the Camp Director.

Staff Training and Development
One area
relevance is
training.

It

in which the results

of

this

study have

in the planning and implementation of
is

content as well

important
as

staff

to attend to both subject matter

group process.
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At

the beginning,

activities must be planned which

allow inclusion and promote trust.
experience,
roles.

If

the group must
issues

they arise,
issues

Within a structured

define goals,

direction,

and

are clarified from the beginning and as

the group should develop more smoothly with less

creating dissatisfaction which then need to be

resolved.
For camp staff groups,
such as an overnight,

challenging group experiences

initiative activities,

in a constructive project

are helpful

or involvement

in enabling the group

to develop.
When the group moves

into the dissatisfaction stage,

there must be an open and supportive atmosphere.
members must be able to learn skills
make decisions.

Staff

to solve problems and

Inservice training can help staff resolve

their differences.
Support

can be provided in a number of ways at

kind word of encouragement,

snack,

situation with a camper,

or a visit

a

to a staff member on night

duty can all make a large difference.

Scheduling
The camp schedule is one important way in which
direction and support

can be provided.

must be provided for staff
needs.

A

recognition for a job well done,

acknowledgment of a difficult
surprise staff

camp.

Unscheduled time

to take care of

their personal

Staff must have both scheduled and unscheduled
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socialization activities

in order to enable relationships

develop on a more intimate level.
relationships were the most
development of

season.

as well

With an understanding of

directors
to meet

important

the staff group.

activity on a daily basis

can plan

the needs

According to this

to

study,

theme in the

There must be a balance of
as

throughout

the camp

group development

stages,

for the appropriate direction and support
of the group throughout

the summer.

Site and Facilities
Many camps
money left
luxurious

run on a tight budget

for staff amenities.
setting.

from the campers,
and nutritional

Most

and there is

little

staff do not

expect

Staff do need a place

for privacy away

a comfortable place to sleep,

food.

a

and adequate

When these are not provided

dissatisfaction often occurs.
Staff also need the appropriate equipment
to do the job for which they were hired.
purchasing that

and supplies

The more

can be done prior to the camp season,

preferably in consultation with the staff member involved
with the activity,

the better.

Further Research

Because this

study is one of

replication in other types
provide more
results.

of

the

camps

first of

its kind,

and organizations might

information on the generalizability of

the

The researcher suggests other agency or private
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resident

camps which have longer camper sessions,

where the
removed,

factors associated with residential

living are

and conference centers or boarding schools,

also have

which

few outside influences.

In the State of Connecticut,
mandates

day camps

requiring that

making skills,
curriculum.

there are new legislative

group building skills,

and multicultural

education be built

into the

It would be interesting to study the effects of

these changes on teacher work groups
to look at

decision

and students

as well as

the similarities between camps and groups

in

other organizations.
When training programs
experience of
in this

study,

several

days,

they have a

are structured as
such as
special

those

an intense

for the camp staff

character quite different

from the rest of the work experience.

It might be

interesting to investigate the development of

the staff work

group more closely during the one week training period on a
daily basis.
Two camps

in this

study experienced a second period of

dissatisfaction around the
season.

This

camp directors
What

is

fifth and sixth weeks of

a phenomenon that has been reported by many

and the researcher has

can be done to prevent

seen it at many camps.

staff burnout or help the staff

group resolve the dissatisfaction quickly at
might be helpful

the

to examine this
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further.

this

time?

It

Further research might be undertaken to more closely
look at

the effects of

the leadership behaviors of

designated leaders as well

as other members

of

Studies on the relationship between Situational

the group.
Leadership

and group development have been conducted in other settings.
This would be an extremely relevant

194

topic

for camps.

APPENDIX A

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM AND SUPPORT LETTERS
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

Staff members at the Middlesex County 4-H Camp, the New
London County 4-H Camp, and the Windham-Tolland 4-H Camp are
being given the opportunity to participate in a study which
examines the development of a summer camp staff group.
Results of this study will help in identifying ways in which
strong camp staff teams can be developed in the future.
The study is being
Camping Coordinator for

conducted by Bari
the University of

Dworken who
Connecticut

is

the

Cooperative Extension System and a doctoral candidate in the
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts.
It
is supported by the District Administrator of the University
of Connecticut Cooperative Extension System, the Camp
Committee Chairs, and the Camp Directors of the three
participating camps mentioned above.
Each week, staff members will be asked to complete
questionnaires describing significant situations at camp.
Some staff will also be asked to participate in a short
interview with the researcher.
The questionnaires will be identified by code, not
names of participants, and will be returned to the
researcher in unmarked sealed envelopes.
The interviews
will be audio taped and transcribed by the researcher.
The
tapes will be identified by code and then erased at the end
of the study.
The list with participant names and codes
will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the researcher's
home.
Information gained from questionnaires and interviews
will not be shared with anyone related to the camping
program during the camp season.
After the camp season,
participants and others interested may receive a copy of the
results.
In order to protect the identity of participants,
the names of participants will not be used and any
identifying characteristics in the reporting of quotes or
incidents

will

be

changed.

The researcher will be using the results of this study
in writing her dissertation.
They may also be used in
writing journal articles or giving presentations.
In any
reference to the information obtained in this study, the
researcher will make every effort to protect the
confidentiality and anonymity of the camp staff.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary.
At any time, a staff member may choose to end participation
in the study.
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I, _ have read the attached
statement and agree to participate in the study under the
conditions stated above.

signature

of

the participant

date

signature

of

the

date

researcher
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June 21,

Dear Camp

1991

Staff Member,

After months of planning, we are very excited that the
summer season is finally here.
We are also happy that you
have decided to be an important part of making things happen
this summer!
At 4-H camp we recognize that the
work together as a team is critical to
camp.

ability of a staff to
running an excellent

This summer, a study of the development of the staff
group is being conducted at three Connecticut 4-H camps.
It
is an exciting way to learn more about what really matters
in helping staff like you get the most out of your summer
experience.
We hope you will choose to participate in this
important study because we know that your perceptions
help us in continuing to improve our camp.

will

Thanks.

Sincerely,

Camp Committee Chair

Camp Director
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June 20,

1991

Dear Camp Staff Member,
Congratulations on being hired as a member of the 4-H
camp staff for the 1991 summer camp season.
I hope you have
a most rewarding summer.
Meeting the needs of youth who attend our summer camps
is contingent on the development of a camp staff team that
can work together effectively in providing a wide variety of
programming.
In order to find out some of the factors that are
important in the development of a camp staff into a high
performing team, a study is being conducted by Bari Dworken,
Camping Coordinator for the University of Connecticut
Cooperative Extension System.
I hope as a member of the 4-H camp staff you will take
part in this study.
You opinions will certainly be valuable
in helping us work effectively with staff and campers in the
future.
Thanks

so much.

Sincerely,

Administrator,
Eastern District
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CRITICAL INCIDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Think of an incident this week that in your judgment had an
impact on how the staff group worked together.
Describe what happened.

Who was

involved?

When did it happen?

Where did it happen?

What was
low_

the intensity of the incident?
medium_
high_
not

Describe the events

leading up to the

sure_

incident.

Did the incident help the staff function better as a team or
hinder it?
Helped_
Hindered_
Not Sure_
Why?_

Describe anything that has happened since the incident
could be a consequence of the incident.
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that

CRITICAL

INCIDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Think of an incident this week that in your judgment
impact on how the staff group worked together.
Describe what

Who was

it

did

Describe

happened.

involved?

When did

Where

it

the

happen?

happen?

events

How much of an
group member?

1
Little
or no
impact

had an

2

leading up

impact

did

3

this

to

the

incident.

incident

4

5

Somewhat
of an
impact

have

on You as

NOT

SURE.

A great
impact

Why?_
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a

How much of
A WHOLE?

1

an

impact

did this

incident

have

2

Little
or no

NOT
Somewhat
of an
impact

impact

on THE GROUP AS

SURE

A great
impact

Why?_

Describe
could be

anything that has happened since
a consequence of the incident.
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the

incident

that
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